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THE COUNCIL Members ex officio 

Members of council as at 31 December 1988 The Honourable Sir George Hermann Lush LLM Melb. - Chancellor 
Malcolm Ian Logan BA PhD DipEd Syd. FASSA - Vice-Chancellor 

Appointed by the Governor in Council to represent the Parliament of 
Victoria 

The Honourable James Vi ncent Chester Guest MA Oxon. MBAMelb. Barrister-at-Law 
of Lincoln's Inn Barriser-at-Law Vic. MLC 

Gerard Marshall Vaughan ARMIT DipEd SCV BE MEngSc PhD ARACI MP 
Thomas William W allace MP 

Appointed by the Governor in Council to represent the interests of 
agriculture, the professions, industry and commerce 

James Arnold Hancock OBE BCom Melb. FCA AASA 
Geoffrey Alistair Knights MA PhD Cantab. 
Jan Eric Kolm AO EngChem Prague Tech. Uni. FRACI FAIM FTS 
Rachelle Anne Lewican BA LLB(Hons) Melb. 
Helen Marion Nugent BA PhD Qld MBA Harv. 
Nigel Wood BEc N.E. 

Elected by graduates of the University 

Anthony Henry May BEc LLB 
Kay Christine Lesley Paterson BA Syd. PhD DipEd MAPsS 

Elected by the faculties 

Marilyn Lee Lake MA Tas. PhD (Arts) 
June Margaret Heam MA PhD Melb. (Economics a11d Politits) 
Winifred McDonell BA MEd DipEd FACE (Educatio11) 
Robert Joh n Neil Kinsman BMechE Melb. CEng FIMcchE MAustlMM (Engi11 eeri11g} 
T he Honourable Mr Justice Robert Clive Tadgell LLB Melh. (Law) 
Anthony Robert Moore MB MS Melb. MA Cantab.FRACS FACRM (Medid11e) 
H ugh Alexander Grayson FMTC CChem FMCI FIDA FAIM ( deuce) 

Elected by the professors 

David Alistair Kemp BA LLB Melb. PhD Yale 
William Henry Melbourne BE Syd. PhD DIC Lond. FIEAust FRAeS FRGS 
Clive Trevor Probyn MA Virginia BA PhD Nott. 
Bruce Oswald West BSc Adel. PhD Adel. and Cantab. FRACI 

Elected by teaching staff other than the professors 

Stella Anne Crossley MA DPhil Oxon. 
William Anthony Howard MCom Melb. PhD C'nell 
Jennifer Strauss BA Melb. 

Appointed by the Minister for Education 

Ronald George Ritchie BMechE DipEd Melb. DipMechE Cauljield TC MAdmin 
FIEAust MACE 

Co-opted 

The Honourable Joseph Ezra Isaac BA BCom Melb. PhD Lond. FASSA - Deputy 
Chancellor 

Dorothy Ruth Pizzey BA BEd Melb. FACE 
Vacant 
Vacant 

Co-opted from among the deans of the faculties 

John Anthony Hay BA PhD W.Aust. MA Cantab. FACE 
William Ronald Aylett Muntz BA DPhil Oxon. FRSE 
William Angus Sinclair MCom Melb. DPhil Oxon. FASSA 



Elected by the non-academic staff 

Douglas Raymond Ellis BEc ARMIT 

Elected by the students of the University 

Sarah Jane Brydon 
Ian Thomas Paulsen 
Robert Charles Peterson BAppSci SAIT 
Secretary: Mr MD Watson 

Changes in membership of council during 1988 

Members who retired or resigned form office during 1988 

Dr P LeP Darvall (non-professorial teaching staff) 1983-88 
Mr A C Holmes (undergraduate and diploma swdents) 1986-88 
The Honourable Emeritus Professor J E Isaac (coopced) 1977- 88 
Mr CJ McLeod (undergraduate and diploma students) 1987-88 
Professor W RA Muntz (coopced dean} 1987-88 · 
Mr D G Paech (coopted) 1985-88 
Mr PAT Williamson (postgraduate students) 1987-88 

Members re-elected or re-appointed for a further term of office during 1988 

Mr A H May (graduates) 1988-92 

Members elected' or appointed to council during 1988 

Ms S J Brydon (undergraduate and diploma students) 1988-90 
Or S A Crossley (non-professorial teaching staff) 1988-91 
Mr D R Ellis (non-academic staff) 1988-90 
Professor J A Hay (coopted dean) 1988-89 
Mrs W McDonel l (Faculty of Education) 1988- 90 
Mr I T Paulsen (undergraduate and diploma students} 1988-89 
Mr R C Peterson (postgraduate stude.nts) 1988- 89 

Vacancies in the membership of council as at 31 December 1988 

Three coopted members 

The Monash University Council met eight times during 1988, between February and 
December, with the introduction of a new six-weekly meeting cycle. I cha.ired each of 
these meetings. 

It was a momentous year for Australian hi~her educat-ion. In cum, we had the VPs.ec 
discussion paper, Optio11s for tire Development oj Higlier Education Structures in Victoria, the 
Commonweakh Government's Higher Education Policy Diswssio11 Paper - the so-called 
'Green Paper' - and the subsequenc 'White Paper' , culminating in the establishment 
of the Unified National ystem of Higher Education. These events heralded the effec
tive demise of the binary system distinguishing between the university and college 
sectors of tertiary education, and the seeds were sow11 for the integration of Australia's 
sixty-five post-secondary education institutions that will lead, by amalgamation and 
coordination, to a unified national system of some twenty only major i.nstirutions of 
higher education. Monash will undoubtedly emerge as a significant force in the new 
system. 

Moves were set in train during the year which are likely to see a merger of Chisholm 
Inst.iruce ofTecbnology with Monash University, bringing with it an additional 6000-
odd enrolments in engineering, business, humanities and social sciences. Also, Monash 
entered into an affiliation agreement with Gippsland lllStitute of Advanced Education 
in December which will lead within one or two years to University College status and 
quite possibly full incorporation into d1e University in due course. This development 
creates an opportunity for Monash to become involved in the provision of distance 
education - a provision sanctioned in the Mo11ash University Act 1958 but never pur
sued. As may be imagined, these developments have caken place within an atmosphere 
of uncertainty that necessarily accompanies major change. The Vice-Chancellor will 
no doubt have more to say in this regard in his report. 

Monash forged further links with other institutions during the year by entering into 
afliliacio.n agreements with the National Vision Research Institute, the Plant Research 
Institute -.Burnley Frankston Hospital, and the Kingston Centre. It is also anticipated 
that the University will, early in 1989, affiliate with the Australian Management 
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REPORT OF THE VICE-CHANCELLOR 

Professor M I Logan BA PhD DipEd Syd. FASSA 

College, Mc Eliza, paving the way for che award to graduates of that institution of 
distinctively designated Monash MBA degrees. 

As foreshadowed in my last report, che University, by way of the proceedings of a 
Council committee under my chairmanship, successfully terminated its existing agree
ment with rvF Australia Pty .Ltd relating to the marketing of in vitro fertilisation 
know-how in the United States and encered into a new agreemnc providing for the 
payment to Monash by that company of an annual sum to be applied to JVP 

research. 
At its December meeting, Council received with interest two important documents 

from the Vice-Chancellor: Rusume of Achie,1eme11rs 1988, recording the University's 
compliance to date with the pre cription set down in its 1987 plan, Mo11asli University 
- Strategy for the F11wre; and the 1989 Budget, setting the course for the year ahead 
within the broad ambit of that same planning pre cription. 

There was considerable movement within the University's senior academic rank 
during the year. Tbe dean of the Faculty of Arts, Professor JA Hay was appointed to 
tbe new post of Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic), while Professor I J Polmear's 
post was redcsignated as Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research). The outgoing dean of the 
Faculty of Engineering, Professor LA Endersbee, wa appointed Pro Vice-Chancellor 
(Special Projects) ro assist the Vice-Chancellor in a number of designated areas. New 
appointments were also made for the deanship of the faculties of Education, Engin
eering, Law, and Medici_ne, and moves will be set in train early in 1989 co fill the vacant 
deanship of the Faculty of Arts. 

The need for further funding for erection and maintena1lCe of building was empha
sised by two matters co which Council was obliged to give attention dmi_ng the year. 
The first was the heavy expenditure involved in keeping in serviceable and afe con
ditions some of the University's original buildings, of necessity economically con
structed. The second was the need co permit the erection on campus of temporary 
buildings. 1t can only be hoped that they will be temporary. 

Council noted with pleast1re awards in the Order of Australia in tbe Australia Day 
and Queen's Birthday honours list co The Rt Reverend P J Hollingworth AO, Emeri
tus Professor J D Legge AO, Mrs ER Mahlab AO, aud Professor J P Whyte AM, all of 
whom are former members of Council, and co Ms E Fcsl AM, director of the Uni• 
versity's Aboriginal Research Centre. 

During·tl1e year, Council conferred honorary degrees of MSc o.n Mr Bru.cc Fuhrer of 
the Department of Botany, and D Litt on Mr Patrick McCaugbey, eh former professor 
and foundation chairman of the University's Department of Visual Arts. Council also 
conferred the tide of Emeritus Professor upon Professor J P Whyte of the Graduate 
School of Librarianship and Pmfessor T A Jones of the Department of Music to dare 
from their retirement from the University at the end of the year. 

In November, I was elected by my fellow members of Council to a third cean as 
Chancellor, to commence 20 February 1989. Mr JA Hancock was elected to the deputy 
chancellorship, and I look forward to his support during the next three years. 

Lastly I pay tribute to The Honourable Emeritus Professor J E Jsaac who at the end of 
tb.e year stood down from the deputy chancellorship after tluee consecutive terms, and 
retired from Council after serving as a coopted member since July 1977. Prior co this, 
he served the U nivcrsity with distinction as a professor of Economics bctweeo 1965 and 
1973 before his appointment as a Deputy President of the Australian Conciliation and 
Arbitration Commission. Professor I aac's contribution to Monash has been inestim
abl.e, and his wise coumcl and gracious manner will be sorely missed on Council. 

In 1988 Monash took the first seeps in its Strategy for the Future. We applied money 
from the Research Excellence fund and the Academic Development fund and began our 
plans co serve the community better. 

By so doing, we improved areas in which we already specialised, like Asian studies 
and our Centre for Telecommunications Research, and embarked on some wholly new 
enterprises, like the National Pulp and Paper Research lnstitute. The institute was 
created when the industry approached Monash for a cooperative enterprise. It sought 
better training for its employees and help with its present problems an.d future devel
opment. Monash set up a new centre to teach a master's degree in pulp and paper 
technology and to carry out basic and applied research. 

Monash has particular know-how whe11 it comes to reaching European languages. 
The Victorian Government recognised this strength by providing special funding for 
the Centre of European Studies to offer more courses in European languages nd cul 
tures. lt will be an area of study important to Australia's future, especially after 
1992. 

The Australian Government recognised Monash iniciatives in Australian studies and 
public sector management. The National Centre for Resea.rch and Development in 
Australian Studies (in the Faculty of Arts) and the Public Sector Manageme,nc Institute 



(in the Facttlty of Economics and Politics) attracted Federal funding as key centres for 
teachi ng and research. Each of these centres builds on Monash expertise and creates an 
opportunity for Monash to provide national leadership in an important area. 

During 1988 work began on the Science and Technology Park. The work inch1ded a 
major building co be managed by the University and a laboratory for the Common
weakh Serum Laboratories. The success of the Centre for Bioprocess Technology in 
gaining a major GIRD grant (jointly with the Commonwealth Scrum Laboratories) 
emphasised rhe importance of the opportunities offc.red by the Science Park. 

We are doing new things to cell young people in secondary schools bout Monash. 
We visited many more schools than we have in previous ye-.frs and mounted several 
'Monash days' when members of our own teaching staff rook normal classes with Year 
12 students in some of the larger econdary chools. We have also continued our work 
on the Schools Link Program, visiting schools from which few students have pro
gressed co university. The program's results arc encouraging and justify the time and 
effort we arc putting into it. 

In accord witb our membership of the new Unified National ystem, we sec up a 
detailed data base for planning tudent enrolments. The data base projects student 
numbers by course and by year, caking account of national prio,citie and reflecting ome 
of our own special skills and experience. It allows us to forecast thre years ahead and 
shows now that we can plan co grow in Engineering, Law, Asian languages, courses 
related to business, and graduate studies. 

Supporting some of che aims of our Strategy for the Future, we put more money, time 
and hard work into Open Day to meet the great demand among students, parents and 
the public for information about the University. Ou.r efforts were rewarded with the 
largest crowd on record. 

In tliis way, as in many others, Monash moved closer to its community. It is trongly 
placed in 1989 to capitalise on this year's initiatives. 

Site and buildings 

In 1988, projects completed included the relocation of J3uildings Branch Adrninls
tration and Central Services, restructuring of Administration Offices and the Monash 
Centre at the new Exhibition Street comple . Work which commenced during the 
year or earlier and still in progress includes the Monash S<Ziencc and Technology Park 
project and construction of the new Microcomputing Laboratory. 

Legislation 

Five amending Scacuccs and forty-five new or amending regulations were made in 
1988. The regulations included three new Masters degree courses and seven new 
diplomas. The regulations governing the degree of Bachelor of Engineering were 
completely re-drafted. 

Occupational health and saftey 

At the beginning of the year the Occupational Health and Safety Committee held its 
inaugural meeting. During the year this committee began preparation of a number of 
occupational health and safety policies the first of which., :i general OHS policy state
ment and implementation guidelines, was approved by Council in December 1988. 

A series of zone occupational health and safety committees was establi hed through
out the campus and in off-campus locations in such a manner that all staff and buildings 
arc covered by these committees. 

The Occupational Health and Safety Branch initiated a numberof important l1azard 
assessment surveys including a fire risk management review and a laser u e review. The 
ons manager collaborated with the Buildings Branch on the risk assessment of the 
University's laboratory fume cupboards which number dose ro 400. As a resuJt of these 
projects the University was uccessful in obtaini11g a grant of $1. l S n'lillion from the 
Department of Employment, Education and Training for remedial action on the most 
urgent items arising out of the fire risk and fume cupboard projects. 

More effective case management by the occupation.a.I health nurse and the consul
tant occupational health physician rcsuJced in a considerable decrease, compared to 
1987 and 1986, in the number of workplace injuries which led to long term absence 
from work. 

During the year a large number of requests for advice on various OHS matters were 
dealt with by all member of the branch and a coral of eighty-eight workplace assess
ments were carried out and reported. It was pleasing to see that the services of the 
branch were in hi gl1 demand even if this demand placed a strain on resources. 

The branch aJso initiated an extensive training program in basic fire skills which gave 
the 374 participants who attended hands-on ex:perience of fire extinguisher use. Train-
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Table 2: Equivalent full-time staff by activity 
STAFF 

Activity Total 

Academic activities 
Arts 289 
Economics and Politics 198 
Education 93 
Engineering 209 
Law 95 
Medicine 581 
Science 462 
Research centres 40 1 967 
Academic services 
Computer Centre 47 
Library 176 
Other 52 275 
Student services 
Union services 10 
Other 35 45 
Public service 18 
General services 
Comptroller 359 
Registrar 99 
Vice-Chancellor 15 
Other 5 478 
Independent operations 
Halls of residence 45 
Union operations 133 
Other 44 222 
Total Monash staff 3 005 

Table 3: Recruitment of teaching staff 

Professors/ 
deans 

Associate 
professors 

Senior lecturers 
Lecturers 

Continuing Fixed
term 

9 2 

2 
5 3 

11 10 

Short-term 
and 

temporary 

1 
6 

33 

Table 4: Resignations, retirements etc. 

Short-term 
Continuing Fixed- and 

rerm 
temporary 

Professors 
Associate 2 

professors/ 
reader 8 

Senior lecturers 11 6 
Lecturers 7 10 24 
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ing for eighty laboratory, maintenance and security staff was also organised in the use of 
emergency breathing apparatus. These courses were conducted on campus by the 
National Safety Council and proved highly successful. 

University publishing 

The Monash University Publications Committee met on four occassions during 1988. 
It considered four requests for financial assistance towards the publication of works by 
Monash authors, agreeing to support three of them.The total funds thereby committed 
came to $6 739. Actual payments made in 1988 amounted to $6 572, all of this sum 
arising from commitments made i.11 previous years. Outing the year there were tluee 
volumes published with the assistance of the committee. 

The Publications Section produced the customary official publications of the Uni
versity and provided Monash authors with a variety of publishi~g services including 
copy editing, book design and production, and advice on matters relating to negoti
ations with commercial publishers and printers. 

At 3005, the total equivalent full-time (EFT) staff at 30 April 1988 saw a decline to the 
level of 1985 {3004 ), after two years of marginal growth (1986: 3023; 1987: 3057). As 
the numbers of staff classified as teaching and research {957 EFT) and research only {300 
EFT) were maintained or rose marginally over 1987 (957 EFT and 286 EFT respectively), 
the overall reduction reflects lower staffing level in several other categories. 

Tables 1 and 2 illustrate various aspects of the University's staffing distribution at 30 
April 1988, as reported to the Department of Employment, Education and Training 
(DRET). 

Table 1: Equivalent full-time academic staff (excludes research only appointments) 

Read_er/ Senior Principal Se ·o 
Professor/ dean associate lecturer Lecturer tutor 

111 
r Tutor Total 

professor tutor 

Arts 15 24 82 
ECOPS 18 14 39 
Education 5 7 30 
Engineering 10 18 39 
Law 5 7 23 
Medicine 24 27 64 
Science 21 37 64 
Other 1 1 3 

Total 99 135 344 

Total 1987 92 126 346 

55 
23 
8 

12 
13 
24 
27 
5 

167 

153 

0 
2 

3 

4 

8 
12 
4 
7 
6 

22 
8 
3 

70 

61 

22 206 
36 144 
2 56 
1 87 
5 59 
3 165 

14 171 
13 

83 901 

84 866 

During 1988 twelve Chair and three decanal appointmenc.s were made. Among the 
former were four new, three personal and one honorary eh.airs. lu addition, two prof
essorial fellows {Professor E W Russell and Professor C Selby-Smith) were appointed 
co the Graduate School of Management. Professor TC .Brown {Social Work), Prn
fessor M G Clyne (Personal Chair, Linguistics), Professor D F A Koch (Honorary 
Chair, Chemical Engineering), Professor P r Rossiter (Materials .Engineering), Pro
fessor H H Salem (Personal Chair, Medicine), Professor F J W Symons {Telecom
munications and Information Technology), Professor T J Triggs {Personal Chair, 
Psychology) and Professor CR Williams (Dean, Faculty of Law), commenced their 
appointments in 1988. Professor D N Aspin (Dean, Faculty of Education), Professor 
B A Barry (Computations Chair of Management), Professor RH Chenhall (Account
ing and Finance), Professor H T CullinanJru (Pulp and Paper Technology), Professor 
RJ Pargecter (Philosophy), Professor R Porter (Dean, Faculty of Medicine) and Pro
fessor P Zimmer (Diabetes Research), will take up their appointments i.11 1989. 

The recruitment of teaching staff is shown in table 3. Many other offers were made 
for appointments which begin in 1989. There were also forty-one senior tutors and 
fifty-eight tutors, many employed at a fraction of full-time. 

Those leaving the University in the year due to resignation, retirement, or expiry of 
fixed or short-term appointments are shown in tabl.c 4. There were also thirty-five 
senior tutors and fifty-two tutors. 

At the end of the year, the title Emeritus Pl'ofessor was conferred on two retiring 
professor - Professor TA Jones and Professor J P Whyte. 

The University records with regret the deaths of Mr BI Batchelor, Mr W Barker, 
Dr I GE Cunningham, Mr A A Finlay, Mr J Gioscio and Mrs E Preston. 

The University remains within DEET's 7 per cent limit for staff undertaking outside 
studies programs. 



Degrees and diplomas conferred (a at 31 December 1988) ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENTS 
The following d~grecs and dtlomas were conferred by the University at graduation 
ceremonies in 1988, the fin.a column indicating the total number of degrees and 
diplomas awarded since the foundation of the University. 

Male Female Total 1961- 88 
1988 

Bachelor of Arts 170 407 577 11 552 
Bachelor of Arts with Honours 36 68 104 1 944 
Bachelor of Social Work 3 28 31 244 
Bachelor of Social Work with Honours 4 4 191 
Master of Arts 10 7 17 438 
Master of Librarianship 4 4 46 
Master of Social Work 2 1 3 21 
Bachelor of Economics 245 201 446 7 095 
Bachelor of Economics with Honours 16 10 26 660 
Master of Business Administration 43 10 53 626 
Master of Economics 6 3 9 209 
Bachelor of Education 6 5 11 1 802 
Bachelor of Educational Studies 31 40 71 84 
Bachelor of Special Education 6 33 39 311 
Master of Education 10 10 453 
Master of Educational Studies 33 38 71 604 
Bachelor of Engineering 121 11 132 1 570 
Bachelor of Engineering with Honours 99 13 112 1 834 
Master of Engineering Science 22 5 27 405 
Bachelor of Jurisprudence 6 4 10 1 128 
Bachelor of Laws 123 89 212 3 341 
Bachelor of Laws with Honours 16 13 29 275 
Master of Laws 9 2 11 215 
Bachelor of Medical Science 
Bachelor of Medical Science with Honours 2 2 175 
Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery 57 35 92 2 266 
Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery with Honours 18 21 39 732 
Master of Psychological Medicine 1 1 10 
Master of Public Health 2 5 7 17 
Master of Surgery 3 
Bachelor of Science 213 148 361 5 682 
Bachelor of Science with Honours 106 80 186 3 312 
Master of Environmental Science 12 3 15 206 
Master of Science 6 10 16 409 
Doctor of Philosophy - Arts 9 6 15 282 

Economics 4 1 5 49 
Education 5 10 15 146 
Engineering 13 1 14 300 
Law 1 1 26 
Medicine 7 4 11 138 
Science 40 15 55 966 

Doctor of Engineering 1 
Doctor of Letters 1 
Doctor of Medicine 1 1 39 
Doctor of Science 3 1 4 16 
Honorary Master of Science 1 1 6 
Honorary Doctor of Letters 1 1 14 
Honorary Doctor of Economics 2 
Honorary Doctor of Engineering 10 
Honorary Doctor of Laws 42 
Honorary Doctor of Medicine 5 
Honorary Doctor of Science 13 
Diploma in Commercial Law 7 2 9 57 
Diploma in Computer Science 25 
Diploma in Education 88 132 220 7 621 
Diploma in Educational Psychology 10 22 32 370 
Diploma in Engineering Geology 3 3 9 
Diploma in English 3 3 47 
Diploma in Family Law 1 3 4 22 
Diploma in General & Comparative Literature 2 
Diploma in Immunology 2 2 20 
Diploma in International and Comparative Law 3 
Diploma in Japanese Studies 2 2 13 
Diploma in Librarianship 1 3 4 39 
Diploma in Linguistics 4 
Diploma in Materials Engineering 1 5 
Diploma in Microbiology 5 
Diploma in Migrant Studies 22 
Diploma in Operations Research 5 2 7 68 
Diploma in Slavic Languages 1 
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Diploma in Taxation Law 6 5 11 61 
Diploma in Environmental Studies 2 5 7 9 
Diploma in Applied Sociology 4 4 11 
Diploma in Business ystems 1 1 1 
Diploma in Legal Studies 3 2 5 5 

STUDENT ENROLMENT The net total undergraduate population increased from 10 495 in the previous year to 
10 888. Higher degree enrolments increased from 2 392 to 2 698 and total enrolments 
of all students from 14 003 to 14 768. Full details on enrolments are given in the table 
below: 

Net enrolments by degree faculty 1988 (as at 30 April) 

Full-time Part-time Total 

M F T M F T M F T 

Higher Degree 
Higher Doctorate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PhD 350 186 536 131 102 233 481 288 769 
Masters 280 233 513 787 629 1416 1 067 862 1 929 

Total 630 419 1 049 918 731 1 649 1 548 1150 2 698 

Master 
Preliminary Total 29 17 46 23 26 49 52 43 95 

Postgraduate Diplomas 
Arts: 

DipApSoc 1 1 1 1 
DipEngl 1 3 4 1 3 4 
DipJapStud ' 1 1 . 
DipLibr 4 4 1 6 7 10 11 
DipGen&CompLit 2 2 2 2 
DipJapLing 2 1 3 1 1 2 2 4 
DipJapBusComm 1 4 5 1 1 1 5 6 

Economics & Politics 
DipOpsRes 1 1 1 1 
DipBusSys 12 4 16 14 15 26 5 51 

Education 
DipEd 81 153 234 18 46 64 99 199 298 
DipEdPsych 5 25 30 9 33 42 14 58 72 

Engineering 
DipMatEng 5 5 5 5 

Law 
DipComLaw 3 2 5 32 7 39 35 9 44 
Diplnt&CompLaw 3 3 1 1 4 4 
DipTaxLaw 1 1 24 5 29 25 5 30 
DipFamLaw 1 1 4 8 12 5 8 13 
DipLegStud 1 1 1 1 1 2 

Medicine 
Dipimm 1 2 1 1 2 
DipReprSc 

Board of Studies 
4 3 7 4 3 7 

DipEnvSc 2 5 7 15 8 23 17 13 30 

Total 115 202 317 128 123 251 243 325 568 

Postgraduate 
Bachelors Degrees 
Education: 

BEdSt 1 3 4 7 85 92 63 104 167 
BSpEd 0 6 6 62 101 163 7 91 98 

Total 1 9 10 69 186 255 70 195 265 

Arts: 
BAI 307 750 1 057 39 196 235 345 947 1 292 

II 193 531 724 32 141 173 830 67 897 
III 173 457 630 84 242 326 258 698 956 
IV 35 85 120 12 26 38 47 111 158 

Subtotal 708 1 823 2 531 167 605 772 875 2 428 3 303 
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BSocWkIII 8 41 49 5 5 8 46 54 
IV 14 33 47 14 33 47 

Subtotal 22 74 96 5 5 22 79 101 

Economics and Politics: 
BEc I 339 232 571 21 12 33 360 244 604 

II 254 168 422 22 11 33 276 179 455 
III 210 200 410 127 75 202 337 275 612 
IV 11 6 17 2 2 13 6 19 

Subtotal 814 606 1420 172 98 270 986 704 1 690 

Economics & Politics (BLS) 
I 26 13 39 26 13 39 
II 
III 

Subtotal 26 13 39 26 13 39 

Economics & Politics/ 
Engineering: 

BEc/BE I 14 14 14 14 
II 12 3 15 12 3 15 
III 15 1 16 15 1 16 
IV 20 20 20 20 

Subtotal 61 4 65 61 4 65 

Engineering: 
BEi 311 43 354 1 1 312 43 355 

II 216 27 243 5 5 221 27 248 
III 151 21 172 1 2 152 22 174 
IV 133 24 157 4 4 137 24 161 

Subtotal 811 115 926 11 1 12 822 116 938 

Law: 
LLB I 3 4 7 1 3 4 4 7 11 

II 3 2 5 6 6 9 2 11 
III 5 13 18 8 8 16 13 21 34 
IV 35 29 64 18 21 39 53 50 103 

Subtotal 46 48 94 33 32 65 79 80 159 

BJuris/LLB I 6 10 16 2 6 8 8 16 24 
II 7 4 11 1 1 8 4 12 
III 6 7 13 1 2 3 7 9 16 
IV 10 19 29 5 5 10 15 24 39 

Subtotal 29 40 69 9 13 22 38 53 91 

Law/Arts 
BA/LLB I 19 40 59 1 1 19 41 60 

II 41 73 114 4 4 41 77 118 
III 61 84 145 4 2 6 65 86 151 
IV 57 78 135 13 24 37 70 102 172 

Subtotal 178 275 453 17 31 48 195 306 501 

Law /Economics & Politics 
BEc/LLB I 48 26 74 48 26 74 

II 50 25 75 1 1 51 25 76 
III 72 48 120 4 4 76 48 124 
IV 89 53 142 11 7 18 100 60 160 

Subtotal 259 152 411 16 7 23 275 159 434 

Law /Engineering 
BE/LLB I 2 2 2 2 

II 3 3 3 3 
III 5 2 7 5 2 7 
IV 

Subtotal 10 2 12 10 2 12 
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Law/Science 
BSc/LLB I 12 4 16 12 4 16 

II 18 13 31 1 1 2 19 14 33 
III 22 9 31 1 1 22 10 32 
IV 29 16 45 3 2 5 32 18 50 

Subtotal 81 42 123 4 4 8 85 46 131 

Medicine 
MB BSI 82 66 148 82 66 148 

II 75 69 144 75 69 144 
III 87 47 134 87 47 134 
IV 73 61 134 2 2 73 63 136 
V 78 60 138 78 60 138 
VI 76 62 138 1 77 62 139 

Subtotal 471 365 836 2 3 472 367 839 

BMedSc 2 2 4 1 1 2 3 3 6 

Science 
BScI 349 330 679 8 10 18 357 340 697 

II 356 293 649 39 15 54 395 308 703 
III 264 245 509 94 65 159 358 310 668 
IV 101 92 193 2 4 6 103 96 199 

Subtotal 1 070 960 2 030 143 94 237 1 213 1 054 2 267 

Science/Engineering 
BSc/BE I 99 9 108 99 9 108 

II 78 7 85 78 7 85 
III 69 7 76 2 1 3 71 8 79 
IV 37 3 40 37 3 40 

Subtotal 283 26 309 2 1 3 285 27 312 

Not for degree 9 8 17 94 143 237 103 151 254 

Total other than 
higher degree 5 025 4 783 9 808 890 1 372 2 262 5 915 6 155 12 070 

Total net enrolments 5 655 5 202 10 857 1 808 2 103 3 911 7 463 7 305 14 768 

FACULTY OF ARTS Student enrolments 

Dean: Professor JA Hay MA Cantab. BA PhD W.Aust. The faculty's load increased in 1988 from 2 779 EFTSUs to 3 039.40 EFTSUs. The total 
FACE load was made up of 2 669.89 OTHD BFTSUS and 369.51 HD EFTSUS. In addition to cl1e 

target figure, the faculty admitted an additional 51.31 students under th State Gov
ernment Youth Guarantee Scheme and 17.16 students under tl1e full fee program. 
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Faculty planning 

Many of the planning initiatives of 1987 were pur in place during 1988, the priorities 
rc..,iews undertaken by all departments and centres in the faculty providing the basic 
data. Thus, the faculry was able to articulate its priorities and strategics within the 
context o£rhe Monash overall planning exercise. Identifying three areas of conspicuous 
strength and potential, Australian Studies, Asian Studies and European Studies, enabled 
the faculty co represent its strengths both to the wider community and to the University 
as a whole. A most significant consequence of this identification of faculty priorities has 
been a rapid and coherent growth of inter-departmental and inter-faculty collaboration 
in the development of new courses and programs. 

Probably the faculty's most outstanding achievement during 1988 was the success of 
the AustraHan Studies group in winning Monash's first (and, to date, only) Key Centre 
award for teaching and research. Most of Australia's major tertiary institutions made 
Australian Studies the highest priority in seeking Key Cenrre status, so the achievement 
of Monash's National Centre for Research and Development i.n Australian Studies was 
extremely gratifying. 

The NCR.DAS has already taken some important initiatives, notably the introduction of 
Australia's first postgraduate course in Australian tourism, a program involving the 
faculties of Arts, Sdcnce and Economi'cs and Politics. A major grant bas been made to 
this program by the Victorian Education Foundation and exciting developments (and 
additional major fund.ing) are antici.pated during 1989-90. 



The NCROAS's success in gaining recognition both within and beyond Monash has 
been paralleled by the European Studies Centre. Like the Australian Studies group, the 
European Studies Centre has begun an MA cour cwork program and received major 
financial support from the VEF and is looking forward to very significant developments 
in 1988- 90. 

The third of the prioriry areas, Asian Studies, has seen the establishment of the 
Institute for Contemporary Asian Scudies (1cAs) . Like the NCR0AS, the 1CAs has a coor
dinating role, bringing together and further developing the· wide diversiry of Asian 
teaching and research programs at Monash. Already, 1cAs and the NCR.DAS have colla
borated closely on developing the Australian Tourism course and are expected to play a 
key role in the further development of touri m studies ac Monash. 

Honours and graduate students 

One problem which emerged from the priorities review exercise of 1987 was the 
faculty's relatively poor level of honours and graduate emolmems and problems con
fronting students envisaging joint honours programs. ub taurial revision of the reg
ulaciollS governing honours and roasters degrees has seen a significant improvement in 
enrolments in both these areas. Indeed, the intellectual enthusiasm which greeted the 
introduction of the new masters by coursework regulations led to a large number of 
new and exiting programs being offered in 1988 nd 1989. ft i already obvious that 
coursework rather than thesis is the preferred option of mosc MA students and it may be 
that more thesis students will undertake PhDs than has boen the case in the past. 

The faculty and secondary schools 

During 1988, the dean and other members of the faculty made an unprecedentedly 
large number of visits to schools, outlining the faculty's new priorities, programs and 
encry requirements. The decision to abolish the old maths or language other than 
English prerequisite and replace it with a bonus ten marks for aU students passing in a 
language other than English was warmly-welcomed in all schools. Indeed, applications 
for Monash 's 1989 Arts intake rose by an extraordinary 1 300, a pattern not reflected 
elsewhere either at Monash or Melbourne. A further increase in the cut-off points for 
Monash Arts students is taking them closer and closer co Melbourne Arts cur-off score. 
ft is worth noting, in this context, that Monash Arcs takes almost 45 per cent more 
school-leavers than Melbourne Arts and tl1ac, in 1988-89, for the first time ever, 
Monash Arts had more first preferences than Melbourne Arts. 

Faculty finances 

During 1988, the faculty continued its efforts to reverse the financial problems con
fronting it. The pattern of depending wholly upon freezing academic positions to flllld 
rnaint~~ance ~nd eq_uipmen~ has been set aside, as h~s the disastrous practice of freezing 
all pos1ttons (mclud111g Chairs) to cover the cost of mcremental creep. A further refine
ment of budgetary formulae durfog 1988 saw the indicative staffing profile (70 per cent 
lecturer, 20 per cent below lecturer and 10 per cent sessional teaching staff) and the 
70:30 tenured:unteoured ratio augmented by a variable staff: student ratio to account 
for differences between relatively high-rnaching load subjects (such as Japanese, Physi
cal Geography, etc) and rel_atively-lower teaching load subjects (such as Philosophy, 
History, etc). A dean's advisory committee on staffing budgets was established to 
review every departmental allocation and each chairman was interviewed to determine 
tbe consequences of the new budgetary arrangements. All staffing allocations were 
published so that the bases of the allocations were the _public properry of the faculty. 

During 1988, the faculty's finances were aided signifi,cantly by funds from the State 
Youth Guaramee Scheme, overseas fee-paying students, rhe Victorian Education Fow1-
dadon, the Commonwealth's Key Centre pcogram and Monash's Academic Develop
ment and Research Excellence funds. It is clear that, in these more competitive times, 
an energetic Arts faculty can succeed in gaining support for at least some of its import
ant initiatives. 

Staff 

The dean, Professor Hay, announced his resignation from February 1989. He has been 
appointed Monash's first Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic). 

Professor Michael Clyne was promoted to a personal Chair in Linguistics, the first 
such appointment in the Faculry of Arts. 

On 31 December 1988, Professors Trevor Jones and Jean Whyte retired from their 
foundation Chairs in Music and Librarianship, respectively. Professor Whyte was 
nominated as the first Honorary Re earch Associate of the NationaJ Centre for 
Research and Development in Australian Studies. Dr Dennis Davison of the Depart
ment of English also retired at the end of the year. Professor Peter Spearritt from 
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FACULTY OF ECONOMICS AND 
POLITICS 

Dean: Professor W A Sinclair MCom Melb. 
DPhil Oxon. FASSA 

Macquarie University and the Research School of Social Sciences was offered the in
augural Directorship of the NCRDAS, his appointment to commence early in 1989. 
Professor Robert Pargccter, from La Trobe, was appointed to the Chair of Philosophy 
and Thea Brown to the Chair of Socia.I Work. Unfortunately, after a long delay, che 
offer of the Chair of Sociology was declined and the C hair has been ccadvenised. Mrs 
Mary Maclean was promoted to an Associate Professorship and Dr Conrad Hamann 
(Visual Arts), Dr Michael Ackland (English), Dr MiJJicem Vladiv (Slavic Languages), 
Mr Chris <?oddard (Social Work), Dr Nig~l Tapper (~cography) and Mr Robert 
Carew (Social Work) were promoted ro semor lectureships. 

Nineteen eighty-eight was a year of expansion for the Faculty of Economics and 
Politics in terms of both the volume and range of its activities. 

The faculty was responsive to pressures to provide an increased number of places for 
Australian resident students and to Commonwealth Government encouragement to 
admit, in addition, overseas students for payment of a full fee to the University. With 
respect to the latter the faculty was the first off the mark in the Australian university 
sector with a small intake of full fee overseas students into the Bachelor of Economics 
degree in 1987. We have continued to lead the way in this regard by substantially 
increasing the number of such students into the degree to 140 in 1988. This has been 
achieved while adhering to standards of entry which are at least equal to the minimum 
standard of Australian residents. Full fee entry for overseas students has also been 
extended to other degrees in the faculty and we have identified a quite sizeable demand 
for suitably qualified students for an MBA degree on this basis. 

The faculty also commenced the provision of off-shore education in 1988. Twenty
one students were admitted to the Bachelor of Economics degree program at Sun way 
College in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Four first year subjects were taught by staff 
appointed to Sunway College in association with the staff teaching those subjects at 
Monash. The Sunway College students sat the same examinations as students at 
Monash with a pass rate comparable with that here and a number of students obtaining 
results above the Monash average. The successful students will move to Monash to 
commence their second year of the degree in 1989. 

A new degree, the Bachelor of Information Systems, was added to the faculty's 
undergraduate offerings in 1988 for the first time since the faculty began its operations 
with the Bachelor of Economics degree. The Bachelor of Information Systems is an 
innovative program in which students are sponsored by scholarships funded by a group 
of businesses and institutions and which includes a substantial component of industry
based learning. The degree marks a heightened emphasis in the faculty on the appli
cation of computing systems to business and on the integration of teaching information 
systems into an education for management. To facilitate this development, a new 
Department of Information Systems has been established under the chairmanship of 
Professor NA J Hastings. This has involved the transfer of some staff from what was 
the Department of Econometrics and Operations Research and the creation of a new 
Department of Econometrics. 

A major development has taken place in the field of public sector management. The 
Public Sector Management Institute, established in 1987 as part of the Graduate School 
of Management of the faculty, has been successful in attracting a grant of over $1 
million from the Commonwealth Government's National Public Sector Management 
Study Fund, in addition to other financial contributions. The institute now has major 
concentrations of scholarly expertise in communications and health policy and man
agement under the leadership of Professor Henry Ergas and Professor Chris Selby
Smith respectively. Professor Bill Russell has been appointed to a Chair of Public 
Administration funded by the State Government and he is supported by the continued 
association with the institute of Professor David Corbett. 

The Graduate School of Management, which is under the Directorship of Professor 
A H M Fels, has been moving on a number of other fronts. The establishment of a 
Centre of International Business is a recognition of the need for management edu
cation in Australia to be more outward looking than it has been. We also see it as a link 
with the increased number of overseas students associated with the full fee paying 
program. A highly successful conference bringing together an outstanding collection 
of international expertise on management was organised during the year by Dr M C 
Knowles. 

Research work in the faculty has benefited from its being associated with a number of 
groupings of academic staff in addition to the Graduate School of Management. The 
Centre of Policy Studies has maintained its prominence as a result of the continuance of 
its work on key issues of economic policy. A newly-established Centre of Research in 
Accounting and Finance has enhanced the research performance in that field of study. 
The Department of Econometrics has been given high international ranking for 
research into theoretical econometrics led by Professor M L King. Two distinguished 
visitors who were of particular interest to a number of fields of study in the faculty were 
Professor M Kreinin of Michigan State University and Professor A Pagan of the 
University of Rochester. 



Nineteen cighcy-e.ight began badly as far as chc faculty s relations with the University 
arc concerned. Firstly, after the deans had approved the d velopment of a proposal for a 
tbrce-faculcy key centre for research and teachi11g in the area of science and mathe
matics teaching (a bid we now know wou.ld almost certainly have succeeded}, the 
proposal lapsed due to lack of cooperation from the departments concerned in Science 
and Engineering. Secondly, despite the presence in the faculty of the only ARC program 
grant in education in Australia, a strong proposal from that group of scholars was not 
awarded by the Vice-Chancellor one of the ten Research Excellence Grants for 1988. 
Finally, in a list of more than twenty or so significant 'winners' by Monash in 1987 /88 
prepared to promote the U nivcrsi ty in the pub I ic arena, not one project from Education 
was mentioned despite the AR. c program grant, a major drug education evaluation pro
ject, major commissioning in the history of education field, and a number of other 
externally recognised contributions of cl1e faculty's worth. 

The year dosed with the news that more staff than ever before had been supported by 
ARC, by the Monash Rescacch Fund, and a Research Excellence Grant for 1989 was at 
last given to the science education trio with the program grant from ARC. We had also 
learnt that d1c Victorian Education Foundation would support the very important and 
challenging invitation th~ facuJcy had accepted from the Faculty of Engineering to 
develop a11d provide semester-long bridging courses in physics and chemistry fo~ 
students deficient in these subjects, but who were now being sought and welcomed into 
engineering studies. Finally the day before the University closed we learnt that the bid 
the Vice-Chancellor had made on behalf of the faculty to host a major initiative in 
fitness and health education in schools was to be supported by the Victorian Health 
Promotion Foundation with $680 000 over a three year period. 

The months in between these very negative beginnings and positive endings also had 
ups and downs as the rest of this report will chronicle briefly. 

Students 

Enrolments in nearly all of the faculty's courses were stronger than in 1987 and there 
was no difficulty in meeting our target - indeed, like the other faculties, we were over 
enrolled and this put pressure on a number of staff, notably some of the psychologists 
and the science methods staff in the DipEd program. 

The liigher degree programs continued to attract large numbers of students, and it is 
the strengcll and quality of these that provide such a distinctive character to this faculty 
when it is compared with ochcrs. Seventeen students completed their PhD studies, a 
record number for the faculcy, and most likely more than a quarter of the national 
output. In the masters programs thirteen students completed research theses for the 
MEd and sixty-five complered che coursework and individual project for the MEd 
Studies. 

Teaching 

The new initiatives in teaching that I reported last year have all been uscai.ned and the 
foreshadowed ones did occur. With a school-based program at Scoresby High School 
and combined and cooperative reaching in the maiJJ program (for Teaching and Learn
ing, and for Social Foundations of Schooling) the Diploma in Educ;,.tion course is very 
different from what it was even four years ago. These reforim largely stemmed from 
the evaluation and planning conferences involving all the srudcnts and staff chat we~c 
initiated about that time. Enthusiasts are always necessary for effective change, and in 
this case, the tutors and senior tutors in the faculty are prominent among those whom 
we should acknowledge and thank. 

With great pleasure I report the excellent progress that has occurred this year in 
relation to the program in the Krongold Centre and its use as a major resource for 
teaching students in special educ;,.tion and educational psychology. Ors ccwart ykes 
and Norman N ettleton a.re to be congratulated on their leadersb ip of the cooperative 
work between the Krongold and Elwyn Morey Child Study Centres which, in 1989, 
will join together as the Monash Institute for Child and Adolescent Studies - an 
exciting prospect indeed. 

Staff 

Two Staff who have played very significant roles took early retirement in 1988: Mr 
Graham Wallington has been the senior technician for many years and has seen us 
through from some isolated uses of audio-visual and TV equipment to a faculty, almost 
every part of which is or can be involved with new tecnologies for teaching research 
and administration. I thank him for his loyalty and leadership of a small but essential 
group of staff. Mr Claude ironi takes overthe leadership after an internal review of the 
group's work. Mr Wyn Owe1Lhas been fat many years a central figure in the teaching 
of psychology for pre-and-post-service teachers and will be sorely missed in this role. 

FACULTY OF EDUCATION 

Dean: Professor P J Fensham AM MSc Melb. PhD 
Brist. and Cantab. DipEd FRACI FASSA ABPsS 
AAPsS 

Doom and Resurrection, a book by the 
Czech theologian, Hromadka, influenced me 
greatly as a student. Its title is an apt phrase to 
associate with my last year as dean of what is 
still undoubtedly the premier faculty of edu
cation among the Australian universities. 
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He was also for a period subdean, and for a very significant time in the evolution of the 
MEdSt degree chaired its course committee. 

Dr Diana Davis who led the development of post graduate teaching and research in 
English language with distinction for well over a decade left in November to take up 
the Chau of English Language Education at James Cook Uruversity. 

A number of changes also occurred among the general staff and in this group, Mrs 
Lorraine Elliott's much appreciated efforts as secretary to Professor Richard Selleck and 
to Group 3, and Mrs Sharon Cook's contibution to the running of the Education 
Building's affairs and to the enrolment and ongoing concerns of countless students are 
highlights to note. 

Dr Colin Evers and Dr Neville King gained promotion to senior lecturers and, in the 
strong case presented for each, their contributions to quality teaching and curriculum 
innovation were very evident. It is pleasing also to report that Dr Richard Gunstone was 
promoted to associate professor - further evidence that this university-wide, com
petitive procedure does include serious recognition of quality teaching and professional 
contributions beyond the university, as well as first rate scholarship. Dr Leo West, a 
member of HBARU and a continuing collaborator in the faculty's supervision and 
research, was also promoted at this level. 

Projects 

Thre of the fou r Academic Development Projects to which I referred last year have 
developed very satisfactorily. The Monash Parent-Teacher Education Centre con
tinued to offer educational services to hundreds of parents and teachers and is self
fundiL1g with a budget of about $100 000 per annum. The School-Based Decision 
Makin.g and Management Centre attracted several major overseas contracts and streng
thened its Ii nks with oaco. Dr Cha pm. n and her assi tants are co be congratulated on 
the balance they have achieved between the domestic and international scenes in their 
research and developme11tal work. The feasibiJity study into a new course in the fields 
of educational administration and policy that was conducted by Dr Judith Chapman, 
Dr Lawrence Augus and Mr Vern Wilkinson has been the basis for a major new 
teaching initiative. Dr Angus and Dr Evers engaged number of colleagues to prepare 
che detailed documentation which won approval within and beyond the Faculty for the 
establishment of a new degree course, the Master of Educational Policy and Admin
istration. 

Several other projects gained support in 1988 from ADP. Two of these , explorations 
of aspects of distance education and of possibilities in the heal eh education field, were 
not only of interest in their own right to the faculty's developments, but became more 
widely significant as the university moved to explore relations first with Chisholm 
Institute of Technology and then Gippsland Institute. As these relations develop in 
1989 we in th,e faClllcy will be well prepared to optirrusc the possibilities for collab
oration since both these institutions have primary teacher and nurse education and 
Gippsland-Monash have put in a bid for status as a Distance Education Cemrc under the 
rationalisations within the new unified system. A third of particular note is the devel
opment of a new diploma course for 1989 in the reach ing of .English as a second 
language. Mr Jim Wheeler i to be congratul ated on the rapidity with which this 
development has occurred and the way he responded to, and built on the presence of a 
large cohort of Chinese· postgraduate students in this field. 

I also hall L111: opponuni.ty w d1ai.r in its first year the emergence of che Monash 
Language Teaching Centre - a most important and strategic devclopmcnr for the 
University. Ms Robyn KindJer, a staff member for a number of year in the faculty and a 
close collaborator with Mr Wheeler in the TE 01. area, has been appointed director of 
the new centre and completed successfully che tricky but essential step in gairung a1.1cos 
status for its programs. 

The Alumni Association had its first fuJl year of operation and ran a program of 
events that attracted modest but appreciative attendances. In November, Dr Paul 
Gardner and Ms Joan zalman and their enthusiastic committee must have been 
delighted with che hilarious and joyful evening chat marked the faculty's twenty-fifth 
anniversary, the end of my term as dean, and the launch ing of a fund co support post
graduate student research. Or John Theobald became the fust staff member co have had 
twenty-five years service. 

Research 

I have already mentioned the research of our many higher degree students. Among staff 
there has been continuation of a high level of research activity and a number of projects 
have been completed. Staff have increasingly sought and obtained support and funding 
for new projects, some of which arc in quite new directions for the person concerned. 
For some staff, 1988 saw their first success of this sort in the external arena. These 
research interests are quite diversified and each year I have highlighted only one or two 
areas rather than try to present a long catalogue. 



Drs Stewart Sykes' and Caroline Grbich's work on adolescent girls with disabilities 
in relation to the work force is worthy of noting because it is the first substantial project 
to be associated with the Krongold Centre since its return to the faculty. 

Among the books published in the year, Learning Science (Blackwells, Oxford) by 
Professor Richard White, and Development and Dilemmas in Science Education (Falmer 
Press, London) to which the four investigators of the ARC program grant contributed, 
are indicative of the very high reputation internationally the science education research 
group has won. 

Conclusion 

1988 has seen the beginning of a number of new and dubiously wise directions in 
Australian higher education - larger (through amalgamations) universities, corporate 
funding management as the way to run them, research measured and driven by external 
funding, and by funding teaching by results. These will loom large on the scene for 
1989 and beyond. The little experience I had in the faculty of having to begin to 
implement such things in 1987 and 1988 raised more concerns that good practices and 
scholarship may be threatened, than reassurance that they would solve problems that 
obviously needed remedy. For example, I had begun to see good scholars being 
deflected from their most effective research because they were 'needed' (as I observed in 
Britain) to bring in the large funds that were available for less significant (in the longer 
term) projects. Again, the patterns of widespread participation in decision maki11g that 
we had developed over more than a decade in the faculty were increasingly impossible 
to operate as information, responses and decisions were required on time scales that 
ignored the word1 of such practices. 

We shall need to remain vigilant to recognise what is important to preserve while 
being prepared to shed those old practices that are unhelpful and to welcome those new 
ones that are helpful to continued excellence of teaching and research. 

Over the last seven years I have received from my colleagues, both academic and 
general, much support and encouragement in the many things we have done together. 
To them, I wish to express my deep gratitude. As I rejoin their ranks I would like to 
wish my successor, Professor David Aspin, my best wishes and support as he leads us 
into this very new sort of university scene. 

Deanship 

In March, Professor Lance Endersbee, who had served twelve years in the post, was 
succeeded by Professor Peter Darvall. The faculty owes a great debt to Professor 
Endersbee, and much of the recogni.cion and reward enjoyed by the facu lty in 1988 is 
for initiatives taken as a result of his leadership. Professor Endcrsbee was appointed to 
the position of Vice-Chancellor (Special Projects) iu April. T he faculty wish him well 
in that post. 

The CTEC review of engineering 

A separate report on the findings of tbis review has already been submitted to Council. 
The staff of the faculty can be very proud of ilieir achievements. Some think tbat it will 
be difficult to maintain this momentum, but the bustling energy and enthusiasm in the 
faculty indicates that we may hope to do even better. 

Re-accreditation by the Institution of Engineers, Australia 

The re-accreditation process, requiring us to provide a great quantity of information 
about the facu lty, followed hard on ilie heels of the crnc review. All five departments 
had cheir BE degrees re-accredited. and provisional accreditation accorded to the com
bi11ed degrees BE/BEc and BE/ LLB. Again, such crit icisms as were made will pmvidc 
incentive for improvement in ou r courses and teachi ng methods, chougb constrained 
by increasing student/ staff ratios. 

Semesterisation and unitisation of the BE course 

D uring 1988, the facul ty reorganised all its undcrgradu, cc and master's courses to be 
tllught and examined on a semester basis in 1989. Passing will no longer be by years bur 
by accumulation of credit points for individual subjects wirn a sari factory cumulative 
weighted average. T he BE course will be much more flex ible (and we hope not quite so 
daunting) as a result. Supplementary examinations and some of the more cumbersome 
student administrative procedures will be eliminated. 

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING 

Dean: Professor P LeP Darvall BEng Melb. MS 
Ohio State MSE MA PhD Prin. DipEd FIEAust 
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This restructuring required a massive effort by many academics and administrators in 
the faculty, and cheir commitment co the project is admired. Associate Professor PauJ 
Grundy had much to do with initiating the changes. 

The changes had long been discussed in the faculty, but were finally precipitated by 
the move to a U n.iversicy-wide semester timetable. There has also been a liberalisation 
of entry prerequisites, with the intention of attracting a greater number of talented 
studencs. Appropriate bridging courses, supported by the Victorian Education Foun
dation, are also being introduced. 

The new arrangements have prompted the creation of an independent data base, 
accessible through networked Pcs in the faculty Office, for the sc.lection, charting, and 
assessment of individual student progress. 

New engineering building 

One of the greatest difficulties faced by the faculty, and one which has been exacerbated 
by our success in attracting research funds and scholars, has been to provide office and 
laboratory space. The 1wed for a new large building was recognised in the early sev
enties, and has become quite acute since. A group of assessors from DEET could see for 
themselves how crowded the faculty had become when they visited during the year. 

In November the Federal Government announced that one of the approved building 
projects for higher education was our long-awaited 'Engineering Building 7', which 
will accommoda~e mostly the Dcpa.rtmenr of Civil Engineering, aJlowing a reorgan
isation of the othe.r departments i.n the existing buildings. The Commonwealth grant 
of $5.51 m will be supplemented by funds for the Australian Pulp and Paper Institute 
and from the University for an examination hall-cum-teaching area, to put together a 
total building 'package' worth $8.42m (1988 dollars). 

The efforts of the comptroller, Mr PB Wade, and of the manager of the Planning 
and Analysis Branch, Mr P Beilby, in putting together this package and. following 
through with the representations required, are gratefully acknowledged. Some new 
space will be a great morale booster for the faculty. 

New institute and centres 

The University has entered into an agreement with the Pulp and Paper Manufacturers' 
Federation of Australia for the creation of the Australian Pulp and Paper Institute 
attached to the Department of Chemical Engineering, co be funded largely by the 
federation (some $3.Sm over 7 years) and also by the University and the Victorian 
Education Foundation. The institute will conduct teaching and research in pulp and 
paper technology. This development is a tribute to the vision of the federation and the 
hard work of Professor Potter and his colleagues, with laudable cooperation from the 
cs1Ro. Division of Forestry and Forest Products. 

The establishment by the faculty of centres for advanced materials technology, for 
offshore engineering and for machine condition monitoring were also approved by 
Council during the year. The Cent.re for lntelligent Robotics was approved at the end 
of 1987. 

Honours and awards 

Associate Professor F Lawson was appointed as a coacurrtinL prufc:ssur uf the: N<:>rthcast 
University of Tcchnol.ogy, Shenyang, China. (He is also an honorary research pro
fessor of the Institute of ChemicaJ Metallurgy of the Chinese Academy of Sciences.) 

The Batty Medal of the RAC! was awarded to Professor N D Koch. Professor N W 
Murray was awarded an Honorary Doctorate of Engineering by the University of 
Essen. 

Associate Professor R McPherson and Dr G N Heintze won the Burnshah Award for 
the best paper at the fifteenth International Conference on Metallurgical Coatings, San 
Diego, April 1988. 

Dr M Walmsley was the winner of the GT Murray memorial prize sponsored by the 
lnstitute of Professional Engineers, New Zealand Auckland Branch for the best paper 
presented by a gr~duate. 

Conclusion 

1988 was a year of achievement, change and recognition for the Faculty ofEngineering 
in spite of dcteri.oration in staff/student ratios and decreasing resources per funded 
student place. The collective goodwill and willingness to do more than a fair share is a 
most inspiring thing. 

These reports i11evicably deaJ mostly with the activities of academic staff. The unsung 
heroes are the technical, secretarial and administrative staff on whose ingenuity and 
productivity we so firmly rely. I congratulate all staff who contributed so generously 



under pressures and stringencies which at times are quite severe. I respect and admire 
them. 

Some performance indicators 1988 

Electrical 
Chemical Civil & Computer Materials Mechanical Total 

Systems 

Students 
Undergraduate (yrs 2,3,4) 76 186 244 32 234 772 
Postgraduate 29 101 32 43 50 255 
EFTSU 148 224 248 127 243 990 

Higher degrees awarded 
MEngSc 2 13 4 4 1 24 
PhD 7 3 2 1 t 13 

Academic staff establishment 16 23 23 14 18 94 
Research funds ($000) 

ARGS 94 67 38 159 59 417 
Special research fund 25 16 9 12 20 82 
GIRD 1470* 1470* 
Research excellence fond 90 100 190 
Academic development fund 60 50 50 160 
VEF 70 70 140 
Other 208 167 372* 364 288 1399* 

3858* 

Research publications 
Books 4 4 
Chapters in books 8 8 
Piers 46 78 38 72 31 265 

Co1 erences (No. attended) 16 28 33 27 12 116 
Short courses (Cont. education) 4 17 2 6 29 
Operating budget (FSI, $000 

before supplcm~ntation) 1314 1823 1816 1121 1573 7647 

tpJus one DEng 
*Shared with other departments and/ or institutions in greater or smaller amounts 

Introduction 

In the course of 1988, the Faculty of Law sought to advance at least three objective : 
(1) to consolidate its position as one of the pre-eminent law schools in this country, (2) 
ro respond co changes occurring both within the U n.iversity and the outside world, and 
(3) to prepare the way for sourtd future .initiatives. 

In 1987 che CTBC Committee on the Discipline ofLaw produced its report, A11sira/ia11 
Lau, Sthools: A Discipli11eAssessme11tfor the Commo111,11ealth Tertiary Ed11catio11 Co111111issio11. 
The report reflected very favourably on the Monash Faculty of Law, the majority of 
initiatives urged for consideration by other .law schools being in fact based upon devcl
opments that have taken place at Monash. 1n 1988, a faculty committee chaired by 
Professor Francis Trindade prepared a response to all aspects of the enc report. This 
response was approved by the faculty board and was prescnccd to the University for 
transmission to the Department of Employment, Education and Training. 

During the course of the year a a umber of faculty papers were prepared outlining the 
faculty's response to the Vice-Chancellor's document Strategy for r/1eF11t11re (1988). The 
Research Committee, chaired by Acting Professor Carney, prepared a documem 
Research Strategy which was adopted by tl1e faculty as its basic plan for re earch develop
ment. A paper prepared by Mr ~ichar~ F~x, Issues Paper 011 Teaching, was similar!y ap
proved by the faculty as part of Its eontmumg process of reassessment and evaluatton of 
teaching. Mr Arie Freiberg also prepared a paper, Per{or111a11ce Indicators and Faculty 
Profiles, exploring the issues involved in developing performance indicators suitable for 
the discipline of Law. 

In 1988 the faculty sought to integrate dosely its own development within the 
framework of the general U11iversity strategy prepared by the Vice-Chancellor and 
adopted by the University Council. Thus , in the early part of the year, the faculty's 
decision, taken in 1987, not to take full fee paying overseas students, was reversed. Plans 
to include the faculty within the University's twinning agreement with Sunway Col-
1,ege, Kuala Lumpur, are well advanced. In recogni.tion of the University's commitment 
to planned development in selected areas, a11d in appreciation of the 11eeds of rhe pro
fession and the~pirations of students, the faculty has increased its intake for 1989 from 
300 to 350. The faculty, in conjunction with the University and with Australian 
Government funding, has set up a National C ncre for Cross-Cultural Studies in Law. 
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Student enrolments 1988 

PhD 
LLM 
Diplomas 
Bachelors 
NFD 

Total 

18 

10 
152 
93 

1 362 
17 

1 634 

Plans are in hand, with the University Computer Centre, for the establishment of a 
computer laboratory in the Faculty of Law. 

I assumed office as acting dean in April 1988, and was appointed dean in Ocrober. I 
have found the past year both enjoyable and immensely sacisfying. I am graceful for the 
support and cooperation I have received from all members of staff involved in the 
administration of the faculty, and in particular, the assistant registrar (Law), the admin
istrative officers, the subdcans and their staff, my executive assistant and my secretarial 
staff. I am grateful also for the assistance and support I have received from ail members 
of the University administration. Finally, a particular debt of ·gratitude is owed to 
Professor P L Waller who acceded co my request that he become my associate dean. His 
exi'erience and thoughtful advice has been invaluable in enabling me to negotiate the 
dHficulties inhcrent in a change of deanship. 

Statistics 

Actual staff appointments as at 31 December 1988 totalled sixty-five (ie fractional and 
full-time} academics (including staff on leave without pay but not casual caff). Student 
enrolmenrs ace shown in the marginal table. 

Research 

The environment for the conduct and funding of research was in a state of flux dming 
much of 1988. Despite the understandable concern on the part of faculty that research 
in the humanities in general, and the law in particular, woul.d be devalued, there were 
notable achievements by the faculty during eh year. 

One of those achievements was in delineating broad areas of research excellence and 
development within the faculty, in che course of preparing the research profile data 
required by the Department of Employrnenc Education and Training. Preparatory 
work undertaken in recent years on such issues as a facuity research trategy document 
and performance indicators in law, coupled with a strong record of atcracring external 
grants and of publications, found the faculty well placed to undertake this forward 
planning, and to tie it in with the Monash Strategy for tl,e Furure. 

Research during 1988 was concentrated in these indicative areas of strength and 
development. They include work in the fields of: criminal law nd administration 
(including forensic law, criminology, law and medicine and the law of evidence}; 
commercial law (including companies and securities, banking, trade practices, taxation, 
intellectual property, insurance, restitution, customs and trade law}; community law 
(including social security, family law, civil rights, cli11ical legal studies, mental health 
and crossculcucal legal studies);/ublic law (including constitutional and administrative 
law, citizenship law, courts au the judiciary, environmental and planning law}; torts 
cmmpensation and safety law (including occupational afety, prevention and rehabili
tation law); and law technology aud computing (including industrial property, the 
impact of technology on the environment and workplace, and computer assisted 
research aids) . .External funding in excess of $390 000 was attracted during the year co 
support aspects of the research prngram. The bulk of these funds was attracted from the 
private sector, bodies such as the Victoria Law Foundation and peciaUst Common
wealth research grant programs. 

Overall 1988 was a year of consolidariou and planning. Pub I ications and develop
ments in train provide a solid foundation for u rained performance. 

Graduate studies 

During 1988 the faculty added a fifth general graduate diploma the Diploma in Legal 
Studies, to the existing graduate diplomas in Commercial Law, Family Law, Inter
national a11d Comparative L-aw and Taxatio11 Law. The diploma programs are available 
co candidates from other disciplines, such as social workers, teacher , accountants and 
economists. A new specialised masters degree in Taxation Law, also available to non
lawyers, was added to the program in 1988. 

In 1988 a total of 251 student were enrolled in the graduate program, including 
twenty-five from overseas countries. Forry-one candidates successfully completed their 
courses of cudy - one PhD, twenty LLMs and twenty diplomas. 

Clinical program 

The cli11ical legal education program continues to play an important role i.11 the 
faculty's curriculum. It was commended in the CTI! ceport. New staff h ve been 
recruited and scudent support remains high. The change in the University calendar to 
semester reaching does provide some problem for the summer semester program but 
staff arc considering a number of options for varying the subjects taught over sum
mer. 



Law alumni 

As a result of an extensive member hip drive, the membership of the Monash Uni
versity Law Alumni Inc. doubled during 1988. The alumni now has in excess of 360 
members. This number represents approximately 10 per cent of all Monash University 
Faculty of Law graduates. 

Centre for Commercial Law and Applied Legal Research 

Seminar and workshop program 

The centre conducted an exten ive seminar and workshop program in 1988. The areas 
covered included taxation, company law trade pracriccs, banking law, EEC law, alter
native dispute resolution and product liability. 

The centre al o conducted a summer school in February 1988 and organised a num
ber of in-house presentations in Melbourne and Sydney involving its distinguished 
visitors. 

Research prizes 

• Couden Brorhers banking law prize: A a re ult of a national essay comperition 
conducted at the end of 1987 / early 1988 thi prize was awarded to Ms Dianne Everett. 
Ms Everett, who is a senior lecturer in I w ar Macquarie University, was formally 
pre enred with the prize of $2 000 by rhe Chief Justice of New outh W ales, 
Sir Laurence Street, duriJtg a dinner hosted by Coudert Brothers at che Sydney Regency 
on 10 August. M Everctt's essay bas been published in a monograph form by the Law 
Press in it Research Monograph Series. 

• Commercial law prize: To encourage research and writing in che area of commercial 
law the centre has decided to offer periodically a prize of $1 000 to the winner of an 
essay competition in this area. The fir t such competition was conducted early in 1988 
and a prize of$1 000 was awarded co Mr James Elliot for a revision of his honours thesis 
on freedom of information. Tc i expected that Mr Elliot'· paper wiU be published in the 
Monash Law Review. 

Research 

• Product liability: Judd Epstein and Aviva Goldman completed for the centre a study 
of product liability. This project was commis ior1ed by the Victorian Government's 
Regulation Review Unit as pare of a national examination of Australian law in this area 
being coordinated by the Australian Law Reform Commission. 

• ~ltemative_di~pute r~solu~ion: ince taking up his appoincm~nr at_ the Equal Op~or
tu111ty Commm1onjulian Riekert ha been able to work on thiS proJecton a part-ome 
basis only. However, with rhe completi.ou of a number of interviews in Sydney during 
August, his research will be completed and it i expected chat a draft report will be ready 
for con ideration by the project's advisory committee early in 1989. 

• Australian legal literature index: The centre has currently funded work by Mr Tim 
Pinos and Ms Rosemary Burmage co establish a computeri ed information retrieval 
system for Australian legal I iceracure. When established, legal practitioners and scholars 
will have access co the system through Monash University computers. The index is 
expected to be fully operational early in 1989. 

Law library 

The law Library staff worked under extreme pressure this year but were nevertheless 
able to pcovide the full range of services which the library's cliencele have come to 
expect. In d1e second half of the year, four long-serving members of staff resigned, and 
injuries reduced the level of staffing by one a.nd one half posicions for over three 
months. During the librarian's absence ou long-service leave, Rosemary .Bunnag and 
Mary-Alm Keily served as acting law librarian, and acting deputy law librarian respec
tively. Unfortunately, because of the faculty's summer teaching program, library staff 
do not enjoy the easing of pre sure experienced by the other branch libraries during the 
summer 'vacation'. It is a matter of some concern tha,t no all.owance lias ever been made 
for this factor, in determining the library's staff e tablishment. 

The establishment ofuNK (Lawyers' Information Network) has given che library the 
opportunity to make its indexing services available onJine to both Mona h students and 
staff and to external users who are subscribers to the LINK network. The new service 
ALLI (Australian Legal Lite.rarure Index), has been developed by Rosemary Bunnage 
with the assistance of Tim Pinos and the Computer Centre. Mary-Aun Keily is _re
sponsible for the current indexing. Access to ALLI wi'II be free for Monash users, and its 
availability throllgh a terminal in rhe library wiJI take some of the pressure off the 
library's reference staff. 
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Monash University Law Review 

Volume 13 (Nos 3 & 4) of the Law Re11ie1u was published early in the year. The volume 
contained three of the plenary session papers delivered at rhe 1987 AULSA Conference 
hosted by the Facu.lryofLaw. Volume 14 (Nos 1 & 2) has just been published. Planning 
is under way for a special an niversary issue to celebrate the rwency-fifrh anniversary of 
the L'lw School in 1989. The student editors of the Law Re11ieu, during the year were 
Graham T homson and Eric Windholz. HP Lee and Marilyn Pittard continued to serve 
as the faculty advisers. 

Wilfred Fullagar Memorial Lecture 

The seventeenth Wil fred Fullagar Memorial Lecture wa delivered by Professor RM 
Goode, OBE (Director, Cenrre for Commercial Law Studies Queen Mary College, 
University of London, and Commonwealth Banking Corporation Visiting Professor in 
Banking Law) on 9 August 1988. His lecture was entitled Tlie codification of commercial 
law. 

Faculty professional activities 

The faculty continues to be strongly represented on professional bodies both at an 
international, national and state level. 

• Professor Enid Campbell: *Constitutional Commission (till 30 June); *Executive 
Committee, Academy of Social Sciences in Australia; *Chair of Law Electoral Com
mittee, ANU. 

• Associate Professor T Carney: •Social Security Advisory Council, #Working Party 
oversighting the rewriting of the Commonwealth Social Security Ace; #Advisory 
Committee to Health Legislation Review; *Social Securiry Appeals Tribunal; *Higher 
Degrees by Research Committee of the Victorian Post Secondary Education Commis
sion; Consultant, Australian Law Reform Commission, reference on guardianship and 
administration for intellectually disadvantaged people. 

• Associate Profe sor H B Connell: #Disciplinary Appeal Board of Australia Post and 
Telecom; Cou11scl to Commission of lnquiry on N auru (till June). 

• Mr R G Fox: Consultant to the Victorian Law Reform Commission. 

• Associate Professor L McCredie: *(Vic.) Council of Legal Education, *Academic 
Course Appraisal Committee of COLE; •Council of Leo Cussen Institute; #Disciplinary 
Committee of the Victorian Curriculum Assessment Board; nr Vice-President, Board 
of Management Victorian Royal Institute for the Blind. 

• Dr C G Powles: •Springvale Legal Service Board of Directors; *Monash-Oakleigh 
Legal Service Management Committee. 

• Professor MC Pryles: *International Trade and Business Committee Law Council of 
Australia; *Law Institute of Victoria; • American Law Institute; Adviser on Inter
national Disputes Resolution to the Australian Centre for International Commercial 
Arbitration. 

• Professor P L Waller: #Standing Review and Advisory Committee on Infertiliry; 
Part-time Commi sioner, Law Reform Commission of Victoria; ' Victoria Law Foun
dation and Executive Committee; *Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical 
Research, Ethics Committee. 

• Professor C G W eeramantry: Vice-President, International Association of Lawyers 
Against Nuclear Arms (1ALANA). 

• Professor C R Williams: *Mental Health Review Board. 

*Member 
#Chair 

Students 

The total number of EFTSU in the Faculty at 30 April 1988 was 1 658. There were 863 
medical undergraduates distibuted as follows: Year 1: 156; Year II: 145; Year III: 134; 
Year IV: 141; Year V: 141; Year VI: 145. 

Staff 

Staff comprised 206 members of academic scaff, 155 technical staff and sixty-fo ur 
clerical staff. Clinical. teachers included some 200 visiting medical staff and 106 full
rime hospital staff' in affi liated hospitals and approximately 350 general practitioners. 



Honours and distinctions 

Professor BG Firkin was awarded the inaugural Pitney Travelling Fellowship of the 
Haematology Sociery of Australia. The fellowship involves Professor Firkin in lecture 
and seminars in the various Stare of the Commonwealth. 

Professor RV Short was awarded an Honorary Doctorate of Science by the Uni
versity of Guelph in Canada. 

Professor G D Thorburn was appointed a Christensen Visiting Fellow at St Cather
ine's College, Oxford, for the period April-June 1989. 

Dr AO Trounson was invited to deliver rhe opening lecture for the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of Organon's invovement in medical research in Amsterdam on November 
4, 1988. 

Professor E C Wood was awarded the third International Axel Munthe prize in 
reproduction. The prize is considered one of the most prestigious international awards 
in the field of reproduction. 

Postgraduate courses 

The following shore postgraduate courses were conducted by the faculty in 1988: 
Understanding the menopause and itS consequences (Cemre for Reproductive Bi
ology); annual public lecrure 'Sex and society' (Centre for Reproductive Biology); 
Vasectomy and ics reversal (Cencre for Reproductive Biology); Contraception today 
(Cemre for Reproductive Biology); Pre-part 1 in obstetrics and gyn,ecology (Centre 
for Reproductive Biology); The infertile couple (Centre for Reproductive biology); 
Cot death: what do we know in 1988? (Centre for Reproductive Biology); STLJ's 
spreading che word and noc the disease (conducted jointly with Family Plauning 1!-,.sso
ciation of Victoria) (Centre for Reproductive Biology); NHMRC workshop on the 
menopause and related issues (Cencre for Reproductive Biology); Recombinant DNA 

techniques workshop (Department of Microbiology); Understanding modern biotech
nology (Department of Microbiology); Microbiological tedmiques workshop (Depart
ment of Microbiology); Back pain and spinal manifula.tion (Department of Commu
nity Medicine); Monash University internaciona refresher conrse, Pore Douglas 
(Department of Community Medi.cine); Introductory research workshop (Department 
of Community Medicine); mokescreen nti-smoking workshops (Departme11c of 
Community Medicine); Monash Med ical Faculty annual update course for general 
practitioners (Department of Community Medicine); Ethical problems in medicine 
(Departments of Medicine and Surgery); P ychoanalysis - individual, group, organ
isation (Dcpartmem of Psychological Medicine); Psychoanalytic psychotherapy: 
theory, practice, research (Depamnenc of PsychologicaJ Medicine) ; Psychoanalysis and 
psychopathology (D ·partment of P ychological Medicine); The communicative 
approach to psychoanalytic psychotherapy (Department of Psycbological Medicine); 
rncroduccion to Freud (Deparrmcnt of Psychological Medicine). 

Teaching hospitals 

• Ki11gsto11 Centre The centre has been "3vail. ble to che faculty for undergraduate train
ing in geriatric medicine for several years but the relationship between the University 
and centre was formalised through the completion. of an agreement of affiliation in 
1988. The opportunity now exists for the University to take part in regional planning 
for care of the elderly in association witl1 Caulfield Geriatric-: and Rehabilitation Hos
pital and the Kingston Centre. 

• Monash Medical Centre Shortly after the new centre at Clayton was commissioned the 
need for furch r beds became obvious. Planning for the relocation of Prince Henry's 
Hospital and University departments of Medicine, Surgery and Psychological Medi
cine is at an advanced stage. An externally fw1ded Chair of Developmental Psychiatry 
has been established and the appointee will also hold appointment as director of a centre 
for developmental psychiatry. 

• The il111algamaced Alfred, Royal S0111hem Memorial 1111d Ca11lfield Hospitals An extensive 
reorganisation of service units is underway permitting the esrablisluuent of a trauma 
cemre and a heart transplantation unit at Alfred Ho pital. Following its successful 
appeal it is expected thac a cancer centre including a econd principal radiotherapy 
centre will also be established at Alfred Hospital and all facilities for the establishment 
of a professorial unit including office, teaching and research accommodation for acad
emic and support staff are to be provided at the hospital by the Health Department 
Victoria. 

• Heatlierto11 Hospical Although not yet formally affiliated witb Monash Univers·ity, 
following an agreement between Monash University and the Office of Psychiatric 
Services in the Health Department Victoria a Cbair of Psychogeriacrics has been estab
lished at the ho pimJ and adverti ed. The professor will hold appoi ntment as regional 
director of Psychogeriatric Services. 
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• Fra11ksto11 Hospital During 1988 the board of management of the hospital form:1ll y 
agreed to enter into negotiations with Monash University directed towards affiliation, 
subject to resources being made available by the Health Department Viccoria for the 
establishment of a clinical school. Together with the Monash Medical Centre and the 
Dandenong and District Hospital, Frankscon Hospital will be involved in the esrab
lishmenc of integr;tted regional services in variou specialty areas. 

• Da11de11011g Hospital As with Frankston Hospital, Dandenong Hospital will require 
support from the Health Department Victoria in establishing the physical facilities 
required for the establishment of an effective clinical school. Both hospitals have 
included in their hospital agreement submissions co the Health Department estimates 
of the funding needed for this purpose. 

• Box Hill Hospital In 1988, in preparation for implementation of a new affiliation 
agreement with effect from 1 January 1989, the hospital relea ed accommodation to 
University deparcme11ts of Medicine, urgery and Community Medicine in addition co 
space already occupied by the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. Student 
residential and commot1 and locker room accommodation was also made available. 
Funding for an externally funded Chair of Medical Oncology, for an associate pro
fessorship in Community Medicine, and pare-funding for a Chair of Medicine has been 
provided by the hospital which is also proceeding with the construction of a lecture 
theatre and new library. 

• Molll Park Psychiatric Hospital Following agreement with che Office of Psychiatric 
Services for the establishment of an externally-funded Chair of Forensic Psychiatry at 
Mont Park Hospital, where the professor will al o hold , ppointmcnt as director of 
Forensic Psycliiatry Services, it will be necessary for the University to enter into an 
agreement of affi liation with the hospital :where all facilities for chc establishment of a 
profes orial unit are to be provided by the Health Department Victoria as in th case of 
Heatherton Hospital. 

Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Medical Education and Medical 
Workforce 

The report is a comprehensive one and is likely to have a far reaching influence on 
undergraduate and postgraduate medical education. Recommendations of immediate 
interest to the faculty include i:etention of present levels of intake into medical schools, 
within a further review in five ye.'lfs' time, and a formalised involvemem by cl1e Uni
versity in imern and po r-intern training. The problem offunding for clinical schools 
in teaching hospitals which had been addres ed in the faculty submission to the inquiry 
has also received attentio11 from the committee. 

Research funding 

Funds obtained by the faculty in 1988 for new and continuing projects totalled 
$8 140 135, comprising $3 898 233 from the NHMRC, $446 578 for ARCS, $319 033 
from the University Special Research Fund and $3 476 291 from other sources. In 
addition the faculty received $60 000 from the U niversi ty Academic Development 
Fund and $290 000 from the University Research ExeUence fund. 

Student numbers 

Foll.owing the trend of the last few years, the coral faculty student enrolment increased 
again in 1988 to 2 631 from 2 582 in 1987 and 2 343 in 1986 (expressed in EFTsu). The 
1988 figure includes the faculty's first intake of full-fee paying overseas students, albeit 
there were only seven of these, and also a total of sixty-nine students admitted and 
funded under the rate Youth Guarantee Scheme. The State Government has now 
funded students under the latter scheme for the last three years. 

The increase in student numbers is confined to undergraduate students, the graduate 
student numbers having remained virtually unchanged. As referred to in my last report, 
the faculty accepted a record number of new students in 1987, which severely tested our 
capacity barriers, particularly in terms of laboratory space. The wave of new 1987 
students moved into second year io l 988 and encountered a number of newly-imposed 
second year subject quotas, predominantly in cl1e biomedical sciences. The potentially 
difficult situation was, fortunately, diffused quite effectively by the introduction of a 
new major second year subject, Genetics 203, into which subject about 100 students 
enrolled, thus releasing pressure on subjects in allied fields . 

In spite of the increased 1988 enrolment target, the 1987 peak intake flowing 
through co second year restricted the faculty to enrolling somewhat fewer first year 
students in 1988. As previously reported, however, and now even more keenly felt 



since the Government announced its plan co expand undergraduate student numbers 
further, there is considerable concern in the fac ul ty iu regard co the pressure co enrol 
more and more students. Whilst the faculty should be able co take a!J the students its 
1989 target suggests, it is quite possible d1at it simply will not have en.ough I boratory 
places in areas such as Chemistry and Biology to cope with the first year numbers that 
could be expecced. already in 1990 or 1991, if die Government enunciated expansion 
plan is followed. It is now urgent co consider the ramifications of such expansion. Do 
we simply insist that we can nor cake any more students until we have had substantially 
augmented fw1di11g to extend our laboratory faci lities? Or, do we :mempt to radically 
change work practices - eg, by running more out-of-normal hours practical classes? 
Perhaps we should rcstrncmre the BSc program o as to reduce the number of lab
oratory hours taken by the students? It is importa11t for the future of the faculty, the 
future of our studeuts and even for science itself chat we make soundly based academic 
judgements in this matter, but we must also be prepared to be realistic about budgetary 
limitations. 

Undergraduate teaching 

Genetics 203 

Only one new subject was added to the range of subject offered by the faculty i.n 1988, 
namely Genetics 203. The Department of Genecics has offered a third year major 
subject for many years, but with the great increase of genetic knowledge and the impact 
this i sure co have in biology, medicine and industry, the department felt the need to 
propose that the discipline be taught in the form of a major second year subject. Where
as it had been estimated that the subject would attract some forty to-fifty students in che 
first year, it proved much more popular, with 101 students enrolled as at 30 April. As 
outlined in che seetion on student numbers, the new subject ahsorbed a lot of biologi
cally inclined students who otherwise would have chosen subjects with capacity 
problems at second year level, such as biochemistry, chemistry, microbiology and 
physiology. 

Moves towards semesterisation and course restructuring 

Following the decision at University level to introduce a semester based calendar for
mat as from 1989, quite a deal of discussion took place in the faculty during 1988 on the 
pos. ibility of the faculty moving co a ' true' semester system and the implications of this. 
Jn order to achieve a greater degree of coordination across the faculties than has hithcno 
been che norm at Monash, a central Univer.sity committee was also set up co look at the 
Universi.ty-wide implications of moving to a emester based on a points system. 

Within the Faculty of Science, however, little concrete progress was made in relation 
to this issue during the year, possibly because the move co a semester system was nssoci
ated with a couple of different proposals aimed at restructuring the BSc course. By the 
end ·of the year, I had come to the conclusion that the faculty needed co address the 
issues in two stages: firstly we should endeavour to simply translate the current course 
structure into a poi.nts based strucnue which can operate on a semester basis; secondly 
after sorting out the implications of cbc first move, we should look seriously :it the 
structure of the .BSc program, with a view co responding co changing circum
stances. 

In terms of restructuring our undergraduate teaching, it may be desirable to offer 
several discernible streams of BSc studies, with or without distingiushing titles. If we 
were to do this, we could better man.age the flow of students co ensure that places were 
filled where we have spare capacity, which would maximise the use of established 
resources and minimise the need for unpalatable subject quotas which now face students 
admitted to the BSc coluse. It would also appear likely chat the offering of separate BSc 
programs might aid d1e 'marketing' of our programs, both in terms of attracting full-fee 
overseas students, and as high quality as possible Australian students. 

Other teaching developments 

During 1988 the facu lty was iuvolved in discussions with the Faculty of Engineering in 
regard co chat faculty restructuring and sernesterising its offerings, to be effective as 
from 1989. Several cha11ges to the chemistry, mathematics and physics ervice courses 
were agreed, primarily at departmental level. Discussions took p lace and arrangements 
were made for the launching of special bridging programs in the abovena.med disci
plines to assist Faculty of Engineering students who no longer would need to have 
complied with the full set of prerequisites which for so long had been required by that 
faculty. The facu lty also assisted the Faculty of.Engineering in assessing the viability of 
the relevant service subjects being offered at Su11way College in Malaysia. The possi
bility of selec;ted BSc ubjects al o being offered ac the above college, to enable 
prospective Malaysian students taking the first year of a BSc course in Kuala Lumpur 
prior to coming t0 Monash in the second year, wa investigated. However, at eh.is stage, 
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given the current relatively difficult employment market in Malaysia for science grad
uates, it was eventually agreed to leave the idea in abeyance for the time being. 

Graduate teaching and research 

Master of Biotechnology 

This new coursework higher degree program attracted a small first intake of students 
who commenced late in 1987. Towards the end of 1988, a couple of students had 
completed all course requirements and should be able to graduate early in 1989. The 
cour e, wltich aims co provide interdisciplinary training in biotechnology, is controlled 
and coordinated through the faculty of Science, but it is based primarily on expertise 
and other resoures available in the faculties of Engineering (Chemical Engineering) and 
Medicine (Biochemistry and Microbiology), with a small input from the Departmcnt 
of Genetics. Teaching support and other assistance is also coming from the cs1Ro 
(Division of .Biotechnology). 

Apart from special funding from the University Academic Development F1md, the 
course also attracted during 1988, a three year grant &om the Victorian Education 
Foundation, totalling $210 000. The 1990 and 1991 portions of this grant are condi
tional upon further industry support being secured for the course. 

On the basis of a smvey of the first cohort of students, and on the experience gained 
by the tead1ing staff, the couse tructurc has been modified somewhat, ready for a new 
intake of students to begin in .late February 1989. The administrative and legislative 
provisions for the course have also been reviewed and it is expected that the course 
regulations will be amended accordingly, early in 1989. 

New teaching/research centres 

In July the faculty supported a proposal co establish a centre for professional psy
chology, primarily aimed ac faci litating interdi ciplinary research and professional 
training in areas of professional psychology. Whereas the centre was envisaged more 
naturally to be affiliated with the Faculty of Medicine than with Science, it would 
involve several members of scaff of the Department of Psychology as well as staff from 
the Faculty of Education. The new centre would initially be supported by an Academic 
Development Fund grant and outside funds. 

A proposal to establish a Monash centre for dynamical meteorology was accepted by 
the University late in the year. The intention is that the centre be established as a 
teaching and research group to provide a strong identity and a natural base for further 
developing the Monash interactions in this area with the Bureau of Meteorology and 
the cs1Ro Division of Armo pheric Research. The centre would be based primarily on 
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Group of the Applied Mathematics Section of the 
Department of Mathematics, which ha evolved a a teaching and research group with 
increased emphasis in dynamical meteorology. Some input from the Department of 
Geogra_phy and other physical sciences departments could also be expected. 

The faculty board also cecommended, at it last 1988 meeting, the establishment of 
a centre for computational mathematics, which will provide a focus and identity for 
research, con ultancy and possibly hort courses in this area. The centre will partly 
provide a resource which can assist University research workers with a range of physical 
problems, but it will focus on the mathematical and computational problems under
lying the numerical solution of such problems. The centre would also seek to provide 
support for, and report on, the acq-uisicion of computing eq uipment suitable for hand
ling compJex physical problems. It i expected chat the centre will attract outside grants 
and that it will provide consultation services and short courses on a fee paying basis. In 
the last few yea.rs quite a number of new centres have been established in the University. 
Their organisati.onal integration into rhe University structure has been under con
sideration by the Committee of Deans. le is dear that their aims and purposes vary and 
chat their org:misational form, nd status cannot follow the one mould. le is, however, 
important to define, perhaps differently from case to case, how a centre would relate to 
the rest of the University fabric -ie, to the departments and faculties, how it should be 
placed in competing for any Unive.rsity resources - eg equipment, scholarships, and 
whether or not it should be able to run award courses and enrol students, etc. 

Research support 

The table below shows the funds received from the ARC, the Monash Special Research 
Grant Scheme and from other, extema.l, sources during 1988. Additionally, the faculty 
also received research funding support from the new University Research Excellence 
Fund and rhe Vice-Chancellor's Academic Development Fund. In terms of faculty 
research activi.ty the total support from these sources was $190 000 for che 1988 
calendar year. 



Department ARC MSRG Other Total 

Botany 26 000 9 000 53 295 88 295 
Chemistry 393 972 64 200 523 794 981 966 
Earth Sciences 196 857 36 000 98 080 330 937 
Genetics 111426 12 000 211 898 335 324 
Computer Science 7 000 20 000 31 473 58 473 
Mathematics 89 000 21 500 284 601 395 101 
Psychology 82 587 21 000 55126 158 713 
Physics 151 438 32 500 75 821 259 759 
Zoology 15 492 24 000 238 766 278 258 
Deans 2 000 31 000 26 000 59 000 

Totals $1 075 772 $271 200 $1598854 $2 945 826 

Staffing 

Continued budgetary constraints have ensured that there have been no significant 
changes in the overall staffing numbers of the faculty, in spite of the increases in recent 
years in student numbers. 

Action was taken during the year to fill three Chairs, two associated with the re
organisation of Biology within the faculty and the other in Applied Mathematics. It is 
anticipated that the vacancies, only one of which represents a new Chair, will be filled 
during 1989. 

Jn mid-year, the role of associate dean was assumed by Professor WA Rachinger, 
upon complerion of the now customary period of three years in this post by Professor 
B O West. Both Associate Professor I D Rae and Dr D RF Irvine continued dudng the 
year in their respective roles of chairman of the Committee on Undergraduate Matters 
and chairman of the Committee on Graduate Matters. The office of subdean was 
replaced by a half-time position of academic adviser, which was filled by Mrs N H 
Williams who had previously served as subdean for a few years. 

Biology reorganisation 

Following discussions initiated in 1987, and meetings of relevant groups of academic 
and other staff, aimed at rationalising and trcngthening teaching and research in the 
bilolgical sciences within the-facu lty. Council approved a recommendation from the 
facu lty board in September 1988 for the reorganisation of the faculty structure con
cerned with biology teaching and research. 

The recommendation provided for the emergence of two new departments, namely a 
Depamnenc of Botany and Zoology and a Department of Genetics and Developmental 
Biology, out of rhc previous rhree departments: Botany, Genetics and Zoology. As part 
of the plan r_he Univcr~iry also approved o~ the estab.lis?mcnt o~ a ~cw Ch~ir of Deve_l
opmental Biology which would be advcrtJsc-d a.long with an existing Cbair vacancy 111 

Botany. The new organisational model is seen to respond to needs for increa ed activity 
in cbe general field of molecular biology, without sacrificing the longstanding Monash 
interest in 'whole-organism' biology. The viability of teaching and research in the 
biological sciences concerned would be enhanced and the task of attracting and holding 
high quality staff is anticipated to be easier as a consequence of the reform. 

The Computer Centre experienced a generally successful year in 1988 with the com
puting facilities provided to the University for the most part meeting the demand for 
services, the exceptions involving undergraduate courses as the deadlines for assign
ments approached and research computing as the vAx 8700 became fully loaded. The 
outstanding events for 1988 were: 

• the decision to acquire the UNISYS PALS system for the library, 

• the introduction of networked personal computers for teaching computing, 

• extension of the undergraduate computing laboratory by some sixty places for work
stations, 

• arranging for the acquisition of personal computers for laboratories in the faculties of 
Economics, Law and Education, 

• the ordering of some sixty Apple Mac computers and 130 personal computers for 
extending teaching facilities in 1989, 

• the establishment of a computer imaging laboratory in collaboration with Earth 
Sciences using Appple Mac II computers with colour graphics and associated equip
ment, 
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• the commencement of typing and introductory courses for undergraduates on a fee
paying basis, 

• the provision of access co Leading Edge's Cray XMP supercomputer on favourable 
terms and access to the Fujitsu VP roo supercomputer at the Australian National Uni
versity, 

• decommissioning of one third of the B7800 computer system and 

• planning for the introduction of computing to the first year Engineering course in 
1989. 

Staff of the Computer Centre collaborated with staff from the I ihrary to seek tenders for 
and evaluate commercially available computer-based ystems for the libr ry. This 
turned out to be a time-consuming undertaking, involving travel to the United States of 
America to evaluate some of the systems tendered. After a very thorough evaluation, 
the decision was made to purchase the PALS system &om UN ISYS. The computer is to be 
delivered in April 1989 when the process of conversion from the existing systems 
ru.nning on the n7800 and VAX computc-rs wiJI commence. ft i.s expected that the on
line public access catalogue (oPAc) will be accessible to patrons of the Monash libraries 
through computer terminals in the libraries and via the MONET network by the middle 
of 1989. The full facilities of the PALS system will not be operational until early in 1990. 
The project will have a major impact on the activities of the centre. le introduces yet 
another make and model of computer to be supported and requires a significant amount 
of installation and testing work. Removal of the library's computi.ng from the n7800 
computer is an imporcanr rep coward getting co the poinr where the 07800 ca.n be 
decommissioned or at lea t replaced by a much smaller computer which will be less 
co cly to operate. The inrroduction of PAL will also free ome v ... x computer resources 
to be used for other purposes. 

Personal computers were introduced for ceacbi11g at the beginning of 1987. While 
they were generally successfuJ, they were not without their problems, cite main one 
being che difficuJty in providing students with copies of cl1c oftwarc and data they 
required while at che same time making sure chat the term of licences were .nor vio
lated. The fifty personal computers made available for student use by the cenrre in 1987 
provided good reason for staff to note tbe advantages of multiuser computers whicb 
provided for access co common files nd have good operating system service . le rapidly 
becan1e clear chat there were significant advantages to be gained from imerconnecting 
sees of personal computers using chin-wire Ethernet technology to link them to com
pute.rs which held common files. This was done at the beginning of 1988. After 
resolving a number of technical difficulties and developing software to provide access 
co shared printers, the Novell networking software was used successfully. 

The state of computer technology and the price of equipment makes it clear that 
networked personal computers and. more elaborate 'work ration 'will provide the basi 
for much of the computing carried out at Monash in the future. One problem which 
this development brings with it is that there is no convenient way to record who is using 
equipment arid for how long. Consequently our current system of accounting for the 
use of multiuser computing facilities no l.onger gives a complete picture of the way in 
which the University's computing resources arc being used. After caJling for tenders for 
personal computer workstations ar the end of 1988, some 130 UNI vs personal com
puters (rnM AT compatible .EGA. graphics) nd fifty-si. Apple Mac Plus computers were 
ordered before the first semester in 1989. 

The problera of providing additional space for the Department of Computer Science 
was solved by the Faculty of Scieuce amalgamating funds from a number of sources and 
constructing a building extension. The centre contributed $100 000 to the project in 
exchange for additional pace adjacent to the ground floor of the undergraduate com
puting laboratory. About thirty of the additional places available for workstations have 
been allocated for Apple Mac Plus computers and the remaining thirty will be used for 
more advanced workstations co be acquired during 1989. 

As demand for personaJ compurers co be used by students in 1989 exceeded by far the 
ability of the centre to provide them, faculties were asked to consider an arrangement 
whereby they contributed about one third of the cost of personal computers to be 
located in space provided by the facuJty. As a result , laboratories were planned for 1989 
for the faculties of Economic , Law and Education. The arrangement provides for the 
Computer Centre maintaining and supporting rhe laboratories as a facility accessible to 
member of the University as a whole, bur with the faculty concerned and its studc.nts 
having first call on the laboratory to which it ha contributed. It is expected that this 
policy will be followed in developing additional facilities in other facuJties. 

The use of compucers for processing images in colour captured initially by pho
tography or 011 vi.deo tape ha.s become important to a number of disciplines. Following 
an approach by the Department of Earth Sciences, which had been using Apple Mac U 
computers and colour graphics for recording, analysing and generating images, the 
centre agreed to collaborate in setting up a computer-imaging laboratory located in the 
department and co be accessible to staff from other departments. When fully oper-



ational the laboratory will provide the facilities to capture images in colour from 
photographs, video cameras and recordings and to process them, for example, by using 
digital enhancement techniques and generating video recordings or 35mm film. It is 
expected that the facility be used for the preparation of slides for teaching as well as for 
research activities. 

An important skill for a student studying computing, if not for the majority of stu
dents, is the ability to type aud use a word processing system. Many scudents are now 
obtaining these skills at school. For those who have not, the centre is offering courses 
for a modest fee, which make use of personal computer equipment outside the times of 
peak activity for courses. One important reason for doing this is to try to move, the 
burden of teaching the elementary aspects of computers and keyboard skills from aca
dellllc staff and to allow more time for teaching topics of some substance. 

Monash has not been able to afford to buy a supercomputer or even'a machine of 
reasonably high performance which would provide a world standard tool for those 
researchers with large scale computing problems. To try to compensate for this in the 
past, some computer time has been purchased on the csIRo's Cyber 205 computer and 
used with mixed success. The remoteness of the machine and poor data communication 
facilities have been major obstacles. The installation of a Cray XMP supercomputer by 
Leading Edge in Melbourne provided the opportunity to install a 48 kilobit per second 
data communication link at a reasonable cost, to provide direct access from VAX com
puters at Monash to the Cray computer. In addition, provision has been made in the 
centre's 1989 budget to buy approximately $40 000 of computer time at favourable 
rates. A boost to large scale computing came from the Australian National University 
which allocated some sixty hours of time on its Facom VP 100 supercomputer to 
Monash free of charge. 

After almost nineteen years of relying on computer equipment and software pro
vided by Burroughs (now UNISYS), the University is working toward phasing out its 
Burroughs computing service. The load on the n7800 computer has been reduced sub
stantially by removing almost all teaching and research activities. It will be further 
reduced when the library moves to using the UNISYS PALS system (which operates on a 
computer of Sperry/Univac origins). So far there are no firm plans to introduce an 
alternative to the MARS accounting system which runs on the n7800 but the reduction in 
load on the system has allowed about one third of the machine to be taken out of service 
to save power and provide space for the new computer for the library. 

A new and substantial demand for computing resources arises in 1989 with the 
introduction of computing to the first year Engineering course which will involve 
some 500 students taking a one semester subject equally divided over the two semesters. 
This is to be catered for by using networked personal computers (uNISYS IBM AT com
patible with EGA colour graphics) which were ordered at the end of the year. 

The possibility of the University amalgamating with the Chisholm Institute of 
Technology and the Gippsland Institute of Advanced Education led to a joint submis
sion being made to DEET for $1 143 000 to provide the computer facilities needed to 
operate a common library system plus high speed data communication links for voice, 
data and video communication between the three main campuses. Analysis of the needs 
of the larger organisation which would result from the amalgamation made it clear that 
there were economies to be achieved through the use of some common computer 
facilities and adequate communication services. This applied whether the three insti
tutions formed a closer working relationship or were fully amalgamated. Should 
amalgamation proceed, the centre anticipates a need to invest a significant amount of 
effort to rationalise computing facilities and services. 

A total computing budget of $2 997 200 (non discretionary funds) was distributed to 
departments for the purchase of computing services from the centre. All departments 
received the allocations requested. The allocation was approximately the same as for 
1987. It should be noted that the allocation makes no allowance for the use of the 
networked personal computers in the computing laboratories supported by the centre 
which account for a significant growth in the amount of computing. 

There were 8 000 current account codes in 1988, of which 6 903 were for under
graduates and 1 912 for staff and postgraduate students. The total number of different 
people using the centre's main-frame facilities during the year was approximately 
5 600, a decrease of some 2 400 over 1987. This is attributed to the introduction of 
personal computers for undergraduate teaching, for which no accounting for use can be 
easily made. Overall the number of people using computer facilities increased but the 
centre can no longer provide a reliable estimate. 

The marginal table shows the breakdown of the expenditure of the centre in 1987 
and 1988 into a few broad categories. 

The large increase in the cost of software is accounted for partly by the acquisiton of 
an Ultra licence for the VAX 8700 to allow the Mos1s and ISIS systems to be run on that 
machine and partly by the growing demand for a more extensive range of software to 
support academic activities. The rise in the cost of consumables is partly a consequence 
of the timing of major orders for paper stock. 

1987 

1 758 123 Salaries and associated costs 
2 729 cs1Ro computer time 

Cray XMP computer time 
178 170 Consumables 

1 202 872 Equipment purchased 
55 948 Software 
15 7 49 Building and site work 

Equipment maintenance 
contracts 

28 500 CR and o fund transfers 

3 242 136 

1988 

1 734 307 

9 827 
124 053 
450 365 
213 500 
101 620 
62 301 

50 716 

2 746,689 
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The $101 620 for building services and construction includes $100 000 as the 
centre's contribution to construction work for the Faculty of Science, through which it 
gained a sixty seat exteusion to the undergraduate computing laboratory. This amount 
was met from recurrent funds as an accounting convenience to offset recurrent funds 
received for maintenance services. 

Delays in ordering a computer system for the library resulted in a reduction in the 
amount spent on equipment from $1 202 872 to $450 365 though there was an amount 
of$929 156 which was committed but unspent at the end of the year, making the total 
spent or committed $1 379 521. 

The Computing Research and Development Fund gained income from the sale of 
computer time on the B7800 computer, an activity which has now ceased. Unfortu
nately an alternative source of income to the fund has not been found. Though a total of 
$228 200 was allocated to research and development projects over a three year 
period, no projects have got to the point where they have yielded sufficient income to 
make a contribution to the fund. 

The centre continued to invest effort in the further development of the MONET local 
area network. By the end of the year the design of new equipment to provide 19 200bps 
asynchronous communication channels and a number of other facilities had been com
pleted and production prototype equipment was operating. The new equipment will 
aUow the MONET system to be progressively upgraded to meet new requirements and its 
lifo extended for a number of years. It will also position the ce11rre to embark upon the 
development of communications equipment which will take advantage of the Telecom 
Integrated Subscriber Data Network (1soN) and interface to the University's Plessey 
PABX. Unfortunately, the efforts of Racal Electronics in the marketing of MONET have 
not been very successful and the commercial prospects of MONET in that area are not 
encouraging. Perhaps ironically, at the time when MONET's commercial prospects are 
waning, patent number 572511 was awarded to the inventors in September 1988. 

Work continued on the development of a Telephone Information Management 
System (nMs). Sufficient components of the system have been completed to meet the 
basic needs of the University and several other organisations which also use the Plessey 
1sox PABX. Without the funding which would come from early commercial support for 
the project, progress has been slow, being determined by the amount of time otherwise 
busy staff have been able to allocate to it.Work will continue with a view to completing 
a commercially viable product in 1989. 

The centre has for many years worked on aspects of timetabling and the allocation of 
students to classes to minimise clashes. An acute awareness of the University's problems 
in allocating space and constructing a satisfactory timetable led to some time being 
spent in assessing the feasibility of developing a computer-based system for generating 
timetables for both the normal teaching activities and examinations. Substantial pro
gress is expected to be made on this in 1989. 

The year saw many changes to the administration of the Library. Mr Brian Southwell 
retired in June, 1988, after serving Monash University Library for twenty-seven years, 
of which sixteen were as University librarian. The University owes a debt of gratitude 
to him for his contributions to the development of what is arguably one of Australia's 
finest academic libraries. 

I assumed office on 5 September 1988 and one of my first tasks was to undertake a 
management review, with th.e primary objecrive of increasing the effectiveness of the 
library's services to the University community through better coordination of acrivicie 
and fairer distribution oflibrary resources. This reorganisation coming at the same time 
as the general staff salary classification review placed great strains on the staff. And the 
fact chat most staff coped with these developments quite well is a tribute to their 
resilience, cooperative spirit and positive attitude to change. 

Library finances 

Finacially, the library was in a better shape than in previous years largely becau e of 
stringent economics, salary savings from delays in filling staff vacancies, rationalisation 
in the appointment of temporary staff, and the strength of the Australian dollar. As a 
result there were no major cancellations of periodicals, and it was possible for the library 
to make up some of the lost ground of previous years at least in the area of monograph 
acquisition. 

With the appointment of the new collection management librarian and the estab
lishment of the Vice-Chancellor's Committee on Library Acquisitions Policy, a real
isti~ start was m_ade on the development of a comprehensiv~ collection dev~lopment 
policy for the library as a whole. One problem that remams unresolved lS that of 
funding for centres, especially where they cross faculry boundaric , or .can be seen as 
overlapping with departmental requirements. 



Collection 

The stock of the library grew to 1 381 861 volumes at the end of the year, an increase of 
49 845 volumes (31 443 tides) over 1987. On the other hand, the total number of 
current periodical titles was reduced from 14 075 to 13 94 1 reflecting a net loss of 134 
periodical rides. 

A number of important acquisit ions help·ed to strengthen tl1e Swift collection. These 
included the purchase of Tlie Co11s0/idator by Daniel Defoe (London, 1705), one of the 
sources upon which Swift drew for Gulliver's Trai,e/s; Misce/la,ieo11s Poems edited by 
David Lewis, (London 1726), which contains the first appearance in print of two of 
Swift's poems: and a group of item from Pickering and Chatto .. These items were 
purcha.sed with financial assistance from che Friends of Monash University Library, the 
Vice-Chancellor's Fund and the Dean of Arts Fund. Another significant acquisition 
was a collection of approximately 1 200 Australian novels purchased from Grants 
Bookshop, and paid for partly from the Burchill Fund. 

A number of significant donations of books were received. Among these were almost 
600 books donated by Mr L Shaw for the Australian Children's 'Book Collection; two 
Polish collections (history, literamre, poli.tics) from Mr S Robe and Mrs R Orzech, 
totalling 1 400 items; a collection of 1 000 Chinese books presented by the Govern
ment of the People's Republic of China; a fi ne collecrion on Mauritius presented by Mrs 
Ma.rise Oalais; a co!Jection of literary classics donated by Emeritus Professor W A G 
Scott, and numerous individual gifts. 

Conservation 

Th.us far, in u.fficienc attention bas been paid co the need to preserve and conserve the 
library collection for posterity. There i adequate evidence to show that parts of the 
c0Uectio11 are deteriorating through heavy usage and poo.r conservation practices. The 
lack of an adequate conservation policy could well 11.egate the years of effort chat have 
gone into cbc building up of the excell ent library colJeccion. Consequently, towards the 
end of 1988, it was decided to commission a con ervation consu ltant, Mr .Eric Archer, 
to study the situation at Monash and to produce a report with appropriate recommen
dations. This report is expected to be submitted in early 1989, :md will set the 
framework for what is hoped wi ll be a.n effective conservation policy for the U niven;ity 
library. 

Library computer system 

After exhaustive study, the Library Automation Project Management Committee 
finally decided to-recommend rhe acquisition of the PALS library system ma:rketed by 
U n.i ys A umaJia. I nstal lacion of rh.e system should commence in Peb.ruary 1989, and it 
is hoped that an online public access catalogue (oPAc). will be made available to the 
U11iversity community in mid 1989. The other major modules of the system - cata
loguing, circulat ion, serials, acquisiti.ons, and management information - will be 
introduced progressively over the following twelve months. The new system will 
benefit not only the library, but also the whole Universiry communiry by providing 
improved access to the collections, better budgetary control, more relevant information 
for better coHection management, and better information for de.tenninjng budget all.o
cations and for the selection of books and periodicals. It will lead to ine::reased usage of 
the library as wdl as savings in the time of academic staff and srudencs. These savings 
can be expected to contribute directly to an improvement in the research and teaching 
environment of Monash University. 

Technical services 

The staff were under considerable pressure to increase productivity. Both cataloguing 
and acquisitions came throl1gh with Aying colours, with cataloguing showing an 
increased output of 19 per cent and acquisitions 10 per cent. 

Reader services 

Usage of the library dropped slightly with loans totalling 692 583 compared with 
711 592 in 1987. This drop was however compensated by an increase in the number of 
reference inquiries handled , especially by the law library. Inter-library loan transac
tions also showed a slight drop, particularly in terms of requests from outside bodies to 
Monash, undoubtedly reflecting partially the deteriorating status of Monash's period
icals collection. 

Three notable services were introduced in 1988. The first was the establishment 
of the ALLI (Australasian Legal Literature Index) database service, mounted on LINK 

(Lawyers' Information Network) and made available online to all users for a fee. This 
service was initiated by the law library which has the responsibility of maintaining and 
updating the database. Use statistics so far are small but encouraging. The second 
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service was the introduction of a number of CD-ROM databases (eg CDATA, Modern 
Language Association Bibliography, Dissertation Abstracts, Life Sciences Collection, 
Medline and ER1c) in the main and biomedical libraries for use by staff and students. The 
acquisition of CD-ROM databases by the other branch libraries is under consideration. A 
third service was the development by the Hargrave library of a computerised system 
(with the assistance of a fourth year Electrical Engineering student) to advise users 
about information sources in electrical engineering. Called EELIAS (Electrical Engineer
ing Literature and Information Advisory System), this system has the potential of being 
expanded to cover other subject areas, thus enhancing reference and reader education 
work in the library. 

Space 

Space and security continued to be problems in the library. These problems were com
pounded by the loss of the bag room to the Key Centre for Australian Studies, because 
that area had been earmarked to accommodate a new circulation desk in the main 
library for the online circulation system. The library Space Allocation Committee was 
reactivated in 1988 to consider requirements for storage of library materials and to 
improve space planning in general. 

Cooperation 

The library continued to play an active role in cooperative activities in Victoria and 
nationally, by participation in CA VAL.and Ac us. Caval's ini.tiatives in trying to establish a 
j?int ~ff-campus store_ ~or less used library mate~ials in Victoria was particularly attrac
tive smce such a facility would help to allev1ate the space problems faced by tlie 
library. 

SESTICON (South Eastern Scientific and Technical Information Consortium) contin
ued to flourish and plans for rationalising holdings of current serials, standards and 
expensive reference materials are underway. 

The biomedical library continued to provide support to the various hospitals affili-
ted to Monash . The decision to upgrade the Box Hill Hospital into a major teach ing 

hospital for Monash in 1989 also had library implications, but it was decided to defer a 
decision as to the kind of support that could be provided to the Box Hill Hospital until 
the new year. 

Amalgamation 

The decision to affiliate the Gippsland Institute of Advanced Education with Monash 
University led the library to initiate formal meetings with the staff of Gippsland IAE 

library with the objective of establishing an agenda for future cooperation and coHab
oration. Subjects djscusscd included methods of improving communications, the long 
term loan of library materials, reciprocal borrowing, staff rotation, exchange and 
training. Preliminary meetings were also held with the staff of Chisholm Institute of 
Technology library, although no firm decision relating to amalgamation with that 
institution had been made yet. 

Staff development 

The Staff Development Committee finally got off the ground in mid-1988 and was 
principally concerned with approving applications from staff for financial support to 
attend courses, conferences and seminars. The committee is being revamped so that it 
can work more closely with the human resources management librarian to plan a more 
systematic staff development program. 

Concluding remarks 

Nineteen eighty-eight has been a year of dramatic changes for the library, particularly 
in staffing and organisational matters. Four major developments, all occurring at the 
same time, have had a tremendous impact on the workload and morale of the staff -
the issue of amalgamation, the general staff classification review, the impending intro
duction of the online integrated library system, and the library management review. In 
spite of the stresses and strains, staff continued to work cheerfully and with dedication. 
The need is now for the library to develop a strategic plan and clear goals for the future, 
so that its development and services will mesh in more harmoniously with the objec
tives and future directions of the University. 



Centre for Continuing Education 

The result of the addition, in 1987, of a second program coordinator to the centre's staff 
was a sign6c:tnt increase in the overall pJogram. The cnginec.ring/technologics com
ponent increased from six activities in 1987 to ten in 1988, with several new topics 
being introduced, many of wh ich will be repeated in future years. 

The W elcare program, for welfare and health care profossionals remained ac cl1e 
same level of eleven activities for the year but was augmented by an innovation which 
may have far-re.iching effects. The centre initiated a series of 'H uman services round 
table' seminars exploring interactions between the higher education system and the 
social and community services (sAcs) industry. The third of these round tables resulted 
in significant recommendations on the role of the higher education system in relation 
to the newly created State SACS Industry Foundation, being conveyed to tbe relevant 
Minister. Further seminars in this eries are planned for 1989. 

Individual activities which are not within any one m.~or program increased in num
ber from six to nine. Interesting additions were weekend workshops on home-based 
businesses and the company directors' course, already offered through other institu
tions but initiated at Monash for the first time in 1988. 

The languages program organised in collaboration with the Language Centre, was 
not a financial success. It had been ailing for some years, largely due to the increa ill 
alternatives available from other providers whose cost structures enable them to offer 
lower class fees. It was decided not to continue this program in 1989; some re-planning 
of the format may result in a more viable new program in subsequent years. 

Two major developments affected the centre's operation of Normanby House, the 
res.identi. J conference centre which it manages. The first was the detision of the 
University co construct new offices for the centre at Noananby Hou e. These were 
completed just before the end of the year and provide considerably improved accom
modation for our sraff. The second was the decision to locate the University's new 
au cos (English Language Inrensive Courses for Overseas Students) venture at Nor
manby House in 1989, taking over most of the av, ilable meeting rooms for its class
rooms. This move will con iderably reduce the income earned by conference activities 
within the building and it remains co be seen whether thi can satisfactorily be replaced 
by ~encals relating to the Eucos operation and income from it resident students. 
Consideration of the future use of Nonnanby House is on the 1989 age.nda of the 
University's Development Committee. 

At the Vice-Chancellor's request, a role sracemenc and business plan for che centre 
was developed early in the year. Decision on whether or not to implement chi. docu
menc-' proposals has been deferred, mainly due to a far-reaching decision made by the 
Professorial Board in the latter part of the year co institute an enquiry into the Uni
versity's role in adu lt and continuing education. The hroad terms of reference of this 
enquiry will enable the committee undertaking it co survey rhe University-wide scene 
of provision in thh field nd its pi cc in the overall profile of the University; from this 
will follow an assessment of the future role and function of the Centre for Continuing 
Education. 

Centre for Migrant and lntercultural Studies 

Nineteen eighty-eight was an extremely busy year for the centre with which five of the 
University's facu lties are now affili ted - Arts, Economics and Politics, Education., 
Law and Medicine. Ten seminar were held, some at the Clayton campus of the Uni
versity and some in the University's city premises, representing a new strategy in the 
centre' attempts to build links between the Vniversicy and chc community. Topics 
covered by the seminars included Australia's immigration poUcy, che legal aspects 
of the FitzGerald repon and the development of Government policy on multicul
turalism. 

Two successful one-day conferences were held - che first on the Chinese in Aus
tralia and the second on the Asian immigration debate. Papers from each of these 
conforences were published in rhe centre's Working Papers series. 

During the year, che Commonwealth Government awarded the Australian-Greek 
Fellows hip co tbe centre in order to sponsor the visit of Dr Eleni tamiris, director of 
che Mediterranean Women's Studies lnsticute in Athens. Or Stamiris was the principal 
focus of two full-day workshops on women of the Mediterranean in Australia. 

The centre was also successful in obtaitling significant fundin g from the Com
monwealth Department of Employment, Education and Training co establisb a new 
national centre for the development of teaching community languages and crosscul
tural communicacion in p.rnfessional education. This project will develop curriculum 
and. materials over che next three ye.irs. 

The centre's two continui_ng pub I ications, the Jo11mal o{Interculwrnl Studies and the 
Working Papers series continue to publish maceriaJ ofhigfi quality with a wide reader
ship. 

SPECIAL PURPOSE CENTRES 
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The centre has also undertaken special publication projects during 1988, including 
A Guide to Research on Ethnic and Multicultural Issues, the proceedings of the two work
shops, Women of the Mediterranean and the proceedings of its 1986 conference, Prejudice 
in the Public Arena: Racism. 

Centre of Policy Studies 

Major research projects 

Major projects undertaken by the centre in 1988 we.re: analysis of options for the tax
ation of individuals, busi.nesses and superannuation, induding the development of 
models and data bases for evaluating tbe comparative revenue disuibutioJ1al a1Jd effi
ciency implications of the options; evaluation of major government expenditure 
programs, including housing and tertiary education, and assessment of policy options; 
studies of the ownership, management and operation of public enterprises; economic 
assessment of government intervention in accident compensation schemes, with em
phasis on workers' compensation; evaluation of the Victorian Equity Trust; economic 
analy is of pricing and investment policy optio11s for the cai l transport of bulk miner
als. 

Funds for these and other projects were roughly half from commissioned research 
received by the centre from private sources and half from a University Special Research 
Grant and the Faculty of Economics and Politics. In addition to funding staff and 
facilities within the centre, part of these funds have been used to assist the research 
activities of other members of the faculty and some other researchers in Australia. 

Other activities 

The National Priorities Project continued to commission the Centre of Policy Studies 
to produce Spe11di ng and Taxing, volumes on taxation and spending reform, and the 
1988 volume (published by Allen and Unwin) was launched in Canberra in May 
1988. . 

All staff members presented semirrnrs at Australian universities, other professional 
association meetings :md to meetings ofbusiness associations and groups on a variety of 
research topics undcrtakc11 at the centre. The centre continues to place special emphasis 
on conm1unicating results of university research to potential users in government, 
busin(:ss and the general communi ty. 

Duri.ng t 988, considerable time was spent by members of the centre, and especially 
by the d.irecror, in responding to requests for background information about contem
porary economic and social poicy issues from the media, from politicians of all parties 
a1,d from the general public. Thcs activities, together with an ex.tensivc program of 
distribution of centre publications are an integral component of the centre's charter to 
provide a bridge between academic research and potential users of that research in the 
wider community. 

Graduate School of Environmental Science 

In 1988 the number of units taught by the Graduate School was twenty-three and with 
other relevant units across the campus the number of units available for selection by 
candidates was eighty-five (thirty-nine listed in the 'Details of courses 1988' were 
unavailable for various reasons). 

The course on Applied Ecology and Conservation was offered to undergraduates of 
the Engineering Faculty. 

Interest in the MEnvSc and DipEnvSc courses continues and a high standard of 
applicants were available from which to select candidates. 

Enrolment information 

MEnvSc DipEnvSc 

FT PT Total FT PT Total 

Enrolled December 1987 24 80 104 10 12 22 
Number of applicants 1988 36 27 63 11 15 26 
Total enrolled 30/ 4/88 12 77 89 9 22 31 
Total intermitted/withdrawn 1 14 15 1 6 7 
Graduated 1988 2 10 12 3 3 6 
Total enrolled December 1988 11 59 70 8 21 29 

Research 

cventeen candidates have been involved in project work for which the research reports 
and minor theses will be submitted in early 1989. Topics studied were: 

• The management of cytotoxic biomedical wastes 



• Thailand - rural water supply and sanitation 

• Management of the common wombat in north east Victoria 

• Residential development in the Dandenong Ranges 

• Bunurong Marine Park management plan 

As well as being involved in supervision of the above research teams, staff have under
taken research into: 

• Environmental education, environmental impact assessment and recycling of d.om
estic wastes (Mr I Thomas) 

• Appropriate technology and context education and general system theory (Mr 
F Fisher) 

• Effects of oiJ compaction on early growth of forest species, cost sharing options for 
salinity control and land capability assessment for rehabilitation (Mrs A Lindsay) 

• Theory, methodology and practice of environmental planning, ocial-theoreticaJ 
approaches to the analysis of environmental policies and politics, policy trategies for a 
sustainable society and politics of energy policy issues in Victoria (Mr T Blake) 

• Community awareness of salinity and living with appropriate technology (Mr P 
Cock) 

The staff of the school served in a variety of capacities outside the University - as 
members of community centres, educational advisory committees and committees 
advising government deJ?artments. As usual the staff pursued an active program of 
submissions to public inquiries, reports to statutory authorities, and papers to confer
ences of high standing. 

Higher Education Advisory and Research Unit 

The Higher Education Advisory and Research Unit (HBARu) began with an education 
research officer in 1966 and with this appointment Monash Unive(sity became the 
third AuscraJian university co establish a unit to investigate and assist with problems of 
teaching and learning. 

The main aim of HBARU is the improvement of the quality of education in the Uni
versity. The unit seeks to achieve eh.is aim tluough support and advisory services to 
academic staff in all departments and facu ltie , either individually or through the 
organisation of appropriate short courses, on matters re lated to teaching approaches, 
assessment, course design and evaluation; research into all aspects of tertiary education; 
provision of information about innovations :u1d research in higher education in the 
Faculty of Education. 

lil!ARU is a cencre independent of all faculties; the director is responsible to the Vice
Chancellor. The director is a member of the professorial board. 

Full details about H.llARU activites and researd1 can be found in tbe director's aL111ual 
reports, which are included in the papers of the professorial board and the research 
report of Monash University, or by contacting the Director, Associate Professor Terry 
Hore. 

Educational Technology Services 

On 1 May 1988 Educational Technology Services (llTS) came under the administrative 
control of the Registrar's department. ETS had five major tasks to achieve in 1988. 
These were: 

• to provide high quaJity educational technology services in support of the teaching, 
research, administration, public service and public relations activites of the univer
sity; 

• to manage and provide support services in the Rotunda lecture theatres; 

• to provide audio services in the Robert Blackwood Hall; 

• to generate $75 000 income from external sources ($50 000 in 1987); 

• to generate $5 000 income from internal sources through the provision of equipment 
maintenance and installation services for audio visual equipment. 

With the exception of the management function in the Rotunda (still under rnview), all 
of these tasks were achieved in 1988. The number of seivices provided by llTS staff rose 
dramatically du.ring 1988, the increase being more than 30 per cent in comparison with 
1987 :u1djust on twice the number provided in 1981 with the same staff establishment. 
Desk top publish ing services, computer graphics and other graphics services are 
growing rapidly, yet the University is still rapidly falling behind other sectors of the 
community in the use of this rechnology because the University lacks an integrated 
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high quality computer graphics imaging and reproduction facility. F-T has been actively 
campaigning for such a facility to be located on the Monash campus for the last three 
years. . 

A new edition of ETS Guide was distributed to all academic staff and cost centres 
during 1988. Th.is publication outlines the range of services provided by ETS to support 
the various acciviries of the University. 

A scric of te.l.evision programs produced at ETS for the MCTP project during 1987 and 
1988 has proved immensely successful. By the end of 1988 over 700 set of the pro
grams had been distributed tluoughout Australia and many copies also have been sent 
over eas with a view to developing a market in New Zealand, the USA, Japan and 
Europe. 

The equipment and manpower resources in !ITS were stretched beyond capacity in 
1988. The pressure came partly as a function of increased student numbers, fewer 
support taff nd teaching staff and inadequate funding of equipment for teaching 
support services over many years. 

ET like other support services on the campus, is experiencing increased workloads 
and insufficient resources (manpower and equipment) to meet the demands being 
placed on the departmc11t. Also, like other technically based ervices, £TS is suffering 
skill attrition becaus_e the University alaries and career structures are not competitive 
with other sectors of the economy. 

In spite of the difficulties outlined above, the good will and hard work of the ETS staff 
made 1988 a most successful and satisfying year for the department. 

UNIVERSITY FACILITIES Alexander Theatre 

The year was one of great activity for the Alexander Theatre. Over the year there was a 
total of 386 performances for a total estimated audience of 146 000. 

The Alexander Theatre Committee continued with its policy of presenting live 
theatre for both the University and che outside community offering a total of eight 
productions. Such productions accounted for 214 performances for a total audience of 
71 475. Ouri-ug the year there were three international productions: Goldcrest Pro
ductions Sooty Dow11-U11der (uK); Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scotia Just-So-Stories 
(Canada); and Eric Bas Al//1111111 Portraits - adult puppet presentatiou (usA). These 
productions were well received and enhanced the overall program of the theatre con
siderably. 

The Alexander Theatre maintained its leading role in the presentation of theatre for 
children. The very popular activity for children The Sa111rday C/rib reached a record 
membership of 3 200 pa.rents and dtildren who attended a total of forty-two perfor
mances. Of particular note is che Alexander Theatre's involvement in the presentation 
of an original Australian musical production for children T/11: Ark of Oz. his was 
written and produced by Jill Morris, a well-known theatre critic and author of chil
dren's literature. It was presented with considerable technical support from the theatre 
and was well received with warm critical acclaim. 

The year saw a healthy increase in the use of the theatre by University-based groups. 
Two academic departments and four student groups presented theatrical productions 
(thirty-two performances and forty-one rehearsals). In addirion, ten faculty and Uni
versity-oriented groups presented a total of twenty-four lecture/seminar sessions. 
Non-theatrical usage resulted in the theatre being used on thirty-three occasions for 
lecture , confe~ences and seminars. 

Community involvement continued with numerous school , musical groups, dra
matic companies and dance academies making use of the theatre's facilities. These 
groups bring approximately 64 767 people on to campus each year, enabling families 
and school students to become familiar with the University and its environment. 

The theatre was again ho t to the Music Theatre Guild Awards Prese11tatio11 Nigh, which 
is the annual focus of all music theatre groups in Victoria. During the year negotiations 
were completed for the thearre to be host in 1989 for the dramatic equivalent, the 
Wa11erley Pesti11al of Theatre which is the only festival of community theatre in the 
state. 

Continuing with its campaign to foster professional theatre on the campus, the 
Alexander Theatre Committee has completed negotiation with Melbourne' Playbox 
Theatre Company to extend the season of two of their productions to the Alexander 
Theatre. This is an exciting development and, if supported by University aJ1d com
munity audiences, will result in a new direction for d1c theatre. 

Careers and Appointments Service 

Nineteen eighty-eight was another cl1allenging and exciting year for the Careers and 
Appointments Service. It saw the first fu.11 year of operation of the Student Recruitment 
Centre. Increased staff resources enabled us co participate in a record number of activi-



ties involving schools. A growing interest has developed in ru11ning both year 11 and 12 
school camps on campus with input from academic staff, careers advisers in the Careers 
and Appointments Service and members of the University Counselling Service. The 
halls of residence and Normanby House provide accommodation at reasonable rates. 

Monash was represented at the Young Australia Expo held in Jul y for one week at the 
Exhibition Building. Over 40 000 school students attended che Expo. The third resi
dential Junior University Program on the Monash campus included over 350 partici
pants from more than 150'Schools in Victoria and Soutl1ern NSW. A record number of 
participants attended the Monash seminar for school principals, yea.r 12 coordinators 
and careers teachers. The Schools Link Program entered its third year of funding from 
the Australian Government and special admissions were made to all faculties including 
Medicine and Law. 

The mature age direct cutry scheme at Monash has been expanded with che aim of 
attracting more better quality applicants to courses. Significancly more students under 
this scheme were admitted to comses in 1989 than in previous years. 

Plans continue for rhe development of a major resource centre on the Monash cam
pus and one on a smaller scale in the Downtown Centre. 

Emphasis on our work wicll undergraduate students continued throughout tbe year. 
A major seminar organised by the Sociecy for Undergraduate Computer Science Stu
dents.was held mid-year involving several graduate recruite(s. A program of meetings 
with academic staff in all departments of tbe University was commenced in 1988 and 
will continue. 

A strong demand for graduates by employers was evident in 1988. Our contacts with 
employers have been developed further and everal graduate recruiters not previously 
involved in the campus interview and employer information programs made their first 
visit to M onash. The annual co11fcrence of careers advisers and employers was held in. 
south Australia: about 200 participants were present including many more employers 
than careers advisers. The Australian Association of Graduate Employers (AAGB) was 
formally established this year. 

Our efforts in refining graduate destinations daca as a means of assisting students in 
career and course decision making have been continued. The Careers and Appoint
ments Service was a centre for che Course a11d job Explorer developed by the Ministry of 
Education for use by secondary school students on personal computers. 

External Relations and Alumni Affairs 

The department was established in late 1987 with the aim of creating a climate of 
support, both moral and monetary, for Monash University. In its lirst year of operation 
the department functioned in three broad areas: public relations, alumni relations and 
fund raising. Underpinning these arc the two major a.reas of publicity and promotion 
and of database management and development. Public relations ' activities included: 

• liaison witb communities external to Monash (philanthropic trusts, corporate sector, 
local communities and councils, parliamentary represencatives, members of the diplo
matic corps, univer.sity auxiliary groups and emeritus staff); 

• The organisation of visits to Monash by VIPs, community groups and of special events 
held at Monash; 

• the introduction and preparation of the quarterly document Visitors to Monash, a 
summary of visiting academics and experts; 

• arranging for Monash staff to address community groups. 

The department initiated increased contact with Monash alumni through: 

• assistin g decentralised alumni groups with the development and maintenance of the 
register of records, the preparation of individualised letters, the provision of mailing 
lists and lables, the tracking of 'lost' graduates; 

• the establishment of an on-campus informal network of alumni groups; 

• the preparation of a resource mallual for alumni groups and of a monthly bulletin 
setting out events for the next three months; 

• the organisation of receptions for alumni in Perth, Brisbane, Kuala Lumpur, Singa
pore and Hong Kong, with informal networking in usA, Gc.rmany, Nctherlands,Japan 
and Korea; 

• the introduction of a Monash alumni ID card and information kit containing details of 
travel and hotel concessions; 

• the conduct of a graduates' 'perception survey', the results of which will be available 
in 1989. 

Investigations were begun to consider an appropriate entity for any alumni umbrella 
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organisation. In this connection, constructive, close contact was maintained with the 
Monash Association of Graduate Students. 

The department's fund raising activities focused primarily on the annual library 
appeal which was revamped. The on-going task of preparing letters of thanks to indi
viduals and organisations for gifts and grants was streamlined. This was a busy first year 
of operation accomplished by a small team which, in addition to the director, comprised 
an administrative officer, secretary, clerk and occasional casual clerical assistance. The 
publicity and promotion work was effectiely undertaken by a freelance journalist. 

Monash University Bookshop 

Nine staff resigned during 1988 and two more gave notice late in the year of resig
nations which took effect in January 1989. These resignations, in a staff of eighteen or 
nineteen had a severely destabilising effect, which was exacerbated by the difficulty of 
finding suitable replacements amid the unrealistic salary policies and personnel prac
tices imposed by the University without regard for the needs of a commercial oper
ation. 

The fact that Bookshop sales increased by 15 per cent (to just under $3 million) and 
profits by 16 per cent (to $197 000) is evidence of the extraordinary efforts of the key 
staff in coping at times when the business was either understaffed or largely staffed by 
raw recruits. 

These key staff are confident of receiving the annual handout of congratulations. 
They are not confident of receiving any more substantial reward. 

Religious Centre 

The members of the chaplaincy team for ] 988 were the Rev.Fr Ephracm Cltifley OP 
the Roman Catholic Chaplain; the Rev. Philip Huggins, Ecumenical C haplain; Pastor 
Peter Pfitzner, Lutheran Chaplain (part-time) and Mr Saul Fust, Jewish Chaplain (also 
part-time). 

The annual University service was held on 10 March at 1.10pm. Th'e speaker was 
Bishop Peter Hollingworth, with music provided by Mrs Merrowyn Deacon and the 
University Choral Society. The service was well attended and was followed by refresh
ments in the Narthex. 

The Rev. Huggins leads a team of organisers who are working hard towards the Fifth 
Assembly of the World Conference on Religion and Peace, to be held at Monash 
towards the end of January 1989. This conference is to be opened by the Prime Min
ister, and it is expected that some six hundred international delegates will participate 
representing the major world religions. 

Our tenth recital series took place during the year. The fourteen concerts of fine 
music presented a varied range of instruments and voices, using local, interstate and 
overseas artists. The luncluime recitals attract warm support and are gaining in repute. 
Tlie Ronal Sharp organ in the large chapel is now ten years old and we have planned a 
re-lit and re-voice of pipes, where necessary, in June next year. The work is in the bands 
of Mr Robert Heatley, whose firm maintains the organ. 

The library located in the chaplain's offices in the Union now numbers approxi
mately 1 000 books on comparative religions, ethical, Jewish, theological and church 
history themes. There is steady borrowing. 

The pattern of regular services of worship established in previous years has continued 
during 1988 with a developing emphasis on private prayer and meditation in the 
chapels, study groups, teaching seminars and two lecture series. This has been facili
tated by the relocating of organ practice to early or late in the day with teaching in the 
early evenings. 

Robert Blackwood Hall 

Throughout the Bicentennial year the Robert Blackwood Hall was used for a total of 
434 functions (inclusive of rehearal sessions), of which 177 had University involve
ment - ie, graduations, examinations, etc. 

We can be well statisfied with the participation the Hall played throughout the 
Bicentennial year. It hosted most of the visiting international youth choirs and orches
tras together with a number of celebrities such as Y ehudi Menuhin, James Pegler and 
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Band. 

Although the number of schools making use of the hall decreased, by comparison 
with former years, twenty-four did in fact stage their graduations, speech night or 
concert in the hall. Most of the schools which did not use the hall were involved in 
Bicentennial functions in other venues. 

It was disappointing to see the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra remove their con
cert series from the hall after so many years. It was said that the move was made in the 
hope of attracting new audiences. On-going contact with the ABC general management 



has produced no positive or optimistic results for the concert series return in future 
years. 

Students' Grants and Loans Committee 

Requests for loans totalling $194 290.40 were rccivcd from seventy-eight students. Of 
these, the committee approved seventy-five loans totalling $166 386.00 and one grant 
of$ 1 000.00. A further $67 023 .26 was loaned co 190 students on a shore term basis for 
the purpose of assisting with the payment of the HEAC and amenities fee for their 1988 
enrolment. 

During the year an additional $105 500 was made available under the Common
wealth Government Special Assistance to Students Program, bringing che total of all 
funds administered by the committee co $1 027 873. Of char amount $462 658 was on 
loan or committed at 31 December 1988. 

Due to the expected cessation of funding from the Commonwealth Government, 
the Students' Grants and Loans Committee has embarked on a project to establish a new 
policy for approval and repayment of loans so that funds wiH always be available to 
those in need. 

University Counselling Service 

The past year has been an extremely busy year for the University Counselling Service. 
Stability iJ1 staffing and challenging demands on the service have led to a creative work 
environment. However, excellent work satisfaction has been tempered by increasing 
demands for one-to-one counselling and for various consultative activities. The num
ber of students and staff utilising the service for one-to-one counselling increased to 
over 1 000 clients. Group work centred mainly around study skills, assertiveness and 
stress management, whilst semina.rs and workshops centred mainly on study skills and 
orientation programs (over 800 students participated in the group work, seminars and 
workshops). The counsellors provided l.ectmes in the faculties of Education, Arts and 
Medicine. Two counsellors were heavily involved in providing communication, asser
tiveness and career planning workshops for the Staff Development Branch. 

The major problems presented by clients centred around per on:11 concerns with 
identity, study skills, relationship difficulties and educational/vocational isssues. 

University Health Service 

Nineteen eighry-cight was perhaps characterised by its stabi lity in that there were no 
long periods when the service worked short staffed. Thi was fortunate, as there was a 
significant outbreak of flu in the wiuter. 

With the proximity of the new Monash Medical Centre and the many speciali ts 
including pathologists, who have moved into the Clayton area, it was decided to dis
continue doing venepunctures for pathology as this procedure had been adding to the 
overloading of the sister. From December 1988 it was also decided not to continue with 
the consultant gynaecologist who visited every fortnight. 

ln 1988 7 138 individuals made 20 925 consultations. Of these cot1sultation 5 152 
were made by staff and 15 34 7 were made by students. 

University Housing Service 

The University Housing Service had approximarely 4 000 reque rs from students for 
assistance, varying in scope from finding suitable accommodation to advising on ten
ants' rights. The majority of students sought accommodation either on or very close to 
campus and consequently there was considerable demand for the South East Flats. The 
improved public transport servicing the University helped applicants to £nd accom
modarion in areas where the unavailability of direct access routes in the past made tl1is 
inipossible. 

Properties in the area arc continuing to be bought by the public not for investment 
purposes and this makes rhe number of rooms to be let very limited. There are some 
houses available for groups of students but practically no flats. The rental charges are 
considerable, due particularly ro the relatively small number of properties available and 
their high mar~et value. The greatest difficulty continues to be experienced in finding 
rooms suitable for students in houses, at reasonable prices and in areas serviced by direct 
transport. A great many overseas students require housing and those who arc married 
find it especially difficult to secure suitable accommodation at an affordable price. 

The number of flats/house available on a shore-term basis to visiting and newly 
appointed staff is limited and all those who were able to be accommodated were appre
ciative of this facil.icy. Occupancy rates were satisfactoty but budgetary provisions had 
to be made to refurbish a number of these units over the next two years. The dedication 
of staff concerned kept the units at a functional peak at all times. 
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The Union - administration and general 

ln 1988 cbe Union operated on an expenditure budget of $2 174 846 derived from au 
amenities fee of $266 for full -time studems a11d $167 or $116 for part-rime studems. 
From the combined Union and Spores and Recreation A sociation budgets, a surplus of 
$243 464 carried forward from 1987 was held in reserve and later used to modify the 
amenitie fee increase in 1989. Through che Joint finance Committee for Student 
Amenities, 22 percent of the revenue from the amenities fee was allocated to the 
Amenities Development Fund, in line with the usual practice. In addition, the Joint 
Finance Committee moved an additional $200 000 imo the Development Fund from 
surplus recurrent funds carried forward from 1987. This supplement was considered to 
be warranted i.n view of extraordinary demands on the Development Fund for capital 
works. 

Subscription rates for optional membership of the Union and the Sports and Rec
reation Association were increased by either 5 percent or l O percent dependent on the 
category of membership. 

The development program was dominated by the Social Centre project. When the 
final plans for this project were nearing completion, a member of the Union Board 
contested the board 's long-term and othcrvvis unanimous decision to include a 
licensed facility i.n the Social Centre. The member persuaded the board to put the 
matter co a referendum of all Union members. To the surprise of the board and of many 
Union members, the membership voted strongly against the inclusion of a licensed 
facility and the board was bound by chat decision. After modifications to the project, th 
building contract for the Social Centre and pa se11ger lift was fi.nally let to George T 
Jackson Pty Ltd. Building work is scheduled for completion early in 1989. The new 
Social Centre will comprise a modernised main d.in.ing a.rea and kitche11 for daily use 
and will accorwnodace student, sraff and private functio ns. The passenger lift will serve 
three floor levels and will fulfil a long-term need for improved access to the Union 
building for people with disabilities. The all-up cost of the combined projects is $1.28 
million. 

Renovation works included refurbishment of the former Grill Room which has been 
renamed the West End Caf, extension of the Union Shop and (early in 1989) enclosure 
of rwo balconies on the north side of the building. Additional fire safety measures, 
requested by the University, are in progress. Additional ecurity measures, including 
protection of computer equipment, were carried out under a special budget allocation. 
As part of an on-going anti-litter campaign, in 1988 the Union engaged additional 
cleaning staff to collect litter inside and outside the building over the luncb period , on a 
daily basis. In all applicable Union areas, personal computers, printer and appropriate 
work-station furnishings were intrnduced or updated, and computer programs were 
custom-designed for Student Employment and the Arts and Cra&s Centre.The Ventura 
desk-top publishing system was purcha cd forLot's Wife and for use in several Union 
departments. 

Most commercial areas e11joyed a record trading year, particularly the renovated 
catei;ing ourlet , the function catering service, the Union Shop, and tbe Health foods 
Shop. The combined food services - the Catering Department, Health Foods Shop 
and Wholefoods Restaurant - returned a surplus which exceeded the budget expec
tations. 

An iuquiry into the role of the Union within the University authorised by the 
University Council, was conducted by Associate Professor H B Connell. The report of 
the inquiry was submitted to Council in October 1988 and Council proposes to delib
erate on it early in 1989, after receiving comme_nts/ submissions from inte_rested p~e . 
Professor Connell has recommended changes rn the tructure of the Umon and m the 
composition of the U njon Board which, if adopted, will significantly change the pres
ent representative system under which the Union i governed and will tend to distance 
the practical business of chc board from student policies. While awaiting the outcome of 
this inquiry, the board has upgraded the status of the mature and part-time student a11d 
overseas student associations by funding tbcm directly as independent rather than affili
ated groups, an~ has accepted Master of Public Health s~de11~s at th~ Alfred Hospital as 
a budgetary umt. It has also arranged that, as far as possible, mcomtng board and com
mittee members take up office on 1 J anuary each year. 

Nineteen eighty-eight has seen major growth in che provision and subsidising of 
childcare by the Union. A mothercraft nurse was engaged for several hours pee week to 
assist with the child-minding facilities in the Union, the Union subsidy ro the Monash 
Student Crechc Cooperative was increased to $38 000, the ubsidy period for both 
graduate and undergraduate students was extended to cover the 1988/89 vacation 
period and school holiday program for the children of students and staff were organised 
by the chlld care coordinator in June and September. 

In th.c staffing area new positions were created for a mature and part-rime student 
coordinator (part-time), assistant student welfare officer (part-time), a word processing 
supervisor, junior assistants in the Catering and Student Employment offices and, as 
from 3.1.89, a human resources officer (part-time). The MAS research assistant position 
wa.s reinstated and, as from 1988 the MAS honorary secretary and MAS activities chair-



person positions will change from voluntary to paid posi.tions. Attention was given to 
the relationship between professional staff members and the student committees with 
which they work - and guidelines for acceptable working relationships were docu
mented. Many of the Union staff positions wer included in review of salary 
classifications which was conducted by the University. 

tudem theatre benefited from increased office space and from che ongoing services 
of an innovative and energcti.c coordinator. Thanks to her work, theatre activity 
extended past the four established performing art-s clubs to the wider campus com
muniry. Students not normally as ociated with theatre were drawn into the lunchtime 
theaccesports or into a playwriting competition. Audiences for club productions in the 
Union Theatre and the Alexander Theatre were at a record level. W orksbops in various 
theatre skills were held, giving students exposure to professional techniques. By the end 
of the year there was a. move to restructure student theatre to broaden the groups 
represe1ued on the administrative committee - with the result that rhe structure of 
student theatre on campus is to be reviewed early in 1989. 

Computerisation in th Smdent Employment Office enabled the processing of a 
record number of job vacancies (17 617) without increasing the staffing leve l. It also 
increased the accuracy and dimension of stati ties. T he Student W elfare Office bene
fited from computerisation and from new and more attractive premise . 

Student radio 3Mu hopes to begin transmitting on an FM band early in 1989 under a 
temporary site licence - preparatory to obtaining a full broadca ting licence. T he 
activitie of the major student organisations arc summarised below. 

In summary, 1988 was a year in which several student organi ations grew in strength 
and status and the need for salaried staff to coordinate these organisations was recog
nised by the Union Board. 

Clubs and Societies 

Dur ing 1988 Clubs and Societies continued to service approximately 120 clubs. The 
executive of the Clubs and Societies Council continue to hold bi-weekly meetings 
where distribution of grant monies are confirmed and passed on to clubs for such 
things as social functions, annual dinners and capital cqu.ipme11t. All the services in the 
Clltbs and Societies offices are used to the limit (eg photocopying, typewriters, etc) and 
any assistance that can be given to clubs with difficulties is dealt with by the very com
petent staff. The Clubs and. Societies computer has been updated to make the system a 
quicker, more efficient one for both staff and executive members. 

Arts and Crafts Centre 

During 1988 the Arts and. Crafts Centre continued to compete for a share of the arts and 
crafts 'lei ure' dollar. This is not an easy task in these days of economic instability. The 
centre maintained its high standards and is formulating strategics that will help it to 
grow and to provide recreation courses and workshops that students, staff and members 
of the public will continue to enjoy. 

Monash Association of Students (MAS) 

Nineteen eighty-eight saw a revitalised MAS involved in the National Union of Stu
dent (Nus) campaign against the Higher Education Administration Charge. The 
higher education debate grew into discussions on the Federal Government's White 
Paper a11d MAS was involved in many debates and forums on its merits and shortcom
ings. MAS Activities really lived up to its name in 1988. T he Activities Committee 
organised many well attended Union Nights (particula"rly during Orientat ion W eck), a 
sell-out Commencement BaU a11d resurrected Gtecn Weck, which featured large scale 
student participation. MAS was thus a high profile force on campus in 1988, and hopes to 
continue in the same vein in 1989. 

Monash Association of Graduate Students (MAGS) 

Nineteen eighcy-e.igbt was a year in wh.ich the Monash As ociation of Graduate Stu
dents worked very hard to contribute to the debate on, and to influence the many 
changes to higher education pcopo ed by the Federa l Minister for Employment, Edu
cation a11d Training, as well as continue to represent and promote the interests of the 
postgraduates of Monash University on their own campus. 

A fuU committee of fifteen was elected at the annual general meeting in May. In 
cooperation with the executive oflicer and the two support members of staff, this 
committee has insured the continuation of the services wh.ich Monash postgraduates, 
academic and administrative staff have now come to expect from the association -
information, consultation, advocacy, support and social amenity. 

MA GS was also very active in preparing submissions to the Minister in response to the 
di cussion paper on higher education, the 'Green Paper', the Wran Report on funding 
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of higher education (introducing the graduate tax) and the policy document, the 
'White Paper'. The association also lobbied delegates to the ALP national conference, 
supporting the continuation of the poljcy of free tertiary education. 

The climate of general uncertainty which prevailed during the year led to a vety large 
increase in the number of personal and telephone enquuics from postgrnduaces con
cerned about the consequences for their future study of the various proposed changes to 
the organisation and funding of higher education. 

The major undertaking of the association for the year was the MAGS conference -
Postgraduate study - its value and purpose. Tbe conference attracted top-level speakers 
including Dr G~egor Ramsey, chairman of che Higher Education Council, Department 
of Employment, Education and Training; Mr Fergus Ryan, chairman of the Australian 
Careers Council; Mr Laurie Carmichael, Trades Hall Council representative on NBBET; 

Mr John Kett, executive manager, liability management, ANZ Bank; Mr Kenneth 
Davidson, Senior political/social commentator, T/1e Age; contributors from Monash 
- the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Mai Logan, the dean of Arts, Professor John 
l-;{ay, che chairman of Physics, Professor Fred Smith, the director of the Careers 
and Appointments Service, Mr Lionel Parrot and the equal opportunity coordinator, 
Dr Margaret James. 

MAGs also prepared submissions on study accommodation for postgraduates in the 
Faculty of Arts, housing for postgraduates on campus, fair treatment of postgraduate 
demonstrators and tutors, extension of the childcare subsidy for postgraduate users of 
the Monash tudent Creche Cooperative, the inquiry into the role of the Union, the 
value of the Monash Graduate Scholarship stipend and the initiation of a fund to help 
fund postgraduate attendance at interstate and overseas conferences. In addition, M, -;s 

assisted the national postgraduate association (cAPA) with several surveys and prepared a 
major report on the funding and organisation of postgraduate associations. 

Postgraduates participated co the fullest extent in the decision m::iking processes of 
the University through their representatives on Council, Professorial Board and the 
various poHcy committees. The regular newsletter Magnet continued to provide i.1ifor
mation and a link between all postgraduates and their association, especially those 
smdying part-time. The annual handbook Compass expanded its offerings of feature 
arcjcles and information from the departments on postgraduate study options. Three 
major social functions were held - the annual general meeting/dinner dance, the 
orientation alfresco lunch and the rock and rol I dinner dance, providing relaxation and 
an opportunity to make new friends. 

The MAGS committee and staff appreciate the continued support of the Union Board 
and the Warden of the Union as well as the good will and cooperation of the academic 
and administrative staff of the University, all of which provide invaluable help to MAGS 

as it strives professionally to represent the postgraduate students of Monash Univer-
sity. . 

Monash University Sports and Recreation Association 

The association has continued to expand its facilities, range of activities and member
ship. The total membership of the association i:ncludingvarious categories of subscrib
ing members is now around 20 000 and this i placing such strain on some resources chat 
consideration may have to be given to imposing quotas in some of the categories. 

Facilities 

The extension to the recreation hall was completed toward the end of the year. Monash 
now has one of the few international sized indoor hockey pitches in the State. The 
additional space has also enabled the association better to service those members -
especially overseas students - for whom the sports complex is a real social centre 
especially evenings, weekends and holidays. 

The sports centre control desk and the general office were expanded and upgraded. 
Work has commenced on extending the weight training and pavilion social rooms and 
is due for completion in February. 

As far as capital developments arc concerned the only major projects of the master 
plan which still remain on the drawing boards are a synthetic surface hockey field, an 
extension to the swimming pool and an all-weather athletics track. 

The range of activities will continue co broaden as the association responds to the 
diverse physical recreation tastes of members. 

During the year the Association took over the sports goods shop which had formerly 
been privately leased. The hours and range of goods have been extended as a further 
service co members. 

Sporting achievements 

As usual Monash was represented in the majority of inter university championships 
held during the year. Successes were achieved in men's soccer and women's badminton, 
and creditable placings obtain in a number of other contests. The men's rowing vm won 



the first three mile boat race held between Australian universities, thus winui1.1g the 
right to represent the Australian universities in the inaugural World Boat Race held in 
Brisbane. Th.is race was won by Cambridge with Monash finishing fifth of the eight 
crews competing. 

Six students were chosen to represent the Australian Universities Sports Asso1::iation 
in representative fixtures, two in men's soccer, two in women's soccer, one in men's 
cricket and one in netball. 

Staff contribution 

Beth Lcggo, one of the original staff members, cook early retirement during the year. In 
recognition of her- considerable contribution to tbe developmem of the association 
from l 9(i5 to 1988 she was awarded life membership of the association. Tl1is is the 
second only such membership awarded to date. 

Australian Government 

ARTS, SPORT, ENVIRONMENT, TouRISM AND TERRITORIES, DEPT OF Feasibility study for 
the extension of public lending rights scheme to educational libraries, Professor 
J P Whyte (Graduate School of Librarianship) - $12 000 

AUSTRALIAN ADVISORY COUNCIL ON LANGUAGE AND MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Analysis of the 1986 census data, Associate Professor M Clyne (Linguistics) -
$4 600 

AusTRALIAN ANTARCTIC D1v1s10N Food requirements, growth and early mortality of 
Antarctic petrels and comparisons with sympatric southern fulmars near Davis, 
Professor JM Cullen (Zoology) - $12 926 
Studies of the effects of feral rabbits and native fauna on terrestrial vegetation 
Macquarie Island, Dr ND Hallam (Botany) - $1 399 
Macquarie Island aerobiology and wind climate (Phase 3), Dr J Peterson 
(Geography) - $1 613 

AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING Extension of AINSE 
scholarship for Mr DJ Cookson, Dr T R Finlayson (Physics) - $10 191 

AusTRALIAN NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE SERVICE Reproductive output and recruit
ment of Norfolk Island long-billed white-eye and scarlet robin, Professor JM 
Cullen (Zoology) - $9 607 
Investigation into the effects of landcrabs on the structure of rainforests (Phase I), 
Dr DJ O'Dowd (Zoology) - $13 000 
Study of the diet of the little penguin in waters off the Victorian coast (Phase 1), 
Professor JM Cullen (Zoology) - $8 000 
Study of the diet of the little penguin in waters off the Victorian coast (Phase 2), 
Professor JM Cullen (Zoology) - $13 300 
Research into chlamydiosis in natural populations of the koala in Victoria, 
Associate Professor AK Lee (Zoology) - $22 500 

AusTRALIAN RoAD RESEARCH BoARD Parking feasibility, Dr W Young (Civil Engin
eering) - $2 000 

-- Design perception - reaction time for Australian roads, Dr T J Triggs (Psy
chology) - $2 351 

AUSTRALIAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS RESEARCH BOARD Improving 
metastable reliability of digital systems, Mr L Kleeman (Electrical and Computer 
Systems Engineering) - $4 500 
Frequency domain digital echo canceller for international communications link, 
Dr K Pang (Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering) - $2 500 
Measurement of occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields, Dr M Salz
berg, Professor J J McNeil and Dr V Delpizza (Social and Preventive Medicine) 
- $4 000 
Viscosity of heavy metal glasses and their influence on fibre drawing character
istics, Dr T Sridhar (Chemical Engineering) - $5 000 
Postgraduate scholarship in telecommunications for Mr A Uhlherr, Dr D R 
MacFarlane (Chemistry) - $7 000 

AusTRALIAN WATER RESEARCH ADVISORY CouNCIL Fellowship stipend for Dr A 
Duncan, Dr R C Bayly (Microbiology) - $33 316 
Design guidelines for stable channels and waterways (87 /05), Associate Profes
sor R G Mein and Dr RJ Keller (Civil Engineering) - $9 607 
Capacity sharing for surface water storages (87 /14), Dr GP Codner (Civil En
gineering) - $6 991 
The effect of physical disturbance on stream communities of different substrata 
(85/03), Dr PS Lake (Zoology) - $34 689 

AusTRALIAN W ooL CORPORATION Development of gene probes that can be used for 
the differential diagnosis of ovine footrot, Dr J I Rood (Microbiology) -
$32 471 

GRANTS AND DONATIONS 
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Supervisor's project fee in respect of postgraduate research scholarship -
D McGillivray, Dr B Adler (Microbiology) - $2 400 
for publication costs of Rational expectations and qficiency in futures markets, Dr B 
Goss (Economics) - $1 750 
Investigation of the physiological basis of the reaction of sheep to novel wool 
harvesting techniques, Professors GD Thorburn and D G Lampard (Physi
ology /Electrical Engineering) - $23 165 
Investigation of the physiological basis of the reaction of sheep to novel wool 
harvesting techniques, Professors D G Lampard and G D Thorburn (Electrical 
Engineering/Physiology) - $14 830 
Postgraduate research scholarship for Mr S Billington, Dr J I Rood (Micro
biology) - $25 970 
Supervisor's project fee in respect of postgraduate research scholarship - E 
Moses, Dr J I Rood (Microbiology) - $1 600 
Studies on epidermal growth factor in the sheep - pharamacokinetics of admin
istered and endogenous epidermal growth factor, Professor G D Thorburn and 
Dr CA Browne (Physiology) - $41 712 
Postgraduate research scholarship for D Harris, (Economics) - $6 620 
Supervisor's project fee in respect of postgraduate research scholarship 
D Harris, Associate Professor K R McLaren (Economics) - $800 
Forecasting the price of Australian wool Dr B A Goss (Economics) 
$27 269 
Assessment of the suitability of wear resistant retonation coatings on the comb 
and cutter components of wool shears, Associate Professor R McPherson and 
Dr C C Berndt (Materials Engineering) - $31 500 

BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE Research scholarship for Mr P 
Mullenmeister, Dr D Karoly (Mathematics) - $5 000 

BuREAu OF MINERAL REsouRCES {GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSics) Postdoctoral fellowship 
for Dr I Sluiter, Professor M Williams (Geography) - $32 316 

CSIRO Microstructural observations of brittle sliding and wear, Professor G S Lister 
and Dr M Jessell (Earth Sciences) - $4 350 
Hormonal control of ovarian development of the Australian sheep blowfly 
Lucilia Cuprina , Dr B Roberts (Zoology) - $6 000 
Production and characterisation of plasma-sprayed and ceramic coatings for 
prosthetic use, Dr C C Berndt (Materials Engineering) - $4 000 
Rheology and performance of oil-in-water emulsions in timber, Dr C Tiu 
(Chemical Engineering) - $2 500 
The physiological basis of dehydration tolerance in tropical crop and forage 
legumes, Dr D Gaff (Botany) - $6 000 
Solid state NMR as a probe of coal structure, Associate Professor J F Mathews and 
Professor WR Jackson (Chemical .Engineering/Chemistry) - $2 900 
Hydrolysis of rare earth alkoxidcs and aryloxides for the production of oxidation 
catalysts, Dr GB Deacon (Chemistry) - $5 100 
Synthesis of ground backscatter ionograms using computed systems of rays, 
Dr JA Bennett (Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering) - $3 000 
Movements, water turnover, metabolic rates, breeding energetics and dietary 
changes in a field population of marsupial Dasyurus Hallucatus, Dr J Nelson 
(Zoology) - $3 900 
Acoustic echo canceller for teleconference systems, Dr K K Pang (Electrical and 
Computer Systems Engineering) - $4 000 
The application of chromium (III) hydrolytic oligomers in leather tanning, Dr L 
Spiceia (Chemistry) - $4 000 
Composite cathode materials for glow discharge electron beams, Dr R C Tobin 
(Physics) - $1 000 
Determination of the change in background atmospheric oxygen concentration 
to establish the relative contributions of fossil fuel combustion, Dr R T Gregory 
(Earth Sciences) - $ 5 000 
Studies of free radical chemistry applied to the synthesis of some C-Terminally 
crowded, non-tautomerisablc quinone methides, D r DJ Collins (Chemistry) -
$5 750 
Flow past surface-mounted obstacles, Professor B R Morton (Mathematics) -
$3 000 
The nutritional quality of eucalypt foliage for arboreal marsupials, Drs G D 
Sanson, W J Foley and AK Lee (Zoology) - $3 500 

CSIRO - DIVISION OF GEoMECHANICS Cyclic loading on soils and foundations, Associ
ate Professor I Donald (Civil Engineering) - $13 500 

COMMONWEALTH DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION Balance of 1987 special education pro
gram grant, (Krongold Centre) - $27 306 

COMMONWEALTH SCHOOLS COMMISSION National inservice teacher education, Mr L C 
lngvarson (Education) - $3 728 



COMMONWEALTH SERUM LABORATORIES Synthesis of certain bismuth compounds, 
Dr GB Deacon (Chemistry) - $58 188 
towards costs of interferon research by Dr H K Nielsen, Professor A W Linnane 
(Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine) - $3 800 
for CSL/Monash University collaborative research venture, Professor MT W 
Hearn (Biochemistry) - $58 469 

CoMMONWl!Al.Tl-1 TERTIARY EDUCATION COMMISSION Supplementary grant for 1987 
for Monash Special Research Centre of Excellence, Professor M G Porter 
(Centre of Policy Studies) - $1 700 
A comparison of writing abilities of first year history undergraduates 1974-1984, 
Mr GB V Tay.lor (Higher Education Advisory and Research Unit) -
$1 500 

COMMUNITY SERVICES AND HEALTH, DEPT OF Dietary change and cardio-vascular risk 
in Asian migrants in Melbourne, Professor M L W ahlqvist (Medicine - Prince 
Henry 's Hospi.tal) - $8 754 
Role of carbohydrate in the expression and function of HIV envelope gp 120/ 41, 
Ors PA Gleeson and J McCluskey (Pathology and Immunology) - $57 240 
Health insurance decision processes and choice, Mr C A Burrows (Accounting 
and Pinance) - $7 286 
Gliomacase - control study, Dr MR Salzberg (Social and Preventive Medicine) 
- $20 252 
Development and assessment of a community health care based screening pro
gram, Professor J J McNeil (Social and Preventive Medicine) - $27 725 
Expanded public health program, Professosr J J McNeil (Social and Preventive 
Medicine) - $21 3 366 

CoNSBll.VATION, Fo(U!STS AND LANDS, DEPT OF Assessment of interactive effects of 
drought, fire and flood on shrub-lands, heath and woodlands at Wyperfeld 
National Park, Dr T P O'Brien (Botany) - $1150 
Dietary preference and population dynamics of the western grey kangaroo, 
Dr G D Sanson (Zoology) - $400 

DEFENCE, DEPT OF Curing of polysulphide sealants, Professor BO West (Chemistry) 
- $31 000 

EMPLOYMENT, EDUCATION AND TRAINING, DEPT OF National research fellowship for 
Dr G Heintze, Associate Professor R McPherson (Materials Engineering) -
$2 184 
National research fellowship for Dr M Hedger, Professor D M De Kretser 
(Anatomy) - $28 574 
for the establishment of the Centre for Community Languages and cross
cultural communication, Associate Professor P Hanks (Centre for Migrant and 
lntercultural Studies) - $100 000 
for the establishment of the National Centre for Research and Development in 
Australian Studies, Professor JA Hay (Dean of Arts) - $176 000 
National research fellowship for Dr E Bakshi, Dr KS Murray (Chemistry) -
$32 715 
National research fellowship for Ms C Lees, Dr A Bodi (Administrative Studies) 
- $27 771 
National research fellowship for Mr P Mineely, Dr DR Macfarlane (Chemistry) 
- $41379 
The production of heritage handbook and fieldwork skills, Professor G J Dav
ison (History) - $19 225 
for the estabUshment of a National Centre for cross-cultural studies in Law, 
Associate Professor T Carney and Professor C R Williams (Faculty of Law) -
$90 005 
National research fellowship for Dr D Nero, Dr P Nagley (Biochemistry) -
$29 155 
National research fellowship for Dr D S Cram, Dr RA Skurray (Microbiology) 
- $29 173 
National research fellowship for Dr BJ C Perera, Dr R Keller (Civil Engineer
ing) - $29 248 
Taxonomy and reproduction selected genera of the diccyotales (phaeophyta), 
Drs JA Phi llips and MN Clayton (Botany) - $32 000 
National research fellowship for Dr PH Whetton, Professor MAJ Williams 
(Geography) - $29 085 
National research fellowship for MrJ Grinrod, Professor MAJ Williams (Geo
graphy) - $23 355 
National research fellowship for Mr L XI-Guang, Professor OE Potter (Chemi
cal Engineering) - $13 863 
Law - Aboriginal and ethnic communities, Professor R Baxt (Law) -
$16213 
National research fellowship for Dr G Shaw, Professor RV Short (Anatomy)
$34 899 
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Relationship between environmental light/visual mechanisms including cone 
pigments in inshore to open ocean coral fishes, Professor W R A Muntz and 
Dr D McB Williams (Science) - $25 000 
National research fellowship for Mrs V Padhanaban, Associate Professor F 
Lawson (Chemical Engineering) - $28 526 
National research fellowship for Mr TT Pollock, Associate Professor J 
Hinwood (Mechanical Engineering) - $26 280 
National research scholarship for Dr L Stowe, Dr K I Forster (Psychology) -
$19 589 

EMPLOYMENT, EDUCATION AND TRAINING, DEPT OF {VVCC) Postgraduate scholarship 
stipend for Mr Zhou Liping, Professor MAJ Williams (Geography) -
$2 447 

ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING, DEPT OF The study of Piccaninnine Ponds, Dr N D 
Hallam (Botany) - $500 

INDUSTRY, TECHNOLOGY AND COMMERCE, DEPT OF Harmonic balancer (Torsional 
vibration damper), Dr L Koss (Mechanical Engineering) - $3 127 
Automation of the raw materials handling in corrugated fibroboard plant, As
sociate Professor P Dransfield (Mechanical Engineering) - $7 500 
Mid-infrared optical fibres, Associate Professor P L Rossiter (Materials Engineer
ing) - $112 469 
A high transition temperature superconductor and energy storage device, Associ
ate Professors P L Rossiter and R McPherson (Materials Engineering) -
$55 486 
Particles in non-newtonian fluids, Dr PH T Uhlerr (Chemical Engineering) -
$1 750 
Development of techniques for the production and characterisation of opto
electronic materials and devices, Professor B O West, Associate Professor R S 
Dickson and Dr GB Deacon (Chemistry) - $40 000 
Machine perception in a robotics context, Professor RA Jarvis (Electrical and 
Computer Systems Engineering) - $92 000 

LITERARY Ann BOARD for production and distribution of.report on library acquisitions 
of Australian creative writing, Professor J P Whyte (Graduate School of Li
brarianship) - $4 000 

PRIMARY INDUSTRY AND ENERGY, DEPT OF (NERD&D) Flow improvers for waxy 
crudes and distillates, Dr GA Holder (Chemical Engineering) - $20 791 
Modelling of coal liquefaction reactions, Dr T Sridhar (Chemical Engineering) 
- $21 633 
Hydrocarbon reservoir quality in the Cooper Eromanga Basins, Mr VJ Wall 
(Earth Sciences) - $5 938 
Dispersion of atmospheric discharges in complex terrain and stability, Professor 
W H Melbourne (Mechanical Engineering) - $284 937 

REsERVE BANK OF AusTRALIA - RURAL CREDITS DEVELOPMENT FUND Effect of soil 
compaction on early growth of selected species in tall closed forest of Southern 
Victoria, Mrs Andrea Lindsay (Graduate School of Environmental Science) -
$9 785 

WORKSAFE AUSTRALIA - NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE 
Support of a part-time senior lecturer in Occupational Health for the Master of 
Public Health course, Professor J J McNeil (Social and Preventive Medicine) -
$12 190 

Australian Research Grants Scheme 

Arts 

Anthropology and Sociology 

PROFESSOR J S KAHN Social change and the role of the indigenous middle class in 
Malaysia and Indonesia - $ 10 000 

Centre for Bibliographical & Textual Studies 

Assoc1ATE PROFESSOR W K1RSOP Australian bookselling and publishing history -
$7 500 

Centre of South East Asian Studies 

Assoc1ATE PROFESSOR D P CHANDLER The transformation of Cambodian politics and 
society 1945-1979 - $3 650 

Dean of Arts 

PROFESSOR JA HAY The critical reception of KS Prichard's works 1920-1988 -
$9 000 



English 

DR H H R LovE Biographical study of James Edward Neild (1824-1906) 
$5 000 

DR H H R LovE Scribal publication in seventeenth century England - $5 000 
AssocIATE PROFESSOR W B STEELE A critical edition of Kangaroo by D H Lawrence -

$5 000 
DR PA NESTOR The letter in nineteenth century women's fiction - $5 100 

Geography 

PROFESSOR MA WILLIAMS AND DR D A ADAMSON Late cainozoic environments - five 
million years ago to present - $7 6 219 

DR KB O'CONNOR The location of recent economic activity within Australia -
$8 500 

DRs A P KERSHAW AND JA PETERSON Quaternary history of the Western Plains, 
Victoria - $9 500 

DR A P KERSHAW The vegetation and environmental history of North-eastern Aus
tralia - $13 500 

History 

DR I F S COPLAND Popular support for the Pakistan movement in Kashmir, 1930 and 
1948 - $2 000 

PROFESSOR G J DAVISON A history of urban Australia to 1900 - $12 000 
DR F W KENT The society of renaissance Florence - $5 000 

Indonesian and Malay Studies 

Ms B L HATLEY Modern drama and traditional regional theatre m Indonesia -
$8 500 

Japanese Studies Centre 

PROFESSOR J V NEuSTUPNY Communicative interaction in Australian-Japanese contact 
situations - $ 7 000 

Slavic Languages 

PROFESSOR G J MARVAN Contrastive lexiocology of the Slavic languages - $5 000 
DR MJ PAVLYSHYN Ukrainian theatre in Australia since 1948 - $5 000 

Economics and Politics 
Econometrics 

PROFESSOR M L KING AND DR M A Ev ANS Specification error in econometric models -
$18 000 

Economic History 

DR A E DINGLE Biography of Ann Currie - $5 000 

Economics 

DR D K FAUSTEN Income-mobility of international capital movements - $14 000 

Education 
Monash Child Study Centre 

PROFESSOR M E PooLE Improving the education, work and life choices of young girls 
and women - $26 700 

PROFESSOR RT WHITE, DR RF GuNsTONE AND PROFESSOR P J FENSHAM Teaching and 
learning science in schools - $ 38 19 5 

DR P GRONN J R Darling - a study in leadership - $8 000 
DR G C LEDER Students' processing of teacher explanations in mathematics classes -

$8 000 

Engineering 
Chemical Engineering 

DR T SRIDHAR Studies of extensional flow of liquids - $18 000 
PROFESSOR O E POTTER Chemical engineering of liquid phase organic oxidations -

$11 200 
PROFESSOR O E POTTER High velocity gas-solid fluidisation - a fundamental study of 

gas-solids contact efficiency - $10 000 
AssoCIATE PROFESSOR F LAWSON Studies in extractive metallurgy - $36 825 
DR GA HOLDER Kinetic studies of the generation of hydrogen sulphide by microbial 

slimes in contact with sulphate-containing water and wastewater - $18 000 

..... 
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Civil Engineering 

PRoFESSOI\ N W MURRAY Development and experimental verification of a method for 
designing crashworthy structures - $25 209 

DR P L DARVALL Softening hinges in concrete beams and frames - $27 375 
AssocIATE PROFESSOR P GRUNDY Effect of moving loads on deck structures 

$14 000 

Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering 

PROFESSOR RA JARVIS Intelligent sensory-based robotics - $38 000 

Materials Engineering 

AssocIATE PROFESSOR BA PARKER The mechanical behaviour of microcrystalline 
alloys - $23 368 

DR C C BERNDT Deformation mechanisms of thermally sprayed coatings 
$15 900 

DR G H EDWARD Deformation mechanism mapping of polymers - $7 000 
DRs J R GRIFFITHS AND Z H STACHURSKI Analysis of isothermal and nonisothermal 

transformation - $ 7 000 
Assoc1ATB Po.or-EssoR R McPHERSON Plasma synthesis of non-oxide ceramic powders 

and their sintering characteristics - $57 000 
DR B C MUDDLE Rapidly quenched aluminium alloys containing rare earth elements 

- $32 874 
PROFESSOR I J PoLMEAR Development of aluminium alloys with improved perform

ance at clevaced temperatures - $9 346 
DR P F THOMSON Prediction of the profile of hot-rolled steel slab after edge-rolling -

$7 000 

Mechanical Engineering 

PROFESSOR W H MELBOURNE Aerodynamic instabilities loading and response of bluff 
bodies in a turbulent flow - $34 989 

DRs L L Koss AND R J ALFREDS ON Correlation of power variables and applications to 
vibration and acoustics - $16 000 

DRY CLAM Effects of residual stress on fatigue crack growth - $8 180 

Law 
Law 

PROFESSOR R BAxT The role of directors in corporate governance - $15 000 
AssocIATE PROFESSOR T CARNEY Limits of the law addressing social issues 

$15 000 
MR C R WILLIAMS Evidence - A definitive textbook of the Australian law of evidence 

- $10 000 

Medicine 
Anatomy 

PROFESSOR RV SHORT The control of reproduction m female marsupials -
$65 477 

Biochemistry 

PROFESSOR M T W HEARN Studies with novel microparticulate matrices for the high 
performance hydrophobic electrostatic and affinity chromatography of bio
macromolecules - $30 000 

DR W D CoMPER Hydrodynamics of the interstitum - $18 000 
DRs J R UNDERWOOD AND H M GEYSEN Definition of the specificity of anti-nuclear 

autoantibodies in health and disease using synthetic peptides - $14 000 
AssocIATE PROFESSOR H B LUKINS, DR P NAGLEY AND PROFESSOR AW LINNANE 

Structure and assembly of mitochondrial membranes - a biochemical genetic 
focus on the yeast ATP synthase complex - $48 163 

AssocIATE PROFESSOR B N PRESTON AND DR W D CoMPER Diffusive and convective 
transport in biological and model multicomponent systems - $29 000 

Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine 

DR P NAGLEY Expression of natural and synthetic genes coding for hydrophobic pro
teins targeted to mitochondria - $23 000 

Microbiology 

DR R A SKURRA Y Molecular analysis of the conjugative F plasmid - $19 000 



Physiology 

DR M WEISS The adrenocortical special zone in possum trichosurus vulpecula -
$25 000 

AssocIATE PROFESSOR RA WESTERMAN Small cutaneous nerve function - mechan
isms of prickle and itch - $26 145 

Science 
Botany 

DR J BEARDALL The role of nitrogen limitation in induction of CO2 concentrating 
mechanism in microalgae - $24 639 

DR MN CLAYTON Studies on the reproductive biology of brown algae - $26 000 
DRJ BEARDALL Isolation and characredsation of the CO2 co~centracing mechanism of 

microalgae and cyanobacteria - $8 877 

Chemistry 

AssocIATE PROFESSOR R S DICKSON Mixed metal clusters - their formation structures 
and reactivity - $5 000 

PROFESSOR R D BROWN AND DR P D GODFREY Molecules in space - phase 3 -
$87 500 

DR DJ COLLINS Studies of enolic ortho esters - $13 500 
DR GB DEACON Syntheses of organometallics and organoamidometal compounds by 

decarboxylation reactions - $ 5 000 
DR B M GATEHOUSE AND PROFESSORS BO WEST AND W RJACKSON Crystal and mol

ecular structure determination - $100 000 
DR B M GATEHOUSE Crystal chemistry of the solid state - $5 000 
DRs R F C BROWN AND F W EASTWOOD Development of the benzyne to fulvenecar-

bene rearrangement - $12 000 
-- Pyrolytic generation of transient organic molecules - $17 497 
PROFESSOR R D BROWN Weak interstellar masers - $10 000 
DR GB DEACON Lanthanoid and actinoid chemistry - $18 000 
DRS PD GODFREY AND RJ S MoRRISON Molecular structures in electronically excited 

states - $5 000 
DR R J S MORRISON Laser multi photon ionization spectroscopy of beam cooled free 

radicals - $20 000 
PROFESSOR W RJACKSON AND DR P PERLMUTTER New synthectic methods involving 

organometallic catalysis - $12 500 
DR KS MURRAY Magnetic properties of inorganic and bioinorganic compounds -

$23 000 
DR P PERLMUTTER New synthetic vaccines based on simulated antigen surfaces attached 

to synthetic porphyrin tempi.ates - $28 975 
AssoctAT.e PROFESSOR I D RAE Thermal degradation of deuterium-labelled vinyl 

polymers - $5 000 
PROFESSOR B O WEST Studies of oxo and imido bridged heterobimetallic complexes -

$10 000 
PROFESSOR R L MARTIN New inorganic materials - $16 000 

Computer Science 

PROFESSOR C S WALLACE Capability based multi-processor - $ 7 000 
PROFESSOR J N CROSSLEY AND DR J JAFFAR Logic programming with interfaces -

$18 000 

Dean of Science 

PROFESSOR W R MuNTZ A behavioural and optical study of visual resolution and sen
sitivity in cephalopods - $2 000 

Earth Sciences 

DR GA HousEMAN Numerical simulation of the evolution of sedimentary basins 
formed by extension of the lithosphere - $10 000 

DR RT GREGORY Stable isotope studies of archean hydrothermal systems, pilbara 
block, Western Australia - $24 000 

PROFESSOR G S LISTER AND DR A GLEADOW Extension tectonics and the thermo
mechanical evolution of metamorphic core complexes - $24 000 

DR G S LISTER The physics of large-scale flow in hot polycrystalline masses -
$37 763 

DR I A NICHOLLS Petrology/Geochemistry of active calc-alkaline volcanos, Java, 
Indonesia - $8 000 

DR D R GRAY Structural and tectonic evolution of the tasman organic zone in 
Northern Tasmania - $30 835 

DRs P V RICH AND T H RICH Evolution of the higher vertebrates with emphasis on 
Australasian taxa - a palaeo-biochemical approach - $10 000 
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DR RA CAs Mineralised submarine felsic volcanic successions - eruptive processes, 
products and environments - $24 309 

DR J P Cu1:.1:. Geophysical constraints on crustal evolution - $4 950 
DRS P V R1ct1 AND TH R1cH lntrarift biota, sedimentary successions and climates of 

Australia's Southern margin in the late mesozoic - $23 000 

Genetics 

DRS W McKEcHNIE Genetic variation in alcohol tolerance and alcohol dehydrogenase 
in a winery population of drosophila melanogaster - $31 426 

PRoFEssoR B W HOLLOWAY, DR A F MoRGAN AND AssocIATE PROFESSOR V 
KRISHNAPILLAI Genome organisation in pseudomonas - $70 000 

DR DR SMYTH AND Ms.AL LAVELLE A DNA sequ nee element dispersed through the 
genomes of lilium species - $10 000 

Mathematics 

DR DJ KAROLY Southern hemisphere circulation features associated with equatorial 
sea surface temperature anomalies - $10 000 

PROFESSOR B R MORTON Deflected jets - $12 000 
-- Entrainment into cumulus clouds - $11 500 
DR R K SMITH The North Australian cloud line - $16 000 
DRs R K SMITH AND MA PAGE Southerly buster cold fronts - $21 500 

Physics 

Ass0CJATB PROl'ESS0R J D CAsrnoN AND DR R J POLLARD A study of chc structure and 
magnetic properties of solids using the mossbauer effect - $39 156 

DR T R FINLAYSON Studies of pre-transformation effects and their role in the kinetic of 
martensitic transformations - $ 7 300 

DRs T R FINLAYSON AND J R GRIFFITHS The influence of residual stresses on the physi
cal and mechanical properties of alloys - $24 200 

DR T J H1cKS· Magnetism in atomically random systems - $30 437 
DRS T J HICKS AND J R DAv1s Polarisation analysis of diffuse neutron scattering -

$16 529 
DR J R PILBROW Electron spin resonance of transition ions in biological and model 

systems - $12 504 
PROFESSOR T F SMITH, AssocIATE PROFESSOR J D CASHION AND DRs T R F1NLAYSON 

AND F NINIO Vibrational modes and lattice stability solids - $21 312 

Psychology 

DR D C BRADLJlY Phonological structures and lexical processes - $21 000 
DRs J L BRADSHAW AND N C NETTLBTON Hemispace·aud i.ntermodality integration 

and conflict in decision making and learning - $24 100 
PROFESSOR RH DAY Perceptual processes involved in visual illusions - $21 487 
DR D M THOMSON Recall and recognition process - $16 000 

Zoology 

DR DJ O'DowD The role of domatia on Australian rainforest plants - plant-mite 
mutualism? - $15 492 

National Health and Medical Research Council 

Medicine 

Anatomy 

DR D K BoWDEN Anaemia in Vanuatu and the relationship between thalassaemia and 
malaria - $46 096 

DR D EHRLICH Retinal degeneration and regeneration following damage to the optic 
nerve - $24 887 

DR J B KERR Local hormonal control of testicular function - $27 134 
DRs P D TEMPLE-SMITH AND H TE1CHTAHL Structural and functional studies of cilia in 

long term cell cultures - $28 786 
DR MB RENFREE 1988 special research fellowship - $63 475 
DRs B W OAKES, CJ HANDLEY, MEssRs I D McLEAN AND O DEACON Multidisci

plinary studies on goat anterior cruciate ligament grafts - $36 943 

Biochemistry 

PROFESSOR D A LOWTHER AND DR MS BAKER Role of hydrogen peroxide in models of 
arthritis - $28 360 

PROFESSOR M T HEARN Biochemical and biological studies with fibroblast growth 
factors - $71 834 



PROFESSOR D A LowTHER AND DR MS BAKER Cellullar protection against oxyradical 
damage during ageing - $29 646 

AssocIATE PROFESSOR S MARZUKI, PROFESSOR F L MAsTAGLIA AND DR WM CARROL 
Expression of human mitochondrial genome - molecular pathology of human 
disorder - $37 148 

DRs CJ HANDLEY, H C ROBINSON AND SE D'SouzA Molecular structure and organ
isation of articular cartilage proteoglycan - $30 506 

DRs CJ HANDLEY ANO H C ROBINSON Role of growth factors in the repair of articular 
cartilage - $34 092 

DRS L AusTIN, H ARTHUR AND L J RoBERTS Control of oxygen free-radical damage in 
muscular dystrophy - $36 775 

PROFESSOR M T HEARN Structural, biological and immunological studies with glyco
protein hormones - $81 552 

PROFESSOR MT H EARN Kinetic studies on unfolding/refolding pathways of pituitary 
protein hormones - $27 830 

DRs L AusTIN, JG WATTERSON AND PROFESSOR MT HEARN Molecular control 
mechanisms in peripheral nerve regeneration - $59 304 

PROFESSOR D A LOWTHER, DRs JS BARTHOLOMEW AND A SRIRATANA Entry of pmn 
elastase into cartilage and decreased chondrocyte metabolism - $27 499 

Centre for Biomedical Simulation 

DRS J B CHAPMAN AND TO NEILD Centre for Biomedical Simulation - $29 911 

Centre for Early Human Development 

DRS I R Coo KE, P J BERGER AND A MW ALKER Development of the respiratory system 
in the fetus from very early in gestation - $27 944 

DRS AO TROUNSON, L WILTON AND I KoLA Embryonic biopsy for diagnosis of genetic 
and developmental defects - $62 058 

DRs AO TRouNSON, DR MAcFARLANE, I KOLA AND AH SATHANANTHAN Cryo
preservation of mammalian eggs and embryos - $59 878 

DRS A O TROUNSON, R V H YNE, P D TEMPL.B-SM!TH AND MR G SOUTHWICK Develop
ment of new techniques for treatment of severe male infertility - $60 915 

DRS P J BERGER AND A MW ALKER Initiation and control of ventilation in the new born 
lamb - $65 385 

DRs I KoLA AND A O TROUNSON Teratogen effects on preimplantation mouse embryos 
- $29 073 

DRs A M WALKER AND J FLEMING High frequency ventilation in neonatal pulmonary 
hypertension conditions - $30 836 

DRAM WALK.RR Cardiac structure and function after preterm birth - $73 215 

Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine 

AssocIATE PROFESSORS MARZUKI, DR G L McMuLLEN AND PROFESSOR AW LINNANE 
Antipeptide antibodies specific to individual subtypes of human interferon -
$29 776 

PROFESSOR A W LINNANE, DRs R J DEVENISH AND B F CHEETHAM Characterisation of 
acid labile alpha interferon - $54 779 

PROFESSOR A W LINNANE, DRS P J TUTTON AND I R MAcKA Y The effect of novel 
interferons on human melanomas in vitro and in vivo- $118 822 

AssocIATE PROFESSORS MARZUKI AND DR RJ DEVENISH Primary biliary cirrhosis -
molecular genetic studies of yeast reactive antigens - $59 628 

PROFESSOR AW LINNANE AND DR B F CHEETHAM Interferon action - the use of 
murine interferon-a analogs in vitro and in vivo - $69 069 

Geriatric Medicine 

PROFESSOR N CHRISTOPHIDIS Endogenous thiol pools and effects of treatment in ar
thritis and related disorders - $26 505 

Medicine - Alfred Hospital 

PROFESSOR B G FIRKIN Role of blood platelets and coagulation factors in normal 
homeostasis and disease - $282 301 

DR S M JANE 1988 medical postgraduate research scholarship - $17 619 

Medicine - Prince Henry's Hospital 

DR N W BoYCE 1988 CJ Martin fellowship - $58 447 
DR R BucHBINDER 1988 medical postgraduate research scholarship - $15 399 
DRS S R HOLDSWORTH AND P G TIPPING Regulation of macrophage activation in ex

pe.cimental glomeruloncphr:itis - $84 816 
DR D LANGTON-JOY 1988 M edical postgraduate research scholarship - $15 399 
DRs R IANSEK AND M K HoRNE A study of the motor functio11 of the basal ganglia

cortical loop - $63 292 
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Microbiology 

DRJ K DAVIES The genetics of phase and antigenic variation in neisseria gonorrhoeae 
- $27 953 

DR RA SKUR.RAY Molecular and genetic analysis of antibiotic resistance in staphylo
cocci - $62 743 

DR RA STRUGNELL 1988 CJ Martin fellowship - $28 537 
PROFESSOR E G WESTAWAY AND DR P J WRIGHT Cloning, sequencing and expression 

of flavivirus genes - $62 004 
PROFESSOR E G WESTAWAY Molecular biology of flavivirus kunjin - gene function in 

replication and immunity - $48 279 
DR B Aot.eR AND PROFESSOR S FAINE Identification and characterisation of protective 

antigens of leptospira - $75 551 

Obstetrics and Gynaecology 

DR J KUMAR 1988 Overseas visiting postgraduate research scholarship - $24 239 
DR PA RoGERS, PROFESSOR WA WALTERS AND DR CR MuRPHY In viva and ultra-

structural studies on implantation and uterine receptivity - $38 018 

Pathology and Immunology 

DR R L Bovo AND Pn0FJ!sson J W GODING Phenotypic and functional analysis of 
thymic stormal cell complexes - $38 837 

DR E B BENSON AND PROFESSOR J W GODING Studies of IGA regulation - $38 988 
DR P A GumsoN AND PROPF.SSOR J W GODING tmcture and function of the oligo-

saccharide chains of crausferrin receptor - $31 107 
DR B H To1-1 The gastrin receptor pcmicious anaemia - $26 628 
-- Gastric microsomal autoantigen and pernicious anaemia - $43 486 
DR J McCLUSKEY AND PROFES on J W Go DING Production, purification and analysis of 

secreted MHC class I antigens - $36 049 

Pharmacology 

DRs JN O 'NEIL, ME STORY, GM HANDBERG AND J D PAULL Adrenoceptors and 
urerine contractility - regulation by hormones, pregnancy and nerves -
$54 410 

Physiology 

DRs GS TAYLOR AND RA BYWATER Electrophysiology of colonic neurones -
$32 657 

DRs U PRoSKB AND D L MORGAN Measurement of stiffness of intact tendon over a 
wide range of tensions - $15 070 

DR AR LUFF Motor unit sprouting in young and old muscle - $26 943 
DRs U PRoSKE AND J E GREGORY Muscle receptors - afferent responses reflex action 

and central projections - $75 731 
DR L M AITKIN The representation of auditory space in the cerebral cortex -

$53 552 
PROFESSOR M E HOLMAN AND DR H C PARKING TON Ion channels in visceral smooth 

muscle - $44 242 
PROFE SOR G D THORBURN Feta! growth, functional development and parturition -

$487 436 
DRs CL Grnos ANO I R WENDT Biochemical and energetic effects of volume and 

pressure overload hypertrophy - $37 236 
DRs S M REES AND J A RA wsoN Vulnerability of the developing brain in experimental 

growth retardation - $49 739 
PROFESSORS ME HoLMAN AND G D THORBURN Control of uterine motility during 

pregnancy and parturition - $44 395 
PROFESSOR RA WESTERMAN, DR RE WIDDOP AND PROFESSOR P ZIMMET Neuro

vascular function in diabetes mellitus, non-invasive tests - $29 716 
Ms KA DtcK ON 1988 biomedical postgraduate scholarship - $10 345 
DR JA RAwsoN Control and modification of cerebellar circuits by climbing fibres -

$20 026 
DR R J LANG AND PROFESSOR M E HoLMAN Patch clamp studies of receptor-channel 

interactions in smooth muscle - $47 379 
DRS U PROSKE AND D L MORGAN The muscle's previous history determines the size of 

the stretch reflex in man - $28 786 
DR TO NEILD Action of neuropeptide yon arterioles - $56 020 
DRs CL GIBBS AND I R WENDT Basal and active metabolism of smooth and cardiac 

muscle - $80 110 

Surgery - Alfred Hospital 

PROFESSOR PE O'BRIEN Role of the microcirculation in protection of the gastric 
mucosa - $24 217 



Surgery - Prince Henry's Hospital 

PROFESSOR V C MARSHALL, DRs P JABLONSKI AND D F ScoTT A new solution for organ 
preservation - $30 419 

Science 
Genetics 

PROFESSOR B W HOLLOWAY, DRs A F MoRGAN AND L V AscHE Genetics of mucoid 
pseudomona aeruginosa strains from cystic fibrosis paci'cuts - $35 251 

ORs V KRISHNAPILLAI AND P J CoLOE DNA probes for the identification of campylo
bacter jejuni - $30 740 

Physics 

DR PP PHAKEY, PROFESSOR WA RAcHINGER AND DR HJ ORAMS In depth and surface 
remineralisation of tooth enamel - $33 069 

Psychology 

DR WR WEBSTER Functional mapping of auditory and visual system with 2-deoxy
glucose and glucose - $33 185 

Zoology 

ORs J N NELSON AND DP CREWTHER Neural development in the marsupial native cat 
- $31 447 

Teaching and Research Centre 
Centre for Human Bioethics 

PROFESSOR P A SINGER, DR H KuHsE AND Ms E B GAZE Bioethical issues in the use of 
human foetal tissue embryos and gametes - $63 559 

Victorian Government 

AGRICULTUIU! AND RuRAL APFAIRS, Dan OF (PLANT REsMRCH INSTITUTl!) Postgraduate 
scholarship for Ms Kainakshi Padmanabhan, Dr P Merriman (Microbiology) -
$4 500 

CoAL CoRPORATION OF V1cTORIA Structure and reactivity of Victorian brown coal, 
Professor WR Jackson (Chemistry) - $77 773 

DANDENONG VALLEY AuTI-IORITY A WRAC pa rtnership research program: Design 
guidelines for stable channels and waterways (87 /05), Professor R G Mein (Civil 
Ei1gineecing) - $4 263 

HEALTH DEPARTMENT VICTORIA Evaluation of pilot school community based drug 
education, Dr J Northfield (Education) - $42 000 

lNDUSTR Y, TECHNOLOGY AND REsouRCES, DEPT OF Developing a pre-business plan for 
the BPR spectrometer, Dr J R Pilbrow (Physics) - $17 001 

LAw DEPARTMENT, VICTORIA Support for the Chair of Forensic Medicine, Professor 
SM Cordner (forensic Medicine) - $157 987 

MELBOURNE AND M.ETR.OPOLITAN BoARD OP WORKS AWRAC partnership research 
program: Design guidelines for cable channels and waterways (87 /05), Pro
fessor R G Mein (Civil Engineering) - $4 263 
Sewer infiltration model and control strategy for management of flow in the 
Melbourne sewerage sntem, Dr K P Dabke and Associate Professor R G Mein 
(Electrical/Civil Engineering) - $6 400 

MINISTRY FOR PLANNING ANO ENVIRONMENT for Monash precinct study, Dr K 
O'Connor (Vice-Chancellor's Department) - $20 000 

PREMIER AND CABINET, DEPT OF MacFarlane Burnet biomedical research scholarship 
for Ms K Burgess, Dr G Jenkin (Physiology) - $10 768 

RoAD CONSTRUCTION AUTHORITY Repeated load triaxial testing of pavement 
materials, Dr AK Parkin (Civil Engineering) - $3 600 

RoAD TR.-.Pl'IC AUTHORITY Sponsorship of Accidcnc Research Centre, Dr A P Valcan 
(Accident Research Centre) - $147 700 
Energy absorbing structures for heavy vehicles, Professor N W Murray (Civil 
Engineering) - $26 000 
for LU!T telephone survey, (Accident Research Centre) - $5 000 

RuRAL WAT-ER COMMISSION OP VICTORIA A WRAC partnership research program: 
Design guidelines for stable channe ls and waterway (87 /05), Professor R G 
Mein (Civil Engineering) - $4 263 

STATE ELECTRICITY CoMM1ss10N, V1cron1A A high transition temperature super
conductor and energy storage device, Associate Professors P L Rossiter and 
R McPherson (Materials Engineering) - $12 763 
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TRANSPORT AccIDENT COMMISSION Sponsorship of Accident Research Centre, Dr A P 
Valcan (Accident Research Centre) - $195 400 
Evaluation of the effect of establishing the Alfred Hospital Trauma Centre, 
Dr A P Valcan (Accident Research Centre) - $3 500 
Lnjury profiles of pedal cyclist casualties wearing and not wearing helmets, 
Associate Professor FT McDermott (Surgery - Alfred Hospital) -
$114 300 

V LINE Investigation of railway bridge design, Associate Professor P Grundy (Civil 
Engineering) - $15 000 

WATER RllsouRCES VICTORIA, D!!PT OF A WRAC partnership research program: 
Design guidelines for stable channels and waterways (87 /05), Professor R G 
Mein {Civil Engineering) - $4 263 

-- Salinity research in northern Victoria, Professor MAJ Williams (Geography) 
- $9 900 

Trusts, foundations and charitable organisations 

ANGLISS (VICTORIA) CHARITABLE FUND, THE WILLIAM Renal ischemia and reperfusion 
injury in isolated perfused kidney, Dr W D Comper (Biochemistry) -
$2 000 

ANTI CANCER COUNCIL OF VICTORIA PhD research scholarship for Mr K Nelson-Reed, 
(Chemistry) - $13 942 
New platinum and palladium complex anti-cancer agents, Ors GB Deacon, 
I Roos and L Wakelin {Chemistry) - $61 030 
Effects of cisplatinum on blood and tumour glutathione correlations with tox
icity and efficacy, Drs N Cbristopbidis and J Zalcberg (Geriatric Medicine) -
$21 000 
Analysis of thymic stromal elements in normal and neoplastic states, Drs R L 
Boyd and HA Ward (Pathology and Immunology) - $28 000 
Postgraduate medical research fellowship for Dr M Buckley, (Pathology and 
Immunology) - $33 662 
Gastric receptor - tbe cytoskcleton and gasn·ointestina1 neoplasm, Associate 
Professor B H Toh (Pathology and Immunology) - $33 000 
Mutant human interferons in topical treatment of cancer, Professor AW 
Linnane and Dr I R Mackay (Molecular Biology and Medicine) - $20 000 
Membrane proteins of human plasma cells, Professor J W Goding (Pathology 
and Immunology) - $52 800 

ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION OP AUSTRALIA Movement of proteoglycans in degenerative 
articular cartilage, Dr W D Camper (Biochemistry) - $750 
Mechanisms of cartilage degradation in experimental arthritis, Professor D A 
Lowther (Biochemistry} - $500 
Proteoglycan catabolism in normal and degenerative articular cartilage, Dr CJ 
Handley (Biochemistry) - $4 500 
Mary Paxton Gibson scholarship for Mr Chee Keng Ng, Dr CJ Handley (Bio
chemistry) - $9 884 
Myeloperoxidase and acute inflammatory arthritis, Dr M S Baker and Professor 
D A Lowther {Biochemistry) - $4 000 

ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION (USA} Fellowship stipend for Dr J McCluskey for project: 
Analysis of chimeric class IT class l mac gene products, Professor J W Goding 
(Pathology and Immunology) - $42 274 

AsTHMA FouNDATION OP V1CTOR1A Cellular mechanisms underlying desensitisation of 
patients with allergic rhinitis and a thma, Drs RM Puy, EM Benson and 
D Czarny (Pathology and Immunology) - $9 902 

-- The role of neurogenic inflammation in asthma, Dr R D Helmc (Medicine -
Prince Henry's Hospital) - $9 400 

AusTRALIAN BRAIN FOUNDATION Ocular motor control in motor neurone disease, 
Dr I Williams (Medicine - Prince Henry's Hospital) - $9 000 

AusTRALlAN KlDNllY FouNDATION Mechanisms of glomerular iajury induced by de
posited antibody, Dr SR Holdsworth (Medicine - Prince Henry's Hospital) -
$5 000 

AusTRALIAN KOALA FOUNDATION Reproductive hormones in koalas from populations 
with different reproductive success, Dr I R McDonald {Physiology) -
$2000 
Detection of antichlamydial antibodies in koala serum, Dr G F Cross and Mr J 
Bashiruddin (Microbiology) - $1 500 
Chlamydiosis in wild population of koalas in Victoria, Associate Professor A Lee 
(Zoology) - $3 000 

AusTRALIAN ROTARY HEALTH REsEARCH FUND Upper airway and respiratory responses 
to prolonged nasal obstruction in lambs during sleep and wakefulness, Dr R 
Harding (Physiology) - $1.0 000 

AusTltALIAN ToBAcco REsBARCH FouNDATION Postgraduate research scholarship for 
Mr G Coppola, Professor MT W Hearn (Biochemistry) - $10 987 



Smoking in the initiation of immune pulmonary injury, Dr SR Holdsworth 
(Medicine - Prince Henry's Hospital) - $20 000 
Role of polymorpho11uclear cell derived oxy radicals in the repair phase of 
models of emphysema, Professor D A Lowther and Dr M Baker (Biochem
istry) - $37 773 
Effect of tobacco smoking on lung angiogenic factors, Professor MT W Hearn 
and Dr J Bertolini (.Biochemistry) - $35 522 

AU'STRALJA/JAPAN FOUNDATION, TH.II Communication stategies in Australian/Japanese 
business negotiations, Marriott, Ms H Oapanese) - $5 700 

BAcK PAIN Rl!sMRCH FouNOATION Analysis of the upper limb tension test i11 paciencs 
and cadavers, Dr P Sel.veracnam and Associate Professor E Glasgow (Anatomy) 
- $500 

BROCKHO_PP F?UNDATION ~1M1T_1m,_ THE JACK Inhibition of tumour vaccularisation by 
ant1bod.1es to heparm bmding growth factors (HBGF), Dr J Underwood, 
J Bertolini and Professor M TW Heam (Biochemistry) - $3 800 
The role of pituitary peptides in the testis, Dr GP Risbridger and Miss J 
Clements (Anatomy) - $13 000 
1988 research fellowship for Dr N F Bright, Professor V Marshall (Surgery -
Prince Henry's Hospital) - $24 000 
To support the centre's melanoma research project, (Centre for Molecular Biol
ogy and Medicine) - $25 000 
Respiratory muscle development in the feru and newborn structure function 
and susceptibility to fatigue, Dr AM Walker (Centre for Early Human Devel
opment) - $3 000 
Eye movements in the detection of motor neurone disease and as an index of the 
severity of the disease, Dr [ M Williams (Medicine - Prince Henry's Hospital) 
- $5 000 
Ultrastructural. studies in human post-menopausal endornetrium following 
steroid replacement therapy, Dr PAW Rogers (Centre for Early Hwnan 
Development) - $26 144 

BUCKLAND FOUNDATION, THB WILLIAM The isolated eerfused kidney as a model of 
iscbemic acute renal failure , Dr W D Comper (Biochemistry) - $6 800 

- - Hypertension in the elderly, Dr C Silagy (Community Medicine) - $7 000 
The role of pituitary peptides in the testis, Dr G P Risbridger and Miss J Clement 
(Anatomy) - $13 084 
Congenital and acquired nystagmus - the effect of contact lenses and of audi
tory feedback 011 nystagmus intensity, Dr I Williams (Medicine - Prince 
Henry's Hospi.tal) - $6 500 
Molecular cloning of autoantigens targeted in human autoimmune gastritis, 
Dr B Toh (Pathology and Immunology) - $6 490 
Establishment of a monoclonn.l production facility, Dr J R Underwood and 
Professor MT W Hearn (Biochemistry) - $7 500 
Characterisation of the cellullar signals for protein sorting and secretion - im
elication for production of recombinant molecules iiihigh yield, Dr PA Gleeson 
(Pathology and Immunology) - $8 000 

COLLIBR CttARITABLB FUND for use in Department of Mechanical Engineering -
$1500 
for use in Department of Romance Languages - $750 
for use in Graduate School of Environmental Science - $1 152 
for use in Depanment of Visual Am - $795 
for use in Department of Zoology - $1 401 
for use in Department of Mathematics - $3 174 
for use in Department of Paediatrics - $3 000 

-- for use in Department of Japanese - $3 228 
FBLTON BBQUESTS CoMMJTTBB, THE An evaluation of norma.lity of fema.le mice treated 

with anti-cancer drug before pregnancy, Dr I Kola (Centre for Early Human 
Development) - $8 000 

HALLENST..BIN CHARITA.BLB FuNo, RosE E towards salary costs for technician in IVF 
research program, Dr PAW Rogers (Centre For.Early Human Development) 
- $3 000 

INGRAM TRUST, MA Reproductive energetics of the burrow-nesting rainbow bee
eater, Dr A Lill (Zoology) - $780 
Role of stress in the high mort-aliry associated with capcure and captivity in the 
platypus, Dr I R McDonald (Physiology) - $1 000 
Dispersal of rainforest trees by small fruit bats, Dr J E Nelson (Zoology) -
$1000 

IsoBEL HILL BROWN C1-1ARIT.AllLI! TRUST Early identification of child.ren at risk for 
future reading/spelling disabilities - a longitudinal study, Dr J Glenister (Edu
cation) - $ 700 

!CELLION DIABETES FouNDATION To evaluate the functional role of CD4 antigen in 
T-cell activation, Dr J McCluskey (Pathology and Immunology) - $3 000 
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LITTLEWOOD CoMBINRD CHARITIES CLUB, JBAN to purchase of equipment for hyper
tension research, Dr B P McGrath (Medicine - Prince H enry Hospital) -
$3 000 

MMS HYPERTENSION RESEARCH FuND for hypertension research, Associate Professor 
BP McGrath (Medicine - Prince Henry's Hospital) - $37 702 

MYER CHARITABLE TRUST, E B Effects of insu(jn-like growth factors in the growth 
retarded neonatal r-at Mr R Frampton (Paediatrics) - $2 200 

NATIONAL. HBART .FOUNDATION OF AUSTRALIA Cardiovascular responses to exercise in 
heart failure, Associate Professor B P McGrath (Medicine - Prince Henry's 
Hospital) - $25 604 
Biofeedback training for heart rate reactivity control, Dr C F Sharpley (Edu
cation) - $24 000 
Research scholarship for Ms M Tare, Dr H C Partington (Physiology) -
$9 466 
Modification of hyper-reactivity in type A subjects, Dr KV Jones (Psychological 
Medicine - Prince Henry's Hospital) - $23 826 
Studies oflow density lipoprotein receptor in patients with arteriosclerosis, Pro
fessor J Goding (Pathology and Immunology) - $35 724 
for use in Primary Care Research Unit, (Community Medicine) - $535 

POTTER FOUNDATION, THB IAN for research, Professor M TW Hearn (Biochemistry) 
$10000 

-- for research, Dr E Benson (Pathology and lmmunol.ogy) - $5 000 
RAMACIOTTI FOUNDATIONS, C1..1va AND VERA towards expenses of visit of Dr ID 

Morris, Professor D M De Kretser (Anatomy) - $3 500 
-- Nociceptor activity and dilat ion of pial blood vessels on the feline cord dorsum, 

Associate Profossor RA Westerman {Physiology) - $10 000 
RllsEARCH FuNb FOR EARLY HUMAN DEVELOPMENT towards research, Dr AM Walker 

(Centre for Early Human Development) - $12 000 
RoTHMANS FOUNDATION Rothmans fellowship to assist in development of post

graduate studies in Australian universities, Dr J Doyle (Mathematics) -
$28 500 

SuDDllN lNPANT DEATH ResnARCH Fo.UNDATION Amniotic fluid volume and fetal lung 
development, Dr R Harding (Physiology) - $3 000 
Catecholamine and serotonon neurones in the brainstem of fctal and newborn 
lambs, Dr D W Walker (Physiology) - $3 000 
Postgraduate research scholarship for Stephen A Joseph, Dr D W Walker 
(Physiology) - $8 884 
Postgraduate research scholarship for Catherine L Coulter, Dr I C McMillen 
(Physiology) - $8 884 
Salivary c01tisol - an index of hypoxaemic stress in the new born infant, Drl C 
M cMillen (Physiology) - $3 000 
Susceptibility of newborn respiratory muscles to fatigue, Dr P J Berger (Centre 
for Early Human Development) - $3 000 
Sleep, arousal and thermal stress in. the newborn lamb, Dr AM Walker (Centre 
for.Early Human D evelopment) - $14180 

SuNSHINH FOUNDATION Force feedback for an electrically powered prosthetic limb, 
Dr R A Russell (Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering) - $1 350 

TRUSTEES OF THB NATIONAL LIBRARY OF New ZEALAND A bibliographic study of nine
teenth century New Z ealand newspapers, Dr R Harvey (Graduate School of 
Librarianship) - $4 000 

UTAH FOUNDATION Purification and characterisation ofT cell lymphokines that regu
late IGA secretion, Or E Benson (Pathology and Immunology) - $6 178 

VtcrORJA LA w FOUNDATION Aboriginal ethnic communities law curriculum materials, 
Dr T R Baxt (Law) - $9 947 

-- Child abuse tracking, Acting Professor T Brown (Social Work) - $13 874 
WADOBLL TR~ST, CH & CE Renal ischaemia and repcrfusion injury_ in isol.~ted per

fused ktdeny, Dr W D Comper and Professor E F Glasgow (B1ochem1stry) -
$3 000 

WHITE, EsTATI! OF THE LATE ANNA M Early identification of children at risk for future 
reading/spelling disabilities - a longitudinal study, Dr J Glenister (Education) 
-$750 

Industry and commerce 

ACI INSULATION Heat flow through ceilings and roofs of buildings, Associate Professor 
A Williams (Mechanical Engineering) - $2 500 

ACLBEARINC COMPANY Research into aluminium bearings with improved mechanical 
properties, Associate Professor BA Parker {Materials .Engineering) - $3 375 

ANZ BANK - DP OPERATIONS towards costs of two Monash information systems 
scholarships - $16 000 



ABBOTT AusTRALASIA PTY LTD Clinical studies M86-008 Abbott 56268 versus Peni
cillin Vk and M87-003 comparative study of Abbott 56268 and Ampicillin, 
Professor NE Carson (Commun icy Medicine) - $13 074 

ARTHUR ANDlll\SBN & Co towards costs of Monash information systems scholarship -
$8 000 

AsTRA PHARMACEUTICALS PTY LTD for nutrition research, Professor ML Wahlqvist 
(Medicine - Prince Henry's l·:fospical) - $1 500 

AusPEC PTY LTD towards research, Professor MT W Hearn (Biochemistry) 
$600 

AusTRALIAN AssoCIATED BREWERS, THE Structural alterations in the brain in relation to 
alcohol intake, Dr S C Phillips (Anatomy) - $19 629 

AusTRALIAN AssoatATllD SMELTERS Zinc alloy sheet produced by strip casting, Dr B 
Parker (Material Engineering) - $ 5 417 

AusTRALIAN C1-LEMICAL SPECIALITIES MANUFACTURERS AssocIATION Microbiology of 
enhanced biological uptake of phosphorus from sewage, Dr R C Bayly (Micro
biology) - $20 000 

AusTRALIAN DRUG DBVRLOPMBNT LIMITED Synthesis, resting and development of 
antiasth ma and antidiabetic drug, Professors A L Boura and W R Jackson (Phar
macology/ Chemistry) - $160 000 

-- Synthesis testing and development of synthetic peptides and peptide analogues 
showing insulin-like activities and relevance to treatment of diabete , Professor 
MT W Heam (BiocJ1emistry) - $50 000 

AusTRALIAN M1N.nRAL INDUSTRtES RnsBARCI-1 ASSOCIATION L1M1TBD Condition moni
toring of mineral processing machinery, Mr J S Stecki (Mechanical Engineering) 
- $60 075 
Hydrothermal mobilisation, transport and deposition of platinum group ele
ments, Dr M Bloom (.Earth Sciences) - $18 900 

AusTR.ALIAN PAPBR M.ANUFACTU RllRS towards cost of Monash information systems 
scholarship - $8 000 

AusTRALIAN WELDING RESEARCH AssocIATION Assessment of creep damage in weld
ments of pressure vessel steels operating at 480 to 540 degrees Celsius, Dr B C 
Muddle (Material Engineering) - $11 283 

BHP Goto MJNP.S L1MITllD Research scholarship for Dr W HJ ay, Associate Professor F 
Lawson (Chemical Engineering) - $11 026 

BIOTECHNOLOGY AusTRALIA PTY LTD Inhibin research, Professor D M De Kretser 
(Anatomy) - $82 243 

-- Infertility research collaboration, Professor D M De Kretser (Anatomy) -
$150 000 

BROKEN HILL AssocIATED SMELTERS PTY LIMITED, THE Research scholarship for Miss 
SY Lee for projec.t: Chloride-sulphate leaching kinetics of chalcocite type 
materials Associate Professor F Lawson (Chemical Engineering) - $2 471 
Research sch_olar hip for Mr Nan Li for project: Kinetics of the reduction of 
arsenic V to arsenic Ul with sulphur dioxide, Associate Professor F Lawson 
(Chemical Engineering) - $14 249 

BROKEN HILL PROPRIJlTARY COMPANY LTD, THE Sponsorship of Monash information 
systems scholarships - $16 000 

BRUCE SMALL ENTEI\PRIS.6S Research into child abuse, Mr C R Goddard (Social Werk) 
- $10 000 

BuRONGA HILL PTY LTD Growth of yeast contaminates at low pressure, Drs G F Cross 
and J May (Microbiology) - $6 000 

CRA SERVICES LIMITED for Mathematics Education Research Centre, Dr D Blane 
(Mathematics Education Centre) - $25 000 

CELGENE CORPORATION Genetics of gram-negative micro organisms, Professor B W 
Holloway (Genetics) - $71 304 

COLES MYER LTD Sponsorship of Monash information systems scholarships -
$16 000 

CoMALCO REsEARCH CENTRE Scholarship for second year of PhD studies for Mr P K 
Sharp, Dr J Griffiths (Materials Engineering) - $16 095 

CooPJ!RS t,ND LYBRAND (ACT) PTv LTD Sponsorship of Monash information systems 
scholarship, $8 000 

DAcA SOFTWAR.ll PTY LTD Sponsorship of Monash information systems scholarship -
$4 000 

DARATECH PTY LTD 1988 grant for controlled release technology project, Professor 
WR Jackson (Chemistry) - $36 000 

DAVID Butt LABORATORIES PTv LTD Platinum anti-cancer compounds, Dr GB Deacon 
(Chemistry) - $15 000 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CoRPOI\ATJON (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Sponsorship of Monash 
information systems scholarship - $8 000 

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AssOCIATION OF AusTRALIA Wind tunnel faciliry, Professor W H 
Melbourne (Mechanical Engineering) - $50 400 
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Planning and design of controls on an overall system basis to achieve smaH dis
turbance stability wbilst properly accounting for load characteristics, Dr C 
.Berger (Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering} - $17 000 
Calibration of the Victorian lightning location system, Dr D B Geisner (Elec
trical and Computer Systems Engineering) - $3 200 
Noise reduction for power station main and reheat steam piping, Dr L L Koss 
(Mechanical Engineering) - $15 300 
Search for precursors of electrical fai lnre of polyethylene insulant in medium
voltage power distribution cable, Dr RJ Fleming (Physics} - $11 360 
Energy storage systems based on superconductivity technology, Associate Pro
fessor W J .Bouwick (Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering) -
$33 000 

EsANDA FINANCE CoRPORATION LTD Sponsorship of Monash information systems 
scholarship - $8 000 

Esssx LABot\ATORIBS PTY LTD for research by the Department of Community Medi
cine, Professor NE Ca~on (Community Medicine) - $9 000 

Esso AusTRALlA LTD for use in Department of Chemical Engineering - $2 000 
-- for use in Department of Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering -

$2 000 
-- for use in Department of Mechanical Engineering - $2 000 
-- for use in Department of Civil Engineering - $2 000 
-- for use in Department of Materials Engineering - $2 000 
HoBCHST AuSTRALIA LTD Hoechst polymer research scholarshie for Ms Fugen Daver, 

Associate Professor B W Cherry (Materials Engineering) - $5 000 
IBM A0STRALIA L1M.1Tll.D Sponsorship of Monash information systems scholarships -

$32 000 
ICI AusTRALIA OPERATIONS PTY LTD Research scholarship for Mr HJacobs, Professor 

WR Jackson (Chemistry) - $5 712 
Biodegradation ofhexachlorobenzene, Professor B W Holloway (Genetics) -
$77 569 
Fibre optic chemkaJ sensors, Professor D G Lampard (Electrical and Computer 
Systems Engineering) - $30 795 
Sponsorship of Monash information systems scholarship - $8 000 

JBNNINGS IN DUSTRIES PTY LTD Sponsorship of Monash information systems scholar
ship - $8 000 

KALGOOIUU! MINING Assoc1ATES for pilot isotope study, (Earth Sciences) - $7 500 
MACDONALD MEmCAL PTY LTD for use by Primary Care Research Unit, (Department 

of Community Medicine) - $75 
MAY AND BAKER AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Termprost and general study, Dr D Healy (Ob

stetrics and Gynaecology) - $6 000 
MAY AND BAKER PHARMACEUTICALS Rheumatology research, Dr P Ryan (Medicine -

Alfred Hospital) - $2 500 
MAYNE NtcKLESS CoMPUTBR SERVICES Sponsorship of Monash information systems 

scholarship - $8 000 
MELBOURNE ResEARCH LABORATORIES (BHP) Research scholarship for Mr P H 

Cheang, Associate Professor R McPherson (Materials Engineering) -
$11 907 

-- Research scholarship for Ms P Wassenaar, Associate Professor R McPherson 
(Materials Engineering) - $22 877 

METROPOLITAN TRANSIT AUTHORITY Sponsorship of Monash information systems 
scholarships - $16 000 

MoBIL OIL AUSTRALIA LTD Sponsorship of Monash information systems scholarships 
- $16 000 

NCR AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Sponsorship of Monash information systems scholarship -
$8 000 

NEC INFORMATION SYSTEMS AusTRALIA Sponsorship of Monash information systems 
scholarship - $8 000 

NATIONAL AusTRALIA BANK Sponsorship of Monash information systems scholarships 
- $16 000 

NATIONAL MUTUAL L1FE Assoc1ATION Sponsorship of Monash information systems 
scholarships - $16 000 

NILCRA CBRAMtcs PTY LTD LIMITED Creep and static fatigue of MGPSZ, Dr J R Griffiths 
(Materials Engineering) - $5 791 

N1xDORF CoMPUT.BRS PTY LTD Sponsorship of Monash information systems scholar
ship - $8 000 

NuTR.A SwBl!T COMPANY, THB Nutrition research, Professor M L Wahlqvist (Medicine 
- Prince Henry's Hospital) - $7 023 

PHARMACIA (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Development of new HPLC applications for the sep
aration of proteins and peptides, Professor MT W Heam (Biochemistry} -
$30 000 



QLoN.B LIMIT.BO Development of new procedures for the purification of monoclonal 
antibodies, Professor MT W Hearn (Biochemistry) - $23 692 

REPco INFORMATION SERVICES Sponsorship of Monash information systems scholar
ships - $16 000 

RESERVE BANK OF AUSTRALIA - ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL RESEARCH FUND Financing 
government - 200 years of money, debt and taxation, Professor M G Porter 
(Centre of Policy Study) - $25 452 

RocHB PRODUCTS PTY LTo Costs of clinical trial in female patients with uncomplicated 
Lm, Professor NE Canon {Community Medicine) - $7 500 

SCHERER PTY LTD, RP Nutrition research, Professor ML Wahlqvist (Medicine -
Prince Henry's H ospital} - $23 300 

SMITH KLINE AND FRENCH LABORATORIES (AusT) LTD Sponsorship of video disc edu
cation program, Professor NE Carson (Community Medicine) - $5 000 

Swiss AiuMINIUM LIMITED Res_earch scholarship for project: Strip coating of alu
m inium, Associate Professor B A Parker (Materials Engineering) - $17 670 

V1v1AN NOMINEES PTY LTD towards costs of research, Dr P Temple-Smith (Anatomy) 
- $1400 

WESTERN MINING CORPORATION LIMITED to support teaching in the Department of 
Earth Sciences - $3 000 

WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION Sponsorship of Monash information systems 
scholarships - $16 000 

W ORKSAFE AUSTRALIA Brain tumor case control study, Professor J J McNeil (Social and 
Preventive Medicine) - $10 000 

Others 

ALFRED HosPITAL - PETER GRANT HAY RESEARCH FUND Transferrin receptors in pro
liferative diseases and tumours of skin, Professor J W Goding (Pathology and 
Immunology) - $24 000 
Effect on somatostatin angiogenesis in experimental chronic tumours, Professor 
PE O'Brien (Surgery - Alfred Hospital) - $15 045 
Development of techniques for autologous and heterologous skin culture and 
grafting, Associate P rofessor J P Masterton and Mr W al.e (Surgery - Alfred 
Hospital) - $10 500 
Evaluation of tumour spread and tumour burden in patients with cutaneous T 
cell lymphoma by immunophentyping, Dr E Benson (Pathology and Immu
nology) - $16 750 
Life preservation and liver transplantation, Mr C Christophi and Mr Mcinnes 
(Surgery - Alfred Hospital) - $11 250 

AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY Study of microheterogenous forms of cyonemaiai 
recombinant bovine somatotropin, Professor MT W Hearn (Biochemistry) -
$20 685 

BENHAM, MR AND MRs (UK) for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Bio
chemistry) - $20 

CAUGHEY, TA AND T K to muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) 
-$50 

CHISHOLM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY Centre for Stream Ecology, Dr PS Lake 
(Zoology) - $47 010 

CLARKE AND FAMILY, CAROL A for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Bio
chemistry) - $50 

DEACON, DR GB for use in the Department of Chemistry - $200 
D1cK, MR AND MRs T J for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) 

- $20 
DuPONT DE NEMOURS & Co (USA), EI Riser reactors, Professor OE Potter (Chemi

cal Engineering) - $54 740 
EAMSIRI, Miss A Coal research, Professor WR Jackson (Chemistry) - $2 880 
FAMILY HEALTH INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH (USA) Contraceptive effects of breastfeed

ing, Professor RV Short (Physiology) - $19 680 
FERRIS, MR AND MRs C for hypertension research, (Medicine - Prince Henry's Hos

pital) - $30 
FULLER, N LAND PT for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) -

$750 
GARVAN INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL RESEARCH Influence of hormones in the growth of 

human malignant melanomas, Dr D H Barkla (Anatomy) - $20 484 
GERMAN SHEPHERD DoG CLUB (BALLARAT BRANCH), THE to muscular dystrophy 

research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) - $2 000 
GORDON, HAND U for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) -

$20 
GRIESMAYR, 0 AND B M for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) 

- $50 
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GRIFFITHS, DR AND MRs J R Research scholarship for Mr S Chew, Dr J R Griffiths 
(Materials Engineering) - $6 000 

GuRUSINGHE, Ms AsITHA for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) 
- $3 000 

HARRISON, IF for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) - $5 
HEALY, R L for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) - $200 
HEALY, RICHARD A for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) -

$500 
IVF FRIENDS for research in Centre for Early Human Development, Dr A O Trounson 

(Centre for Early Human Development) - $4 500 
IRWIN, Miss L for hypertension research, (Medicine - Prince Henry's Hospital) -

$50 
IRWIN, MR AND MRs K for hypertension research, (Medicine - Prince Henry's Hos

pital) - $100 
IRw1N, MRs ME for hypertension research, (Medicine - Prince Henry's Hospital -

$1 000 
KINGSTON CENTRE Reimbursement of expenses of running Monash Geriatric Centre, 

(Faculty of Medicine) - $23 850 
KIRKPATRICK, MRS M K for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) 

- $100 
LANE, A AND M for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) -

$30 
LAW REFORM COMMISSION OF VICTORIA for phase 2 of project: Child sexual assault, 

Professor TC Brown (Social Work) - $7 874 
MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY Genetics of pre-eclampsia/eclampsia, Dr S P Brennecke 

(Obstetrics and Gynaecology) - $5 000 
-- Geometric and isotopic constraints on bulk mass transfer in deformed low-grade 

metasediments - Central Goldfields Victoria etc, Dr RT Gregory (Earth 
Sciences) - $ 16 000 

MANsIE, D T & SL for use by Primary Care Research Unit, (Community Medicine) -
$100 

MAXWELL, F C & LA for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) -
$50 

MAxwELL, K for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) - $50 
McPARTLAND, MR AND MRS P for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Bio

chemistry) - $50 
MEDICAL RESEARCH CENTRE (PRINCE HENRY'S HOSPITAL) for Monash University post

graduate scholarships, Professor D M De Kretser (Anatomy) - $20 061 
MEE, MR AND MRS WA for hypertension research, (Medicine - Prince Henry's Hos

pital) - $50 
MoNASH MEDICAL CENTRE Use of anti-sense RNA to study the roles of HSP 70 and 

calmodulin in early embryos, Dr I Kola (Centre for Early Human Development) 
- $6 500 

-- for research in the Department of Paediatrics - $2 600 
MONASH MEDICAL SERVICES donation for gastro-intestinal research, Dr J Hansky 

(Medicine - Prince Henry's Hospital) $6 924 
-- donation for hypertension research, Dr B P McGrath (Medicine - Prince 

Henry's Hospital) - $2,137 
MURRAY-DARLING FRESHWATER RESEARCH CENTRE Postgraduate research studentship 

for Mr O Scholz, Dr ND Hallam {Botany) - $7 380 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SocmTY (USA) The ghastly blank - stage 4, Dr P V Rich 

(Earth Sciences) - $35 510 
NATIONAL LtnRARY OF AusTRALIA Student of the holdings of Australian literature in 

Australian libraries, Professor J P Whyte (Graduate School of Librarianship) -
$5 000 

NEWTON-JOHN, MRs C for hypertension research, (Medicine - Prince Henry's Hos
pital) - $50 

NEUROSCIENCES GROUP - MONASH to muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Bio
chemistry) - $528 

OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH, DEPT OF NAVY - USA Mechanisms of tropical cyclone 
motion, Professor B R Morton and Dr R KG Smith (Mathematics) -
$187 888 

PRIMARY INDUSTRIES, DEPT OF (QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT) The role offoetotoxins of 
plant origin in foetal development and lamb survival, Dr D Walker (Physiology) 
- $11435 

PRINCE HENRY'S HosPITAL 1988 shared NH&MRC program grant for project: Repro
ductive endocrinology, Professor D M De Kretser (Anatomy) - $279 539 

PRITCHARD, B AND J for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) -
$50 

PRITCHARD, D I AND J A for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) 
-$50 



PRITCHARD, W K AND M J for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochem
istry) - $40 

RoYAL AusTRALASIAN CoLLEGE OF SURGEONS RACS Foundation Kelly memorial 
research scholarship for Dr S Skinner, Professor PE O'Brien (Surgery - Alfred 
Hospital) - $14 036 

RoYAL AUSTRALIAN COLLEGE OF GENERAL PRACTITIONERS, THE Non-metropolitan 
hospital internships/residencies, Professor NE Carson (Community Medicine) 
- $4 000 
Research and development of computer assisted teaching programs, Professor 
NE Carson (Community Medicine) - $19 957 
Computer assisted practice systems, Professor NE Carson (Community Medi
cine) - $11 000 
Smokescreen, Dr C Sjlagy (Community Medicine) - $2 750 

SYMINGTON, MR AND M.Rs AJ for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Bio
chemistry) - $50 

UNIVBRSITIES SPACE RESEARCH AssocIATION USA Bulk entrainment into cumuli 
growing through wind shear, Professor BR Morton (Mathematics) -
$7 033 

UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND, THE Responses of insects to fluctuating temperatures, 
Dr B Roberts (Zoology) - $4 700 

UNIVERSITY OP N.Bw SOUTH WALES, TH!l Dielectrophoresis and electric fusion in ferti
lisation and embryogenesis, Dr A Trounson (Centre for Early Human Develop
me1\t) - $7 500 

UNrVBRSITY OP OXFORD payment of grant to cover costs of work undertaken for joint 
research program, Dr DK Bowden (Anatomy) - $10 141 

UIUlAN WATER RESl!ARCH AssocJATION OF AUSTRALIA Microbiological studies of 
enhanced removal of phosphate from. sewage, Drs R C Bayly and J W May 
(Microbiology) - $28 000 

VAUGHAN, M for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) - $50 
WALLIS & Assoc1ATES, I G 1987 National research fellowship for Mr T Pollock, 

Associate Professor J B Hinwood (Mecba1iica! Engineering) - $5 000 
W ooD, MR AND MRs C C for hypertension research, (Medicine - Prince Henry's 

Hospital) - $100 
WoRLD HllALTH ORGANISATION grant-in-aid for Dr G F Gonzales-Rengifo, Professor 

D M De Kret er (Anatomy) - $2 580 
grant to cover laboratory expenses for Dr Randanan Bandaso, Mr Qin Jin-xi and 
Dr Tong Jian-sun, Professor D M De Krccscr (Anatomy) - $7 296 

General donations and bequests 

ANZ BANK for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $500 
ANZ BANKING GROUP LIMITED Sponsorship of course on international business en

vironments - $ 15 000 
AEoRIGINAL AffAIRs, DEPT OF for use by Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines 

- $13 470 
AERAMS, I D to student assistance fund - $175 
ADAMSON, PROFESSOR T M for use in Department of Paediatrics - $150 
Aune Coo RAY AND Assoc1ATES for use in Kron gold Centre for Exceptional Children -

$25 
ALEXANDER, AR AND R towards costs of publication of ILIX newsletter (Microbiology) 

- $12 
ALEXANDER, RuTH D for use in Department of Civil Engineering, Professor E M 

Laurenson (Civil Engineering) - $1 000 
ANDREW D PTY LTD for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children - $30 
ANDREW, EMERITUS PRoP.esson. R R to staff silver jubilee gift to University art collec

tion - $25 
ANGLISS CHARITABLE FuND, THE WILLIAM for use by Centre for Molecular Biology and 

Medicine - $2 000 
ANGLISS (VICTORIA) CHARITABLE FUND, THE WILLIAM for use in Krongold Centre for 

Exceptional Children - $ 7 000 
ANONYMOUS towards costs of purchase of !VF and associated equipment, ( Obstetrics and 

Gynaecology) - $2 164 
-- 1987 prize for economic statistics - $100 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & Co 1987 prize in Business Finance - $200 
-- for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $3 000 
-- 1987 prize in Electronic Data Processing - $200 
AssoCIATION OF UKnANIANS IN VICTORIA Financing of Ukrainian lectureship for 1988, 

(Slavic Languages) - $25 000 
AusTRAUA CouNCIL for poetry readings, (English) - $1 400 
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AusTRALIA CouNCIL - PERFORMING ARTS BoARD for costs of airfare for visiting teacher 
- Professor Steven Field, Dr MJ Kartomi (Department of Music) -
$2 020 

AusTRALIA CouNCIL - VISUAL ARTS/CRAFTS BoARD for touring of Robert Hunter 
paintings exhibition for Monash University Gallery - $5 200 

-- for the exhibition of Robert Hunter paintings in the Monash University Gallery 
- $9 824 

AusTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT Ass1sTANCE BuR.EAu Postgraduate sup
plementary fwtding sclreme for Ms Ramdani, Dr B Alder (Microbiology) -
$2 250 
Postgraduate research funding for Mr Perry Ong, Associate Professor A K Lee 
(Zoology) - $4 000 

AusTRALIAN MEDICAL AssocIATION 1988 Australian Medical Association prize 
$1 000 

-- 1987 Australian Medical Association prize - $1 000 
AusTRALIAN PSYCHOLOGICAL SocIETY 1987 prize in fourth year Psychology -

$150 
AusTRALIAN RoAD REsEARCH BoARD for use in Careers and Appointments Service ---'

$100 
AusTRALIAN SocrnTY OF AccouNTANTs 1987 prize in first year Accounting -

$250 
-- 1987 prize in second year Accounting - $250 
AusTRALIAN V1cE-CHANCELLORS CoMMITTEE Travel grant for Dr H P Lee for travel to 

Singapore, (Law) - $5 000 
AusTRALIAIJAPAN FouNDATION, THE travel costs for Ms A Tokita, (Department of 

Japanese) - $500 
-- for student travel to Japan, (Department of Japanese) - $40 665 
-- for use in Japanese Music Archives, (Music) - $200 
BCLV for use by Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine - $50 
BHP NOMINEES PTY LTD 1987 BHP prize in second year Materials Engineering -

$400 
BHP COMMUNITY TRUST Contribution to costs of the James McNeill Room -

$30 000 
1986/ 1987 BHP prizes in first year Engineering - $400 

BHP COMPANY LIMITED for use in Department of Mechanical Engineering -
$500 

BP AusTRALIA LTD to MOSA students' welfare fund, (Monash Orientation Scheme for 
Aborigines) - $25 000 

BTR NYLEX LIMITED 1987 prize in Materials Engineering - $200 
-- 1987 Vacation work report prize - $50 
BAKER, ESTATE OF THE LATE THOMAS for use by Centre for Molecular Biology and 

Medicine - $60 000 
BAXTER CHARITABLE TRUST, PERCY for use in the Centre for Reproductive Biology -

$5 000 
-- for the purchase of equipment in Centre for Early Human Development -

$5 000 
BAXTER, DR R G for use in Department of Community Medicine - $100 
BEEKMAN, MR AND MRs G for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children -

$25 
B l!NNErrs, MR KW to Robert Blackwood Hall h~psichord appeal fund - $84 
BIOTECHNOLOGY AusTRALIA PTY LTD for reproductive research in Deparnnent of 

Anatomy - $ 7 500 
BLACKBURN VILLAGE RESIDENTS GROUP for use in Higher Education Advisory and 

Research Unit - $282 
BoBY AND Co PTY LTD, WILLIAM 1987 William Boby prize - $350 
BONGIORNO LIMITED for use in Department of Community Medicine - $5 000 
BowsER, CM for use in Centre for Human Bioethics - $25 
BRADLEY, PROFESSOR D to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $25 
BROWN CoAL LIQUEFACTION (V1cTORIA) PTY LTD for use by Centre for Molecular 

Biology and Medicine - $50 
BucKLAND FouNDATION, THE WILLIAM towards purchase of new emergency vehicle, 

(Central Services) - $8 000 
BURCHILL, SISTER EuzABETH to Elizabeth Burchill fund, (Arts) - $5 000 
BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY for use in Geophysical Fluid Dynamics laboratory 

$2 000 
BuTTERWORTHS PTY LTD royalties on third edition of the publication Stock markets and 

the securities industry - law and practice, (Law) - $400 
-- for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $100 
CIG MEDISHIELD 1987 prize in Obstetrics and Gynaecology - $100 
CALLISTER, MRs WINSOME to Winsome Callister award - $150 



CARLTON AND UNITED BREWERIES LIMITED for use in Careers and Appointments Ser
vice - $250 

CAULFIELD HosPITAL salary costs for Professor N Christophidis, (Geriatric Medicine) 
- $65 852 

CERAMTECH LTD 1987 Brenco Services prize in fourth year Materials Engineering -
$150 

CHANDLER & MACLEOD CONSULTANTS LIMITED 1987 prize in Administration -
$250 

CHANDLER, Assoc1ATE PROFESSOR DP to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund -
$100 

CHAN, DR CK to Monash University Medical School jubilee fund - $121 
CHONG, DR G C for use in Faculty of Medicine - $1 000 
CHUBB FIRE for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $50 
C1TY OF OAKLEIGH Grant for use in Monash/Oakleigh Legal Service, (Faculty of Law) 

- $3 500 
CITY OF SPRINGVALE for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $100 
CLARK, PROFESSOR AC L for use in Department of Paediatrics - $506 
-- to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $50 
CLOTHIER, EM for use by Monash University library - $500 
CoMALCO LIMITED 1986 & 1987 Comalco Limited prizes in Materials Engineering -

$600 
COMMITTEE FOR CHAPLAINCIES FOR TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS Contribution towards 

costs of chaplains office at Monash U niversiry - $1 250 
CoMMTTTl!I! FOR MllLBOURNE towards costs oflnternational Geographical Union Com

mission meeting, (Geography) - $500 
COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA for visit of Professor R Goode, (Centre for 

Commercial Law and Applied Legal Research) - $10 000 
COMMONWEALTH INDUSTRIAL GASES LIMITED towards costs of advertising 1988 Open 

Day - $300 
COMMUNITY SERVICES AND HBALTH, DEPT OF (NH&MRC) donation for workshop on 

menopausal health, Professor D M De Krecser (Centre for Reproductive Biol
ogy) - $16 027 

CONNECTIVE T1ssuE SocIETY for use in Department of Biochemistry - $364 
CONTROL DATA 1987 prize in Computer Engineering and Software - $250 
CooMBES, MR AN for use in Department of Medicine - Alfred Hospital - $500 
CooPERS & LYBRAND (ACT) PTY LTD 1987 prize in Accounting and Finance -

$250 
-- for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $800 
CoPowv, DR D for use in Department of Psychological Medicine - $450 
CoPPEL, CA to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $50 
CORPORATE LAWYERS AssocIATION OF V1cTORIA 1987 Corporate Lawyers prize -

$300 
COTTMAN, ESTATE OF THE LATE WT for use in Faculty of Medicine - $6 081 
CRISP, PROFESSOR J D C towards cost of commissioning portrait of Sir Louis Matheson 

-$50 
CROSSLEY, JN for use by Monash University, (Monash University Gallery) - $25 
DA CosTA, K AND H to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $20 
DANIEL, DR R for use in Department of Psychological Medicine - $400 
DAVIS, ESTATE OP THE LATE DR MORRIS Bequest from the estate of the late Dr Morris 

Davis - $1 000 
DEFBNCI!, DEPT OF for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $95 
DELOITTE HASKINS AND SELLS for use in Careers and Appointments Service -

$1 000 
DIABETES SYMPOSIUM RESEARCH FUND for use in Department of Biochemistry, Dr M 

Gould (Biochemistry) - $2 557 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION (AusTRALIA) PTY LTD 1987 prize in Computer 

Engineering - $300 
D1ssANAYAKE, MR AND MRS M for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children -

$50 
DONALD, K for use in Aboriginal Research Centre - $50 
DowNEY, B for use by Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine - $20 
DUDLEY, PROFESSOR M to staff Silver Jubilee gift to University art collection -

$246 
OuRSBURY'S PTY LTD for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $545 
EASTWooo, On F W to Robert Blackwood Hall harpsichord appeal fund - $140 
EGGLESTON MllM0RIAL TRUST, ELIZABBTH for use in Aboriginal Researcl1 Centre -

$4 250 
EGGLESTON, ESTATE OF ELIZABETH MouLTON for use by MOSA students' welfare fund, 

(Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines) - $10 000 
ELDRIDGE, P J to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $10 
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EMPLOYMENT, EDUCATION AND TRAINING, DEPT OF for Aboriginal study assistance 
scheme, Professor MC Ricklefs (Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines) 
- $63 996 
1988 Schools Link Project, Mr B Barwood (Careers and Appointments) -
$30 000 
for Public Sector Management Institute study fund, Professor A Fels (Graduate 
School of Management) - $377 000 
1988 special assistance to students grant - $107 200 
extension program for Monash Orientation Scheme for Aboriginals, Professor 
A I Brown (Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines) - $30 000 
for operating costs, Professor M C Ricklefs (Monash Orientation Scheme for 
Aborigines) - $21 870 

ENGHAM, N B AND E A for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children -
$50 

ENRIGHT, M to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $15 
ERNST AND W HINNEY SERVICES PTY 1987 Ernst and Whinney prize in Accounting -

$200 
EssEx LABORATORIES PTY LTD for use in Department of Social and Preventive Medicine 

- $20 000 
FAINE, MRs S to MOSA students welfare fund, (Monash Orientation Scheme for 

Aborigines) - $6 000 
FAINE, PROFESSORS towards costs of publication of 1ux newsletter, (Microbiology) -

$13, 
FEDERATED CLERKS UNION OF AusTRALIA for use by Centre of Molecular Biology and 

Medicine - $6 000 
FERNENDEZ, MR AND MRs J A for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children -

$50 
FIRKIN, PROFESSOR BG for use in Department of Medicine (Alfred Hospital) -

$12 500 
FLETCHER, N AND B for use by Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine - $20 
FLINDERS CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE for use in Careers and Appointments Ser

vice - $25 
FoRD MoTOR COMPANY OF AusTRALIA LTD 1987 Ford prize in third year Mechanical 

Engineering - $100 
-- for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $400 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS, DEPT OF for share of visit of Mr N I Rogov from Russia, (Slavic 

Languages) - $6 907 
FosTER, R for use by Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine - $20 
FouLCHER, K R to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $100 
FULLER, NL AND PT to Jack and Marie Healy memorial fund, (Biochemistry) -

$750 
-- for muscular dystrophy research, Dr L Austin (Biochemistry) - $70 
GHD PTY LTD for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $500 
GMC MANAGEMENT CONSULTING GROUP for use in Careers and Appointments Service 

- $50 
GARTNER FAMILY TRUST, NB for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children -

$2000 
GARTON, PANDA for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children - $40 
GENOME CONFERENCE 1989 for use by Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine -

$133 
G1PPSLAND INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION Consultancy fees, Ms E Fesl (Abor

iginal Research Centre) - $2 548 
GLAxo AusTRALIA PTY LTD towards costs of posters for Medical School open day, 

(Medicine) - $300 
-- for use in the Department of Community Medicine - $1 000 
Gouw, AssocIATE PROFESSOR M K to Robert Blackwood Hall harpsichord appeal fund 

- $72 
GRANT, MRs J for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children - $20 
GREENHILLS FouNDATION LTD to MOSA students' welfare fund, (Monash Orientation 

Scheme for Aborigines) $10 000 
GUTTERIDGE, HASKINS AND DAVEY PTY LTD for use in Careers and Appointments Ser-

vice - $250 
-- 1987 Gutteridge, Haskins and Davey prize in Water Engineering - $100 
HARDJADIBRATA, MR R to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $50 
HARRIS, L J towards costs of commissioning portrait of Sir Louis Matheson - $50 
HEALTH DEPARTMENT, VICTORIA Reimbursement of salary costs for Professor B Singh, 

(Psychological Medicine - Royal Park) - $86 254 
HEALTH INSURANCE COMMISSION Sponsorship of Public Sector Management Institute 

for 1988, Professor C Selby-Smith (Centre of Policy Studies) - $10 000 
HEALY, G AND T to Jack and Marie Healy memorial fund, (Biochemistry) - $500 
HEALY, KEVIN J to Jack and Marie Healy memorial trust fund - $1 600 



HEALY, RICHARD A to Jack and Marie Healy memorial trust fund - $500 
HEPPEY, MR PG to Robert Blackwood Hall harpsichord fund - $164 
HENRY, PROFESSOR AS to Cyril Skinner travel fellowslup fund - $10 
HILLGROVE, ESTATE OF THE LATE PHYLLIS Initial distribution from the Estate for Phyllis 

Hillgrove scholarship fund - $70 000 
HODDER, H L for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children - $10 
HONEYWELL LTD for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $250 
Hu, J to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $100 
IBM AusTRALIA LIMITED 1987 prize in Theoretical Computer Science - $200 
-- 1987 prize for third year Electrical Engineering - $200 
-- 1987 prize for excellence in Marketing - $200 
-- 1987 prize in third year Electrical Engineering - $200 
ICAL LIMITED for use by Centre for Molecular biology and Medicine - $500 
ICI AusTRALIA LIMITED Reimbursement of salary paid to Professor A Baklien, (Chem-

istry) - $44 941 
-- 1988 ICI Australia prize for vacation work report $100 
-- 1987 ICI/ ANZ vacation work report prize $100 
-- Consulting fees, Professor WR Jackson (Chemistry) - $2000 
IVF FRIENDS for use in Centre for Early Human Development - $500 
INDUSTRY, TECHNOLOGY AND COMMERCE, DEPT OF Grant for Masters of Engineering 

Science course, Professor R A Jarvis (Electrical and Computer Systems Engineer
ing) - $ 50 000 
contribution to expenses of visit by Dr Gliko from USSR. Dr J P Cull (Earth 
Sciences) - $2 767 
Travel grant for Professor P L Rossiter - $503 

INDUSTRY, TECHNOLOGY AND REsouRcEs, DEPT OF Special travel grant for Professor 
W Stohr (visitor from Vienna) - $500 

-- Offshore engineering grant, Associate Professors P Grundy and J B Hinwood 
(Faculty of Engineering) - $18 000 

-- for use in Department of Geography, Dr CA Maher (Geography) - $500 
INFERTILITY MEDICAL CENTRE for use in Centre for Early Human Development -

$2 474 
INGHAM, SM to Robert Blackwood Hall harpsichord appeal fund - $16 
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN AUSTRALIA 1987 prize in Accounting -

$300 
INTERNATIONAL CoMMODITIES CLEARING HousE LTD 1987 ICCH prize for best 

research paper in EC582 - Hedging and Uncertainty, (Economics and Politics) 
- $500 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITIES AND COL
LEGES Incentive grant for Dr A G Pitt, (Medicine - Alfred Hospital) 
$500 
for purchase of equipment for UNIBRAW, (Physics) - $1 500 
Incentive grant for Dr MA B Deakin, (Mathematics) - $500 
Grant for purchase of equipment for BSBP program, Dr B Roberts (Zoology) -
$10 000 
Grant for cost of autoclave components for Mr N Bangun, Professor W RJack
son and Associate Professor R S Dickson (Chemistry) - $1 910 
Incentive grant for Professor J Crossley, (Mathematics) - $2 000 
Incentive grant for Professor W Rachinger, (Physics) - $2 000 
Incentive grant for Dr KT Thompson, (Physics) - $500 
Incentive grant for Dr B Roberts, (Zoology) - $1 000 
Incentive grant for Professor J Warren, (Zoology) - $2 000 
Tuition fees for masters preliminary program (Mr Yusuf Sutaryono), Dr B 
Roberts (Botany) - $2 500 
Tuition fees for masters preliminary program (Mr Edi Basuki), Dr B Roberts 
(Zoology) - $2 500 
Incentive grant for Associate Professor A Williams, (Mechanical Engineering) 
- $2 000 

]ANDEL PTY LTD for use in Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine - $7 500 
JoNEs, SL & GLEESON-JONES, DR A to L J Gleeson memorial prize fund - $150 
KPMG PEAT MARWICK HuNGERFORDS 1987 prize in Accounting - $200 
-- 1987 prize in MA635 Administrative Policy - $250 
KARTOMI, HAND M to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $25 
KEKS, DR N for use in Department of Psychological Medicine - $450 
KELLER, DR E R to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $40 
KELLER, R J AND J L for use in Department of Civil Engineering - $1 200 
KENNEDY, DR BE to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $25 
KENWOOD, A & P to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $30 
KEoN-CoHEN, MR BRIAN donation to ARC of royalties derived from the publication 

Aborigines and the law, Aboriginal Research Centre - $213 
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KING, MR AND MRs F to MOSA students' welfare fund, (Monash Orientation Scheme for 
Aborigines) - $200 

KINNON, M for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children - $250 
K1RSOP, AssocIATE PROFESSOR W for use in main library - $50 
K1smDA, Ms T to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $10 
LA TROBE UNIVERSITY 1988 grant for Key Centre for Statistical Sciences 

$46 768 
LAURENSON, PROFESSOR EM for use in Department of Civil Engineering - $600 
L,.w BooK COMPANY LTD, THE Royalties from sale of law books - $26 
LBGAL Am COMMISSION Grant for Monash/Oakleigh Legal Service, (Faculty of Law) 

- $16 303 
LEGGO, Miss B towards costs of commissioning portrait of Sir Louis Matheson -

$100 
LIBRARY AssocIATION OF AusTRALIA for use by Department of Librarianship -

$30 
LINBURGER MAGPIES LADIES AuxILIARY for use in Centre for Molecular Biology and 

Medicine - $30 
LINDSAY, F for use by Monash University, (Monash University Gallery) - $25 
LIONESS CLUB OF MoRDlhLLo c/MENTONE for use by Centre for Early Human Devel

opment - $100 
L10Ns CLUll OF TRARALGON for use by Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine -

$100 
LIONS INTERNATIONAL DIABETES INSTITUTE - ROYAL SOUTHERN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

for use by Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine - $4 380 
LoDEWYCKS, KA for use in main library - $50 
LoR.BNZ, Mns J for use in Krongolcl Centre for Exceptional Children - $200 
LvoNs, MR J F for nse in the Faculty of Law - $200 
MDEC PTY LTD for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $40 
MACPHERSON AND KELLEY, SOLICITORS for use in Faculty of Law - $100 
MAcKIE, J A C to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $50 
MACQUARIE STAFF CONSULTANTS PTY Lro for use in Careers and Appointments Service 

-$25 
MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET, DEPT oF Grant in support of the Chair of Public Sector 

Management, Professor A Fels (Public Sector Management Institute) -
$50 000 

MARSHALL RICHARDS AND AssocIATES for use in Careers and Appointments Service -
$25 

MARTIN, PROFESSOR R L to staff silver jubilee gift University art collection - $25 
MASSARIK, H to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $50 
MAzzoN.l!LLI, JM towards cost of publication of ILIX newsletter, (Microbiology) -

$12 
McCANCB, I for use in Department of Physiology - $1 800 
McDoNBLL, DR JA to Cyril Skinner travel fellowship fund - $20 
MclNNES, I E 1987 Mcinnes prize in Clinical Subjects - $200 
MINISTRY FOR PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT Regirn:ation fee for Geographic Congress 

for Dr CA Maher - $500 
-- Seminar fee for Professor W Stohr $800 
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 1988 grant under sppecial education program, Dr S Sykes 

(Krongold Centre) - $89 072 
MINTER ELLISON for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $150 
MoBIL O1L AusTRALIA LTD for use in Careers and Appointments Service - $1 200 
MONASH Ex-COMMITTEE CLUB for use in Monash University library - $200 
MoNASH MEDICAL MOTHERS' AUXILIARY for use in the Department of Community 

Medicine - $ 1 000 
-- for purchase of equipment and books for the biomedical library, (Library) -

$1000 
MoNASH MEDICAL SCHOOL towards upgrading of conference room, (Community 

Medicine) - $5 000 
MooRE, MR AND MRS D for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children -

$50 
MooRE, MRs VERA for use in Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children -

$3 000 
MoRCOM, MAND S for use in main library - $98 
MORSE, RN AND FM to MOSA students' welfare fund, (Monash Orientation Scheme 

for Aborigines) - $10 
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS AssocIATION for use in Centre for Molecular Biology and Medi

cine - $100 
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS Assoc1ATION (Qw) for use in Centre for Molecular Biology and 

Medicine - $100 
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS AssocIATION (SA AND NT) for use in Centre for Molecular 

Biology and Medicine - $50 








